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The Annual Public Hearing of the Joint Legislative Study Ccrrrnittee on 
Aging was held in the Blatt House Office Building, Room 101/110, in Colurrbia, 
South Carolina, on Friday, Septerrber 23, 1983. The Hearing convened at 10:30 
A.M. 
Senator Hyrran Rubin, Chainnan of the Camlittee, called the Hearing to 
order and welcorred the speakers. In his opening rerrarks, Senator Rubin said 
that the great nurrber of participants in this Hearing indicates the growing 
interest and concern for the well-being of the elderly so that we can keep 
working for a better way of life for them, as well as for their dignity and 
cc:rnfort. The Ccmnittee on Aging has been functioning for sorre 15 years, and 
this Annual Public Hearing provides a very valuable input. Serre of the problems 
that are raised do not lend thernselves to imrediate solutions because of funding 
concerns, but they are educational to the Corrmittee so that it can keep working on. 
The Ccmnittee is regarded as not only one that proposes and carries through 
legislation but also as an advocacy group that endeavors to encourage the 
participation of private citizens and groups in assisting the elderly and, 
at the sane t.i.rre, is sarething of a clearinghouse of infonnation. 
The Carmi ttee functions the year round and is housed in the Senate Medical 
Affairs Conmi ttee suite and all the staff join together to provide services 
and answer questions which corre up tlv:'oughout the year. By pcoling the staff 
the Carmi ttee is able to operate this Carrrni ttee on a rnin.:i.nal expenditure of 
State funds. "The elderly have friends in the rrembers and staff of this 
Carrrni ttee. I think this is known and is always reassuring, no IlE.tter which 
group is involved or affected. We are grateful for the splendid cooperation 
we get fran all the State agencies; they assist us in every way: the Attorney 
General' s Office, DSS, DHEX:, the Conmission on Aging, and others. All of 
their information and resources and assistance are always available to us which 
enables us to cover a lot of ground," said Senator Rubin. 
The :rrerrbers of the Carmittee were presented: Representative David ~·Jaldrop, 
Newberry County, Dr. Carlisle Holler, Representative Dill Blackwell, Greenville 
County, Mrs. Gloria Sholin, a Gubernatorial Appointee fran Varnville, Dr. Julian 
Parrish, a Gubernatorial Appointee. Senator Peden McLeod joined the Corrmittee 
later. Representative Harris was unable to attend the Hearing. Staff present 
were: M.rs. Keller Burrgardner, Director of Research and Administration, and 
Mrs. Rose Mary s. Smith, Administrative Assistant to the Senate Medical Affairs 
Comnittee. 
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At this p::>int, Senator Rubin introduced Mrs. Rubin who at-::ended the 
Hearing because of her great interest in the Carmittee's ~rk. 
The Agenda was taken up as follows; 
Reverend M. L. Meadors, Chai:rrran 
SC Ccnmission on Aging 
Columbia, SC 
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Reverend Meadors expressed his appreciation to the Ccnmi ttee on its 
continued legislative progress for the elderly in South carolina: 
1. Condaninium Conversion Act 
2. Hospice Program 
3. Hare Health Services 
4. Extension of Tine to pay Property Taxes 
He hopes that the Camri.ttee will continue its efforts to obtain the 
foll<=Ming: 
1. Benefits for Volunteers 
2. Revision of the Probate Code 
3. Property Tax Relief 
4. Alternatives to Institutionalization 
He expressed his thanks especially for the introduction of House Bill 
H-2364, a Bill to Estabish a Program of Ccmnunity Services for the Ftmctionally 
Ircpaired Elder 1 y. He called on Mr. Jim Dubs, Deputy Director, SC Ccmnission 
on Aging, to give a rrore in-depth report on this Bill. 
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PPESENTAT 1 O~l Tr 
GE~1ERAL .~SsEr1ELV'S STUDY COf·1r·~ITTEE m) P,Gp·r: 
BY 
REV, ~. L. ~EADORSJ CHAIRMAN 
SouTH CAROLINA CoMMISSION oN AGING 
9/23/83 
SEtlATOR RUEHL DISTINGUISHED r~EMBERS OF THt GENERAL 
~.SSEf'1B LY' s sTUDY co~1r1 I TTI::.E ON ~t· IN~: 1 M" JJlCK r·1EP,DOPS J 
CHAIRMAN CF THE SOUTH CAPOLI~A COM~ISSION ON AGING, 
IT IS P PLEf.\SUPE TO cm,r·~END YOU ON YOL'R Cut~TI~~UED 
LEGISLATIVE PROGRESS FOP OLDER SOUTH C~ROLINIPNS, PASSAGE OF 
IHE CONDO~~lNim·1 CONVERSION ft.CTJ LEGISLATIO~t REfARDING HOSPICE 
PROGRAMS AND HOME HEALTH SERVICES) AND EXTErSION OF THE TIME 
TO PAY PROPERTY T~.XEs P\RE Anr~n RA.BLE ACH IEVEr'lNTs. 
YUUP EFFORTS TO OBTAIN BENEFITS FOR VOLU~TEERSJ REVISION 
OF THE PROB~.IE CODEJ PROPERTY IP.X R.ELIEFJ Ar--'D 1-l.LTERNATIVES TO 
INSTITUTIONALIZATiml ,L\RE GPE~TLY flPPREClft.TI::.D. ~AIE TRUST THEY 
t~JILL CONTINUE. I ESPECI.A.LLY THAJ.IK YOU FOR THE H'TRODUCTIGr'! OF 
H-2364 J A BILL TO ESTA.BLISH A PPrGRAM OF COW~U~'ITY SERVICES 
FOR THE FUNCTIONALLY H~PAIPED ~-LDr_RLY. 1T rs OF 1 HE uTrt:osT 
IMPORTANCE THAT WE GIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION TO THIS BILLJ AND I 
c.A.LL m~' J I~·~ ruBs TO EU,.BOPATE o~~ IT. 
Mr. Janes D. Dubs, Deputy Director 
SC Carmission on Aging 
Columbia, SC 
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He, too, urged continued support of House Bill, H-2364. He pointed 
out that while the Ccmnission supports the request for in-horre services 
in the Medicaid Budget, they do not see it as conflicting or duplicating 
the services called for in H-2364. 
The Ccmnunity Long Term care population rrust be Medicaid eligible 
and at a level of .irrpainrent that requires skilled or interrrediate nursing 
hare care. Hc:wever, there are rrany other i.rrpaired older persons who also 
are in desperate need of services. 
A recent survey confirrred the Camri.ssion on Aging's expectation; i. e., 
the Ccmnuni ty Long Term care client population is sicker, and in rrany cases 
have already applied for nursing horre admission. The Ccmnission on Aging's 
clients were less i.rrpaired, and the majority are older w::xren who live alone. 
They are not in inmediate need of nursing horre care, but cannot fully care for 
themselves. House Bill H-2364 provides for a fee scale for services. Those 
who can will pay, and the fees collected will be used for expansion of these 
services to others. 
He wanted the Carrmittee to know that the Camtission feels both programs 
are needed and that they will ccrrplerrent rather than duplicate each other. 
He touched on another problem dealing with the low rate of acceptance 
of Medicare assignrrent by physicians in South carolina. On a recent visit 
to Pennsylvania he found out that 90-95 percent of the doctors accept Medi-
care assignrrents; whereas in South Carolina the percentage is between 5-10. 
When a doctor accepts assignm:mt, he agrees to accept the approved Medicare 
rate for services rendered. If a patient has additional insurance to 
supplerrent Medicare, his or her bill will be paid in full. If a doctor 
does not accept Medicare assignm:mt, then the patient is responsible for 
the difference between the Medicare rate and the arrount the doctor bills for 
his service. 
Unforttmately, he can not offer a solution to this problem as we can not 
force doctors to accept Medicare assignrrents. Other states are also looking 
at this issue. One suggestion is to require doctors to post a sign in their 
offices that statesthat they accept Medicare assignm:mts. 
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Representative waldrop asked Mr. Dubs to state his opinion again on camunity 
Long Tem care. 
Mr. Dubs replied that the Ccmnission endorses the concept of Long Tem care 
being expanded. DSS will propose in their budget approxinately the arrount of 
$2. 6 million in State frmds, matched by Federal M:rlicaid funds, to rrove state-
wide with the kind of services the Derronstration Project has provided in the 
three counties in the Spartanburg area. 
Senator Rubin added that the Bill on the Functionally Inpaired is in the 
House Ways an:i Means Subcarrni ttee, chaired by Representative Harris. 
Chainnan recognized Ms. Pat Antley, Richland Cmmty Auditor, Mr. Siau, 
Georgetc:Mn Cotmty Auditor, and Mr. David Denton, who recently started as 
Veterans Service Officer arrl Administrative Assistant to the .itichland County 
Delegation. He called the Delegation Office another clearinghouse which can 
be of assistance in many instances. 
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PRESH'TATIC~' TO 
Gc}!ERJl1 ASSEMBLY'S STUDY cm~MITTEE ON A.GH'G 
BY 
JAMES D. DuBs) DEPUTY DIRECTOR 
SOUTH CAROLINA COMMISSION ON AGING 
9/23/83 
SENATOR RUBIN) DISTINGUISHED MEMBERS OF THE STUDY 
COMr1ITTEE ON AGING) 1 ¥'0ULD LIKE TO JOIN REVEREND f1EADORS IN 
CDrl:f11END I NG YOU ON YOUR GOOD EFFORTS ON BEH/lLF OF OLDER SOUTH 
CAROLINIANS. 
I TOO VIOULD URGE YOUR CONTH'UED SUPPCPT OF HOUSE BILL 
2364) 10 ESTABLISH 1\ND FUND A PROGRAr~ OF CCr':t~UNITY SERVICES 
FOR FUNCTI ONJl.LLY Ir11 PA I RED OLDER PER.SONS I 
AS MEf·1BtRS OF THE GtNERA.L ASSEf~BLY LOOK TOHARD FUND I ~!G 
OF THESE SERVICES) THEY HILL ALSO Bt CmlSIDERlNG A SHl!ILAR 
AMOUNT OF FUNDS REQUESTED IN THE MEDICAID BUDGET FOR IN-HOME 
A~D cr~MUNITY SERVICES FOR HEA.LTH I:1PAIRED OLDER PERSO~'S. 
YOU HJWE SUPPORTED THE r-~EDICJl.ID COMr·~U~!ITY LOW1 TtR~-1 ct~Rt 
SYSTEf~ H1 THE PA.STJ Jl,ND THE THPEE-COU~.'TY DEt~ONSTRATIOt·! PROJECT 
IS BEGINNING TO SHOW POSITIVE HENEFITSJ BOTH IN HUMAN A~D 
DOLLP.R TERJ,1SJ OF PROVIDING t\LTER~'JHIVES TO NURSING Horr.E CJlRE. 
_8 -
THE CO~MISSION SUPPORIS THE R~nUtST FOR lN-HC~E SE 0VIC~S IN THt 
f~EDICAID BUDtETJ AtHJ \·IE DO r'OT StE IT AS ((.:t''FLICTHlG 1•1ITH ~!OR 
DUPLICATING THE SERVICES lNTt~!DtD IN THt CO~~r~UNITY SERVICES 
LEGISLATION I 
THE cor~,r~UNITY LONG TERM CARE POPULAI IGN r~UST B~ M.E1JICAID 
tLIGIBLE AND AT A LEVEL OF Pv1PAIPf·~ENT FOR. S!<ILU·.D OR INTER~~EDlATt 
NUPSING Hot·1E CAR~. THIS lS P~ POPULAI I0~1 IN DESPERATE NEED. BUT 
THERE ARE ~~ft.NY OTHER IMPft.I KED QLDtR PtP.SONS ~~!HO ALSO f'ESPERATtLY 
r-JEED HELP. 
RECENTLY J A SURVEY Hft.S ~~ADE THAT CDriiP.~RtD A SA~~PLE OF 
CLIENTS SERVED BY THE cm~~1UNI rv Lm!G TERf-1 CP:RE I'Er10NSTRATim1 
PP.OJECT \·!ITH EXPM·mED r.~EI'ICP.ID SEP.VICt-.S ~·JIT!J CLitt,lTS SERVED IN 
Ol1R f\G HJG NET\'!ORK I THE CDr1~~UfHTY LONG TtR~~ CARE CLI E~~T 
POPUL~ I I ON WA.S SICKER THPJI OURS) t·IH I CH ~\!E EXPECTED. THESE 
HERE OLDER PERSONS HHO HAVE ALREA.lJY APPLIED FOR NL1RS I t·!G H0~1E 
ADrt:ISSION. OUR CLIENTS t·!ERI:. LESS Ir·~Pft..lRED; TH~ r·~t1.JOPJ.TY OF 
CLIENTS HHO ARE PROVIDED H'-Hot·1~ SERVICES SUCH PS HQr·~E-D~LIVERl:D 
r·~tft.LS AND HO~Er·1AKEP SERVICE BY THE AGING NETHORK ARE OLDER 
HOMEN WHO LIVE ALO~~t. TH~Y ARE ~!OT IN rr~r~EDIATE NEED OF 
NURSH.1G HQr-fl.E CJl.PEJ BUT Cft,PINOT FULLY CPRI FOP THH1SELVES I 
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CLTC IS B~SEr 0~' ~,EDIC.A.ID ELir;1BILITYi THt PqOPOStD 
cm~~r~uNIIY SERVICE LEGlSLJlTIO~' FOP THE ELDERLY rrfs ~.!C'T, THE 
BILL PROVIDES FOR A FEE SCALE FOR SERVICES. THOSE WHO CAN WILL 
PAY FOR. SERVICES) AJlD THE FEES COLLECTED t~~ILL BE USED FOP 
EXPANSION CF THESE SERVICES TO OTHERS. 
I HAST!:.N TO ADD THAT ~y CO~MENTS ARE NOT CRITICAL OF THE 
COf'1mJNITY LO~~G TtRJ~ CARt PROGRM~. THE cor~,~ISSICt! SUPPORTS 
EXPANSION OF THE PROGRAM AND WE UR~E YOUR CONTINVED SUPPORT OF 
TH 1 s PROGP).r·:. 
'~E FEEL THAT BOTH PROGRM~S A.R.E NEEDED AND THAT TH!:.Y t..IILL 
cor·~PLEMEtH RAJHER THAN DUPLI CA.TE EACH OTHER. 
tA!H I LE I Af~ HERE) I "'OU L1J LIKE TU BRH1G Jl.NOTHER PROBLEr~ 
TO YOUR ATTENTION. I I THE LOW RATE OF ACCEPTANCE OF ~EDICARE 
ASSIGNMENT BY PHYSICIA~S IN SOUTH CAROLINA. 
DURING A RECENT TRIP TO VISIT r~y FA~ILY IN PEN~~SYLVANIAJ 
I SPOKE \H TH ~W BROTHER) I·!HO ~\!OR.KS FOP A HEPLTH I r,ISUPAJlCE 
CARP.IER TH/H IS fl r·~EDIC.A.RI: INTER~EDIA:PYJ AP.OUT THIS PROBLE~t 
IT SEEMS THA.T 1 N P!:.~!~!SYLV P.N 1 A. 90-95% OF THt DOCTOKS A.CCEPT 
rlEDICARE A.SSIGr!r~ENTSi H! SOUTH CAROLH'A ONLY 5 - 10% ACCEPT 
ASS I GNMEt·1T I 
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WHtN A PHYSICIAN ACCEPTS ASSIG~~ENTJ HE AGPE~S TO ACCtPT 
THE APPROVED r1tDICARt P~TE FOR sERVICtS RtNDtREr. IF A P,l\TIENT 
HAS INSURANCE TO SUPPLE~tNT ~EDICAREJ HIS OR HtP BILL WILL BE 
PAID IN FULL. 
IF THE DOCTOR DOES NOT ACCEPT ASSIGNrtNTJ THt PAIIENT IS 
RESPONSIBLE FOR I HE U I FFERtNCC: BEH.IEE~! THE rn.ED I Cft.RE RATE ftND 
THE N~OU~!T THE DOCTOR BILLS FOK THt SERVICE. 
I ASKED rw BROTHER IF HE COULD GIVE ME ANY REJ\,SO~! FOR THE 
DIFFERENT ~JlTtS OF ACCEPTA~·~CE OF ft.SS I Gr~MENT, tlt THOUGH HE COULD 
NOT C0~1~~ENT ON SOUTH CJ\.ROLI NJt HE DID SAY THAI Hl MAJllR UKBAN 
ARt.~S IN PENt·!SYLVANlA ~~EARLY 100% OF THE DOCTORS ACCEPT 
ASSIGNf''ENrJ HHILE IN RURAL AREM; VERY FE~/ DO. IT SEEffl.S THft.T H~ 
R.UP.P:L .~REAS PEOPLE TE~!D TO PAY DOC I OR HILLS EtFOP.E Af·~YTH I NG 
ELSE. IN UKBAN ARtAS DOCTORS ARt MORE WILLING TO ACCEPT 
ASSIGNr~ENT THA~·J TO RUN THE RISK OF NOT GETTHlG PAID P.T .~LL. 
I SAID THAT I WANTED TO BRING THIS PROBLEM TO YOUR 
AITENTION. U~lFORTUNft.TELYJ I DON/T H/1.VE A READY Sf\LUTIO~~ TO 
RECGr~4ENJJ. WE CERTAINLY Cft.~~~T FOPCE DOCTORS TO .A.CCEPT ASSIGNr~ENTJ 
NOR CAN Y.'E ENCOUP.,i!.GE PftTlE~'TS TO STOP P.AYING THEIP EILLS. 
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OTHER STATES .~RE P1SO LOO!<H~r:: AT THIs PRU1_3LP 1 I ONf: 
SUGGESTION IS A PEnUIRE~tNT IHAT DOCTOPS POST P SIGN IN THEIR 
OFFICES THAT STI\.TES p: THEY ACCEPT ASSIGW,~ENT. THEKE fVlY HE 
.. 
BtTTl:R WP.YS TO .A.PPROACH THIS) AND IT IS CERTAINLY A PROBLEr·1 
\·WRTHY OF FURTHER CONSIDER.A.TION. 
I v!OULD Ll KE TO THANK YOU FOR THt OPPORTU~! ITY TO APPEAR 
BEFOKE YOUR COMMITTEE) AND AGAIN COMMEND YOU FOR YOUR EFFORTS 
ON BEHALF OF OLDER SOUTH CAROLHII.A.NS I 
Mr. Tom Bravn, Director 
Carmuni ty L:Jng Tenn. Care Program 
Colurrbia, SC 
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r.E1tioning that he has sul:::rnitted written testim:::>ny, Mr. Bravn stated 
that he did not want to speak on the status of the Program in Spartanburg 
or the Statewide Managercent System, but report on the ~ rrost inportant 
matters, one being the surrmary of research findings fran Spartanburg and 
the other which addresses the funding which is contained in the Medicaid 
Budget for FY 84/85. 
They have been in the research phase in Spartanburg since July 1980 and 
are prinarily concerned with canmuni ty-based long term services on clients 
and are rreasuring rrortali ty, change in functional status and overall change 
in health as v.ell as cost of Medicaid and the use of nursing hare care. 
He surrmarized the findings of three different studies which they carpleted 
this past year. 
1. Given the option for carmunity-based long tenn care services, rrost 
Medicaid clients and their families will choose to remain at hare as opposed 
to nursing hare care. 
2. Admissions and patients days in the nursing hare have been reduced 
in the project experirrental group that has had access to camu.mity-based care. 
Admissions to nursing horres were reduced by 16 percent and patient days of 
institutional care were 37 percent less than the corrparison group. 
3. They have been able to show that the system of camn.mity-based care 
is in fact less expensive to Medicaid-when considering all Medicaid expenditures--
than the current system of care. This has been achieved primarily through the 
reduction in the use of nursing hare care. 
Based on these findings, the L:Jng Term Care Policy Council which oversees 
the Project in Spartanburg is recanrending in 1984/1985 an expansion of the 
sane ccmnunity-based services that are presently available under waivers in 
Spartanburg to the remainder of the State, so that the Statewide Ccmrunity-
Based Service System \\Ould be carparable, beginning next year if this is approved, 
to what they have been testing in Spartanburg. These services are: personal care, 
rredical day care, expanded hare delivered rreals-both regular and therapeutic diet--
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expanded therapies delivered to the h<:::m:!, and respite care. 
This request is in the Medicaid Budget for a total of $9.9 million; $2.6 
million in State dollars, the remainder in Federal !-1edicaid dollars. This 
arrount will serve approx.irrately 8, 200 people, either partially during the year 
or for the full year, if they remain in the camnmi ty for a full year. These 
are people who would be eligible under the current system for admission to a 
nursing hare. To support his statetrents, Mr. Brown exhibited a chart, drawn 
up by Dr. Don Blackiran of his research staff. It showed the cost for expanded 
services for those people who are currently eligible for Medicaid in the ccmnuni ty; 
these are people who are eligible and are receiving SSI. The cost for these 
services would be $3.2 million and involves 2,600 persons in this group. Another 
group is also very ircportant, they are those who are eligible for Medicaid 
services under the current system but only if they are institutionalized. They 
are proposing that the Medicaid Program be changed through waivers-statoode--
to allow this group of people to receive Medicaid benefits at hare in addition 
to the current system of benefits in the institution. There are estimated to 
be 5,600 people who will receive services next year. Of course, there will be 
rrore cost to add this group to the Medicaid Program. "W: feel that, because 
of the savings we have been able to show in Spartanburg, this is an appropriate 
rrove to reccmrend to the General Asserrt>ly and the Governor and, of course, to 
this Cc:mnittee." 
'Ihey further recamend that the nursing hare bed supply be not exparrled until 
this system of services is in place. Analyses were done on what it would take 
to supply enough nursing horre beds to acconm:xlate this group of people. '!his would 
cost the State through the Medicaid Program considerably rrore dollars. The 
option Mr. Brown presented is about $8 million less than the nursing hare bed 
option. 
In conclusion, he urged support of H-2364, 'Nhich in his opinion is not a 
duplication of this request, and in fact the two proposals taken together will 
give an excellent carmuni ty-based service systen for older people in the State. 
Representative Waldrop asked for an explanation of "not to expand nursing 
hare beds." 
Hr. Bravn explained that for a number of years there have been essentially 
no new nursing hare beds available through the Certificate of Need process in 
the State. What they are recaTITEnding is to continue this rroratorium for another 
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a..o to three years tmtil their services are in place. The reascn is, of 
course, that we can not have both but, in Mr. BrCMI'l's opinion, he does not 
think they are needed. 
Representative Waldrop wanted to knCM if Mr. BrCMI'l thinks that it is 
a reasonable cause to rrove sanel:cdy out of a nursing hare by rreans of a 
program that is enacted by what is proposed here or sane other Medicaid/ 
Medicare purpose. 
Mr. BrCMI'l assured him that the pr:i.rrary focus of this would be to assist 
people prior to entering a nursing horre. The case Mr. t.-Jaldrop was referring 
to concerned sorreone who lost eligibility tmder the current rules for Medic-
aid in the nursing horre. 
Representative Waldrop replied that he was not getting on personalities, 
but wanted to express his concern about the Long Term Care Program when you 
have a handicapped person rerroved fran a nursing hare with no family to be 
cared for and nCMhere else to go. 
Mr. Bravn explained that there are other options than family care, such 
as residential care facilities. 
Representative waldrop wondered if people there get sufficient rredical 
attention. 
Mr. Brawn stated that people who do not rreet an intenrediate level of 
care can qD?lify and will be appropriately served in residential care facilities 
even if they have, for example, lost part or all of their extremities. 
Dr. Parrish asked :or a 1efinition of residential care facility as opposed 
to nursing home care. 
Mr. Bravn said that the Medicaid rredical necessity criteria for nursing 
home care relate either to the need and use of skilled services (nursing, 
physical therapy, etc.) or to the intenrediate level which is appropriate for 
sorreone who is functionally inpaired (bathing, dressing, eating, etc.) If a 
person does not rreet the rninirm.nn functionally inpaired level for nursing hare 
admission, aJ..rrost all of them would be entitled to services offered at resi-
dential care facilities. There are a small number of cases where the bo.o 
services would not rreet. 
Representative Waldrop wanted to knCM if all of the $9.9 million is going 
tCMard the CLT. 
Mr. BrCMI'l replied that all of it would be service dollars to be contracted out 
with hospitals, nursing hones, DSS, local aging units or new providers. 
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Senator Rubin expressed his appreciation to Mr. Brown for the concise 
report arrl called the Corrrnittee's attention to the fact that this Program 
was one that was originally sponsored by the Ccmnittee on Aging in 1977 
and started as a pilot program in three counties. "We endeavor to follow 
it very closely." 
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Presentation to the Stu:iy Ccmni.ttee on Aqing 
September 23, 1983 
'Ih:Inas E. Brown, Jr. , Director 
Ccmnunity Ialg Teim care Procn:am 
Senator Rubin and ne:nbers of the Stu:ly Ccmni ttee on Aging, I would 
like 1:.c:,) report on the progress of the Camn.mity Long Tenn care Project in 
Spartanburg and the statewide long tem care service management systan. 
Before describing our progress since my last report to the Carmi ttee, I 
would like to express my appreciation ani the appreciation of the U:mg Tenn 
care Policy Cotmeil for the strong support which the carm:ittee has given in 
the past to the project and the statewide systan. 
The Cormunity :u:mg TeDn care Project was approved by the General Assembly 
in 1978 for the purpose of gathering i.nfOlJl'lation that the State could use 
in planning policies and programs for lang tenn care. The project is admin-
istered by the Long Tenn care Policy Council. The members of the Council 
are the Gove.m.or or his designee, the Ccmni..ssioners of the Department. of 
Social Services, M:mtal Health, M:mtal Retardation, and Health and Environ-
nental Control and the Director of the Carmittee on Aging. Two specific 
i tans of interest were a long tel:m care service management system which 
involves client assessment, service planning and case management and an array 
of new ccmnunity-based serviees which might meet the rehabilitative and/or 
maintenance needs of long tenn care patients in non-institutional settings. 
The project received Section illS Medicaid waivers in July 1980 and Section 
222 Medicare waivers in October 1981. These federal approvals authorize the 
use of federal matching funds fran Medicare and Medicaid for the research 
and daronstration activities. The project began the experimental phase on 
July 17, 1980. -
FY82-83 was the third year of the experimental phase of the Comrunity 
IDng Tenn Care Project (CL'It:) . During the year, 1316 individuals were referred 
for admission. As of June 30, 1983, the--re were 1186 residents of Spartanburg, 
Cherokee and Union Counties participating in the Carmunity Long Tenn care 
Project. Of this group, 651 ~e menbers of the expedmental group and were 
eligible to receive the CL'It: expanded ccmnunity-based long tel:m care services. 
The ranaining 535 clients were nenbers of the canparison group, which will provide 
baseline data to evaluate the cost and effectiveness of the CL'K: experimental 
services. Of the experimental group clients, 66% were either skilled level of 
care or intermediate level of care on June 30 and, therefore, qualified for 
Medicaid reimbursed nursing hare care. OUt of this group, only 46% were 
institutionalized, while over 50% were receiving cannunity-based services and 
less than· 4% were hospitalized. When all experimental clients are considered, 
i.e. including those clients who need less than intermediate level of care, 65% 
receive ccmnunity-based long teiln care services, 32% are institutionalized and 
3% are hospitalized. 
New ccmrn.mi. ty-based long tenn care services, which were used by over 300 experimental 
group clients, i.nclud.ed personal care, ne:lical day care, 11ate-delivered meals for 
regular diet and special diet patients, respite care, medical social services 
and expanded hare delivered therpaies. The nost heavily used services were 
-personal care, m:dical day care and l1c:ne-deli vered meals. 
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Other accauplishrents during EY82-83 included initiation of the Medicare 
Section 222 waivers in April 1983, canpletion of significant research and · 
evaluation reports regarding the cost and effectiveness of the CL'IC Project, 
and implanentation of the statewide CL'IC Sel.vice Management Systan. Research 
and evaluation reports focused on client out:cates, change in functional 
_ status, nortalicy and m.:ntal status: Medicaid costs: and nursing hate 
utilization. The reports canpared 276 experimental clients and 339 control 
clients who had 18 m:mths experience on the project. All of these clients 
were Medicaid eligible and skilled or intel::nellate level of care upon their 
entry into the Project. 'The rrajor findings indicate that: 
1) nost Medicaid long tenn care clients and their families will 
choose ccmnunity-based long tenn care services rather than insti-
tutional care when ccmm.mity-based services are avaj] able~ 
2) the utilization of ccmmmi ty-based long tenn care services 
substituted for nursing lx:me admission for sane clients and 
delayed nursing lx:me admissions for others. The impact of these 
two effects was to reduce nursing hare admission by 16% and to 
reduce patient days of institutional care by an average of 
37%~ and 
3) Medicaid costs for a systen of camnmity-based long tenn care 
seJ:Vices for Medicaid clients who are rredically eligible for 
nursing hate admission are lower per patient per day than cost 
of the current systen. 
In summ:y, it appears fran these findings that Medicaid eligible long tenn care 
clients who have options regarding the location in which they receive care 
(i.e. camrunity or nursing h:::me) prefer ccmnunity-based care and that utiliza-
tion of cannunity based care, as opposed to primarily nursing heme care, is 
less costly for the State's Medicaid program and does not adversely affect 
client outcanes. 
The !Dng TeJ::m care Policy CounCil iS very pleased with these findings 1 
and is reccmrending that CL'IC camumity-based services be made available on 
a statewide basis in EY84-85 through the Medicaid program. This recannendation 
is based on the very favorable findings nentioned above and is made after . 
careful consideration of other alternatives to. address the long tenn care 
service needs of the State's grcwing elderly population. The cost for these 
services in FY84-85 is estimated to be $9.9 million ($2.6 million in State 
funds). Over 8,200 Medicaid eligible, long teDn care clients are projected 
to receive hare based care, 2,620 will be SSI eligible clients and an additional 
5,600 clients will be covered for Medicaid noninstitutional and ccmnunity based 
long tenn care services for the first time. Currently, these clients (up to 
300% of SSI) are eligible for Medicaid only if they are institutionalized. 
T'ne Council is also reccnm:mding that no additional nursing hate beds be 
approved until the systen of camrunity-based services is in place and fully 
operational. The other option considered by the Council involved expansion 
of the current nursing lx:me bed supply to acCXllnodata the increased danand for 
long tenn care services. The cost to Medicaid for neeting this need through 
nursing hare care is projected to be $18.8 million over current expenditure 
levels. This option would cost $8.9 million nore than the ccmnunity services 
plan proposed by the Long TeJ:m care Policy Council. The establishnent of 
statewide ccmnunity-based services will canplete the nodification of the State's 
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long-te.IIn care systan, which began in EY82-83 with the establishment of the 
c.:::rm:: Service Managerent System. 
Following the approval of the statewide CL':K: Service Mar.agernent Systan as 
part of the FY82-83 State Appropriations Act, the I.onq Te>.rm care Policy Council 
canpleted detailed planning and develq:m=nt activities for in;>lsnentation of 
the program. The Health care Financing Administration, U.S. Cepartrrent of 
Health and Hunan Services, approved these plans in Septanl:Jer, 1982. The 
program is designed to assist Medicaid eligible clients who need skilled or 
intennediate long teJ::m care services to receive care in their hanes. Phase-in 
of the program was originally scheduled to l::egin in Novanber, 1982. Due to 
a severe reduction in State funds in October, 1982, this schedule was delayed 
until March, 1983. As of August 1, 1983, all counties in the State have access 
to the CL':K: Program. Approximately, 700 individuals are seeking Medicaid long 
teJ:m care services (i.e. institutional or ccmnunity-based services) through 
the systan each m:mth. It is anticipated that nore Medicaid clients will chcose 
ccmnuni ty-based care, and, therefore, reduce the need for expansion in the 
nursing hare bed supply. our program has enjoyed excellent cooperation fran 
the existing carmunity service providers and hospitals towanLachierinq -~ 
this goal. By and large, l"x:me care services through Titles XVIII, XIX, XX 
and III have been used to assist long teJ:m care clients to .. remain in _their __ own 
hanes. These funds are not enou:Jh; however, and the additional funding mentioned 
above are necessary to establish a system of camrun.ity care for Medicaid eligible 
clients who need skilled and intennediate care. 
Additional services are sorely needed in our State by th:>se individuals who 
would not qualify for Medicaid and yet who can not afford the cost of cannunity 
based services. During this past year, I participated on a task force sponsored 
by the Ccmni.ssion on Aging for the purpose of developing legislation for cannuni ty-
based services for inprired elderly South carolinians. Bill H2364 was introduced 
by Representative Harris, et al during the last Legislative Session. I \oVOU.ld 
like to indicate my support for this legislation. Recently, I have been asked 
whether this proposal duplicates the services or targets on the sane population 
for which the wng TeJ::m care Policy Council is recatm=nding camnmity-based 
ser~ices under the Medicaid program. I am of the opinion that these two proposed 
service systans are not duplicative and in fact fit together very well in providing 
a canprehensive service systan for the elderly and impaired. Therefore, I want 
to reiterate my support for Bill H2364. 
Lastly, I would like to express again my appreciation for the support 
and assistance which our program.l'Bs received fran the camri.ttee in the past, 
and I request your favorable review and support for the major new program of 
Medicaid ccmnunity-based services which is being requested for FY84-85. 
--· 
Mr. Bill Bradley, State Ombudsman 
C~vernor's Office 
Health and Hurran Services 
Colurrbia, SC 
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'!he problem Mr. Bradley pointed out occurs in limited situations and 
covers a small nurrber of :p=ople; however, he feels it is one that needs to 
be brought to the Cornnittee' s attention. 
The first abuse laws written in the State dealt with children and it 
was not until 1974 that South carolina passed its first adult abuse law. 
Even though this was just ten years ago, South Carolina today is recognized 
across the nation as a leader in this particular area. However, there is 
a flaw in the adult abuse law, which Mr. Bradley would like for the Carmi ttee 
to study and possibly raredy with an a.rrendrrent. 
Law enforcarent officers have the power to renove children fran abusive 
situations, but they can not rerrove adults, who in many cases are just as 
helpless as children, fran abusive situations. 
He asked that the Adult Abuse statutes be arrended to give law enforcerrent 
officers the authority to remove helpless elderly persons from abusive situations. 
Further, he suggested that they add to the anending legislation that 
law enforcement officers are allaYed to remove a helpless individual fran a 
"rrotor vehicle, " and he cited an example to substantiate the need for this. 
Legislation to this effect had been introduced by Senator Sanders; haYever, 
it remains in the Senate Judiciary Ccrnni ttee. Mr. Bradley suggested to intro-
duce a new piece of legislation in House and Senate ~s year, and he urged 
the Carmittee to support this legislation. 
Senator Rubin told him that they r,..ould certainly consider this. 
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Senator Rubin and other members of this Study Committ~on Aging, 
today I would like to present an issue that I feel needs your 
consideration. 
The first abuse laws to be passed were to protect children. 
Several years after the first child abuse laws were passed, South 
Carolina passed its first adult abuse law. This was in 1974 and 
South Carolina is recognized across the nation as a leader in this 
area. This law passed because of this Study Committee on Aging. 
Some of you were members of the Committee then. 
Over the past few years incidents have occurred that have 
caused concern and have brought to light a weakness in the present 
adult abuse laws. There are situations that require adults to 
be removed from abusive situations immediately. 
Law enforcement officers have the power to remove children 
from abusive situations, why should we not permit adults to be 
removed from similar type situations. Many of the adults are just 
as helpless as children and need to be taken into protective custody. 
An example of what I am referring to, the Ombudsman Office and 
the Department of Social Services had been following a situation of 
a couple who were operating an unlicensed Residential Care Facility. 
The operators were changing locations al~ost ~onth~y. _The home ~v~G 
located, law enforcement and DSS went to the house; however, they 
were refused admittance because they did not have a court order. 
By the time a court order was issued, the elderly residents were 
transferred to another location. After a few weeks the new location 
was found. When the elderly were able to be removed by court order-
two were found sleeping on the floor, there was no food in the 
refrigerator and only (3) cans of food in the pantry. 
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Because law enforcement did not have the authority to remove 
those elderly people, they were put through additi~nal abuse. 
Just recently we had a situation called to our attention 'tvhen 
a woman was threatening to abandon her brother. She had taken him 
out of a nursing home, transported him over a hundred miles in her 
car and tried to force a Residential Care Facility to admit her 
brother. 
• I would like to request that you again come to the aid of the 
elderly and amend the Adult Abuse statutes to give law enforcement 
officers the authority to remove helpless elderly persons from 
abusive situations. 
You can certainly count on our office to assist you in any 
way possible to help with this most needed legislation. 
/ebh 
Mr. David S. Pass, ACSW 
Hospice Program Director 
Greenville Hospital System 
Greenville, SC 
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As the Director of a Hospice Program and inrredi.ate Past President of 
Hospice of South Carolina, Mr. Pass feels that he can adequately address 
the general concerns of Hospice Prograrrs in this State. 
The Hospice Licensure Act was signed into law by the Governor in March 
of 1983. D:H:El: subsequently developed a preliminary draft of proposed rninirrturn 
standards for licensing Hospices. 
In South Carolina the needs of the tenninally ill have, been addressed 
by the develq;:ment of Hospice Prograrrs. One of the cornerstones of the 
Hospice rroverrent is the flexibility with which services can be organized 
and inplemented by utilizing the resources that are available. Hospice care 
has developed to the stage now where licensure of programs is appropriate 
because 1) it protects the consurrers of the service, 2) it provides consistency 
throughout the State, 3) provides credibility and sanction, and 4) entitles 
providers to receive Medicare rellrbursement. 
Hospice Programs focus on a srna.ll segrrent of the population, rrost persons 
will be- over SO years in age and have Medicare as their prirrary insurance 
coverage. Hospice serves a clientele on fixed incare, with little or no 
resources and support systems that are weak or poorly defined. 
Mr. Pass is certain that the proposed licensure standards were developed 
with an eye toward Federal assistance. However, not all programs will desire 
certification for Medicare reirrbursement but many desire the sanction and 
protection that State licensure can provide. In his opinion, Hospice has always 
been a ccmnuni ty oriented service. He urged the carmi ttee not to adopt inflexible 
standards but to consider the adoption of standards with flexibility so that 
each carmuni ty rray proviee the services based on their needs and the resources 
available to them. 
Senator Rubin rerrarked that this being a nE!N Program we can certainly 
adapt to reasonableness in it. He rrentioned Mr. Alan Samuels, who was in 




Hearings on the proposed regulations to i.rtplerrent the Hospice Programs. 
Mr. Sanuels inforrred the Carmi ttee that the Board of Health approved 
revised proposed regulations. He assured Mr. Pass that the revisions 
had been substantial and that Mr. Pass will be very -well pleased with them. 
'Ihe Hearings will be publicized and held in different parts of the State. 
Senator Rubin added that the General Asserrbly, of course, has the ~r 
to reject regulations. DHEX: regulations usually care to the Senate Medical 
Affaiis Conmittee and staff will take a careful look at them. 
I 
\_\ 
t I\ J \ 
I 
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JOINT LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE ON AGING 
PUBLIC HEARING 
SEPTEMBER 23, 1983 
COMMENTS REGARDING PRELIMINARY DRAFT- MINIMUM STANDARDS FOR LICENSING HOSPICES 
DAVIDS. PASS, ACSW 
HOSPICE PROGRAM DIRECTOR 
GREENVILLE HOSPITAL SYSTEM 
GREENVILLE, S. C. 
__:..:1'-.J/11."(?;,~ ·:.. .... l'l..fi--.J 
~r Chairman and committee members, thank you for the opportunity to address 
you regarding the 1 icensing of Hospice programs in South Carol ina. As you are well 
aware on March 28, 1983, Governor Riley signed into law the Hospice Licensure Act, 
which was the direct result of the diligent work and unfailing support of the Study 
Committee on Aging and other members of the legislature. In an equally diligent 
and timely manner, the South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control 
Division of Health Licensing developed a pre! iminary draft of proposed minimum stand-
ards for licensing Hospices for comment and recommended changes. As the Director of 
a Hospice Program and immediate Past President of Hospice of South Carol ina, I feel 
I may adequately represent the general concerns of Hospice programsthroughout the 
State of South Carolina. 
It is well documented that physical il !ness has significant social and emotional 
components. It disturbs the equilibrium and the resources, real and emotional, of 
the patient and the family. It produces tension in relationships, creates isolation, 
discomfort, increased dependency, uncertainty, and fear. Once an illness is identi-
fied as terminal, these problems and feelings are greatly magnified, and often over-
flow to the community. 
n--J.he i nd i vi dua 1 shou 1 d be ·, a person experiencing a natura-1--,-
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In South Carol ina, as in the rest of the United States, the needs of the termi-
nally il 1 have been addressed by the development of Hospice Programs. The American 
tradition of self-determination has been preserved in the manner in which programs 
have organized to truly reflect the communities and the people they serve. One of the 
'rnerstones of the Hospice Movement is the flexibi 1 ity ~~~hich services can be orga-
~zed and implemented, utilizing the resources that are available to specifically ad-
dress needs and concerns of that community. 
With the recent and continuing attention directed towards the soaring costs of 
hospitalization, communities have tesponded with the institution of Hospice home care 
services, utilizing inpatient beds only ~hen absolutely necessary, to deal with the 
needs of a very special group of consumers. Hospice care has established itself as 
more than a transient fad or treatment modality. It has developed to the stage now, 
particularly in South Carol ina, where Licensure of programs is appropriate for several 
reasons: 
1) licensure protects consumers of the service. By being a licensed 
program the user can be fairly sure that specific services are avail-
able and that they are organized and delivered in a prescribed manner 
by appropriate persons; 
2) licensure provides consistency throughout the state, irregardless of 
whether services emanate from a hospital, a community agency, or a 
free standing organization; 
3) licensure provides a statement of credibility and sanction; 
4) licensure is certainly necessary for those programs seeking certifi-
cation as providers in order to receive Medicare reimbursement. 
However, 1 icensure standards and requirements should not inhibit or 
restrict the provision of services to those in need, nor impede the development of new 
programs by placing unrealistic or unnecessary requirem~ts on newly formed groups. In 
like manner they should not penalize or inhibit existing programs from continuing to 
function. 
Hospice programs invariably focus their services on a small segment of those per-
sons needing medical services, the majority being elderly. In Greenville last year 88% 
of our~pafient population were age 50 or older; 61% had Medicare as their primary in-
surance coverage. These percentages are probably similar throughout the State. The 
inference is that Hospice serves a clientele who have little or no resources avai !able 
to them. Income is fixed or non-existent, personal resources are close to being de-
pleted, and support systems are weak or poorly defined. I am certain that the pro-
posed Licensure Standards were developed with one eye on the Federal Government as it 
was proposing regulations for Hospice reimbursement with Medicare funds. However, 
1 icensure and proposed certification requirements should not be linked together unneces-
'arily. Not all programs wi 11 desire certification for Medicare reimbursement but may 
~sire the sanction and protection that State licensure can provide. 
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State Licensure requirements should, then, protect and preserve the integrity 
of all existing programs and offer a set of guidelines for them and any newly forming 
programs to follow. The structure of Hospice services should be maintained 1 but flexi-
bi 1 ity be preserved in how a particular program organizes and implements those services 
to meet the needs of their communities. 
Most importantly, Hospice has always been a community oriented service, from edu-
cating and enlisting community support and understanding to the use of trained volun-
teers from the community to the utilization and coordination of physician and agency 
services to provide the best mix of care to the patient and his family. 
1_!-!f9.~ :you, _in behalf of all Hospice programs and recipients of Hospice services, 
not to'··~t."~1t'r'fngent and inflexible standards for Hospice Programs. Rather, adopt 
thoughtful basic requirements for all programs, with the felxibi 1 ity for each program 
to arrange for the delivery of those services in the most suitable manner for their 
community. This suggests that, whether the Hospice is community-based, dgency-based, 
or hospital based, all program services can be provided via contract, cooperative agree-
ment or directly under a central hospice program administration; that patients can re-
tain their personal physician who works with the Hospice team; that effective use of 
trained community volunteers is perpetuated; and that Hospice programs and hospitals can 
continue to work cooperatively rather than become embroiled in contract disputes or con-
flicts over the hospitalization of Hospice patients. 
The Hospice movement has breeched a gap in the community and has re-vitalized our 
concern and interest in our neighbor. Hospice has promoted cooperation among community 
groups that had been al 1 but forgotten. Most importantly Hospice has provi~ed one mech-
anism to express care and concern to those in need- the ill, the elderly, and the lonel) 
Please do not deny our citizens this service by enacting overly restrictive and inflexi-
ble requirements for Hospice Programs. Please consider the adoption of standards that 
provide for the integrity of Hospice Program structure and service, but with the utmost 
flexibility so that each community may provide the services based on their needs and th~ 
resources a~ai lable to them. 
\, 
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Representative Ben Thraillkill, Jr., DDS, Merrber 
National Advisory Cmmcil on Health Professions Education 
Surfside Beach, SC 
At their last Council rreeting, a Resolution dealing with Hurranistic 
Health care was adopted, which Representative Thraillkill read to the 
Canrni.ttee. He, also, gave a short background into the reasoning behind 
this Resolution. Since W:>rld War II, health related expenditures in this 
country have represented an increasing share of the national output. In 
the years ahead the derrands of an aging population will drive the total 
expenditures UI_:Mard.. Fran all trends one can conclude that the health 
care industry's share of the gross national prcduct will increase. '!his 
assurrption is supported when one studies the derrographics of the population. 
In 1950 health expenditures represented 4.5 t:ercent of the gross national 
prcduct, by 1978 that percentage was 9.1 percent. 
The Federal governrrent has been involved in the education of health 
professions for the last couple of decades. At first they a.imed to increase 
the nurrber of health professionals by granting "capitation" grants based 
upon enrollnent increases. These grants, 1'1owever, have virtually stopped 
due to the projected over-abundance of health professionals. 
NcM it appears that the next thrust with Federal grant rronies to health 
professionals will be in the area of Gerontology and Geriatrics. Several 
pilot programs were authorized at the August rreeting of the National Advisory 
Council on Health Professions Education which are designed to create several 
Geriatric Educational Centers in various parts of the country. These centers 
will be post-graduate educational centers for the care and concern for the 
elderly, and the rrajority of Federal health care educational dollars will be 
in this direction. 
Senator Rubin rerrarked that he had been rrade aware of the fact that there 
are students and an instructor fran Allen University in the class of Gerontology 
visiting. He asked them to stand so that they can be recognized. He said that 
this is a good place to learn about gerontology. 
Dr. Parrish asked for an explanation of t.'l-le rerrark made by Dr. 'J'hraillkill 
concering the post-graduate educational centers. He wondered if they are excluding 
under-graduate levels or are they just aiming for top professionals at the graduate 
school level. 
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Representative 'Ihraillkill replied that this is sirrply a pilot program, 
an initiation of conce.ms for the geriatric patient. 'There are only $1.5 million 
allocated out of the Federal budget to be used by doctors wtx:> have already 
graduated to give t:Ian additional training arrl info:rnation which will help them 
perform their professional functions in regard to the geriatric patient. This 
is en the national level. There will be about five centers throughout the 
United States funded by this $1.5 million. 
Senator Rubin recognized Mr. Purvis COllins, Director of the S. C. Retire-
nent System, arrl Mr. Bill Garrett, Director of Adult Protection, DSS. 
~ 
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- 1tlnuse nf i!t.epr.esentatiu.es 
t!rtatt of ~outlt C!Iarolina 
Ben E. Thrailkill, Jr. 
District No. 106-Horry County 
Box G 
434-D Blatt Building 
Columbia, S.C. 29211 
Surfside Beach, S.C. 29577 
Tel. (803) 758-8488 
Committee: 
Agriculture and Natural Resources September 19, 1983 
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Study Committee on Aging: 
As a member of the National Advisory Council on Health Professions 
Education, I thought the Committee might be interested in one of the 
principal subjects of our agenda at our last Council meeting. 
During that meeting a Resolution dealing with Humanistic Health 
Care was passed. With your indulgence I would like to read that Resolution: 
"WHEREAS, it is recognized one of the most pressing issues 
confronting both patients and health professionals is the 
depersonalization/demanization of health services, and 
WHEREAS, it is recognized a complex health system is producing 
increased ethical considerations for health professionals, and 
WHEREAS, it is recognized the ideal point of intervention to produce 
more humane and ethically aware health professionals is the basic 
professional education process, and 
WHEREAS, a major factor in improving the ethical and humane 
training of health professional students is the development 
of faculty, especially clinical education faculty, to carry out 
their responsibilities as role models, educators and researchers. 
Therefore, 
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BE IT RESOLVED, incentives and Federal support be directed toward 
increasing the knowledge and skills required in patient care that 
are ethical, compassionate, and designed to produce practitioners 
who can communicate effectively with patients concerning physical, 
psychological, social, and ethical aspects of health care. 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, a program of Humanistic Health Care be 
located in the Bureau of Health Professions of the Health Resources 
and Services Administration. 
This Resolution was adopted by the Council. 
To give you a very short background into the reasoning behind this 
Resolution is in order. The Federal government has been very involved 
in health professions education for the last· c:,uple of decades. The 
post-World War II 'baby boom' created a health c<.~re shortage in 
conjunction with the inception of Medicarf:: and Medicaid. 
Health related expenditures in the United States has represented an 
increasing share of the national output since World War II, driven 
primarily by rapidly advancing frontiers of knowledge and exploding 
demand generated by expansion of third-party payment mechanisms and 
governmental tax incentives. In the decades ahead, the demands of an aging 
population will add a new dimension to the forces already driving total 
expenditures upward. The demographics of the 1990's and beyond pose a 
challenge to our society which must be faced today. 
The conclusion one draws when contemplating the future of health 
related expenditures in the United States is that the health care 
industry's share of the gross national product is likely to increase. 
This conclusion can be reached by examining the demographics of 
our population. Our society is growing older. As the post-war 
'baby boom' ages into the 50's, 60's, and 70's, its demand for medical 
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care could grow dramatically. Persons between the ages of 19 and 64 
spent 2.6 times as much per capita on medical care in 1977 as those under 
19. More importantly, persons 65 and over spent 2. 6 times as much as the 
19 to 64 group. 
In 1950 health expenditures represented 4.5% of the gross national 
product. By 1978 that percent of the gross national product taken 
by health care had reached 9. 1%. If our society is beginning to feel that 
9% of the gross national product is approaching the limit as to resources 
it is willing to allocate to health related activities, the potential 
for conflict in the decades ahead are very great. An attempt to hold the 
line at 9% must include rationing of care, which will put a great burden 
on those asked to do the rationing. If we decide as a society that all 
medical knowledge and technology must be available to everyone, 
we will of necessity have to be willing to allocate greater and greater 
resources to this industry at the expense of other industries. If we are 
unwilling to do this, we must begin setting up the mechanism to limit 
that care. 
At first the Federal role was one of increasing the number of health 
professionals, this being accomplished by extending a "carrot" to professional 
schools in the form of 'capitation' grants based upon enrollment increases. 
In recent years these 'capitation' grants have virtually ceased due to 
the projected over-abundance of health professionals. All new funding grants 
are based upon demographics or categories of services. As an example, 
family-practice residences have received the lion's share of grant monies 
in the last five years; however, that practice will soon become a thing 
of the past. 
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It would appear that the next thrust with Federal grant monies to 
health professions will be in the area of Gerontology and Geriatrics. Several 
pilot programs were authorized at our meeting in August -- programs designed t .... 
create several Geriatric Educational Centers in various parts of the 
country. These Centers will be post-graduate educational centers designed to 
emphasize the care and concern for the geriatric patients. In the months and 
years ahead the majority of Federal health care educational dollars will 
be in this direction. 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman and the Committee, for the opportunity to 
apprise you of this new direction in Federal intervention in health care 
for the elderly. 
-
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Mr. Edwin C. White, Chairnan 
MRP, S. C. State legislative Camri.ttee 
Rock Hill, sc 
'!he State Legislative Ccrtmittee has been reviewing the responses of a 
sample of elderly South carolinians to a questionnaire. Scn'e of the concerns 
have been brought to the Study Carmi ttee on Aging 1 s attention before, but 
the AARP is asking for redoubled efforts for relief of the following issues: 
1. Control of the escalating costs of health care has the highest priority. 
Again, they ask to have a hospital rate review board set up or that other inno-
vative awroaches be considered. 
2. Continuation of the cost-of-living increases in pensions for retired 
State errployees and retired teachers. 
3. '!hey ask that 1984 will be the year for passage of the long-needed 
refonn of the S. C. Prd:>ate Code. 
4. '!hey ask for legislation to assure elderly persons access to health 
care services under Medicare. 
5. Increase of the Hatestead Tax Exerrption from $15,000 to $30,000. 
In addition to these issues there are three other i terns which the MRP 
rrerrt?ership supports: 
1. Provision of incentives for families to help them keep their older 
relatives in their hares in the fonn of financial assistance, tax breaks and 
support services, such as adult day care centers and trans!X)rtation. 
2. House Bill H-2364, a Bill to Establish a Program of Ccrrm..mity Services 
for the Functionally Irrpaired Elderly. 
3. Continuation of efforts to place rrore older constJITer representatives 
on licensing and regulatory boards and camri.ssions. 
4. Mandatory penalties tJFOn conviction of driving under the influence also 
in cases which do not result in bodily injury. 
Representative Blackwell wanted to knav if the organization has taken a 
position on the Governor 1 s possible proposal to increase the sales tax by 1 percent 
for education. 
Mr. White told him that they have not yet taken a position but expect to take 
one as this issue eevelops. 
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Dr. Holler pJinted out that there are 432,000 _people in South Carolina 
above 65 years of age and that there are about 103,000 who belong to the 
organization represented by Mr. White. Further he stressed the fact that 
those over 60 represent fran 40-50 percent of the voters in the precincts 
and counties of this State. 
(Newspaper clippings which were submitted by Mr. White in addition to 
his testilrony are on file in the Ccrrmittee.) 
_...__ 
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Statement before the Joint Legislative Co~ittee on Aging 
on behalf of the AARP South Carolina State Legislative Committee 
by Edwin c. White, Chairman, September 23, 1983. 
Our Committee has been pleased to note the continuing concern of the 
Members of the General Assembly and the Governor of South Carolina for the 
welfare of elderly South Carolinians as evidenced by the passage of a number 
of pieces of legislation. These are enumerated in the annual report of your 
Committee so I will not review them here. 
As in past years our AARP Committee has reviewed the responses of a 
sample of elderly South Carolinians to a questionnaire. As a result we can 
state the legislative issues of most concern to them this year. You will note 
that these are issues that have been brought to your attention before, and 
that they have been the subject of continuing study by Members of the General 




1. Of highest priority is control 
I am sure that what I have to say 
known to you: 
of 
in 
the escalating cost of health 
support of this need is already 
Last year, medical costs nationally rose twelve percent over the 
previous year, more than three times as fast as the consumer price index. In 
South Carolina the rise has been even steeper; in the last five years it has 
more than doubled according to George Johnson, Vice President of Blue Cross 
and Blue Shield of South Carolina. But the Federal Medicare program has put 
into effect each year, regulations to cause this program to cover a 
diminishing part of the cost of health care services. The deductible for a 
hospital patient was raised twenty-seven percent in 1982 and another seventeen 
percent in 1983. Now the Medicare program is going to reimburse fixed amounts 
for specifically defined illnesses and treatments, regardless of the amount 
the hospital charges the patient. 
Prudent elderly citizens, who are able to do so, have purchased Bedical 
insurance to supplement Medicare. Some participate in group plans sponsored by 
their former employers. But hospitals turn this prudence to their own 
advantage by "cost shifting".- inflating the bills of paying patients to 
recover the money lost caring for patients whose government benefits don't 
cover the cost of services. !nevi table effects are increases in insurance 
premiums and deductibles. 
It is clear that the disposable income of elderly citizens is being 
progressively reduced year by year by these escalatins health costs. We ask 
that your Committee intensify its res0arch in the field of health care cost 
control and take the lead in proposing and supporting measures to give 
relief. You are aware that one proposal is to set up a hospital rate review 
board to require hospitals to comply with rates set as a result of budget cost 
reviews. Consideration of other innovative approaches is called for. 
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There are other items of concern to elderly South Carolinians: 
2. We ask continuation of the cost-of-living increses in pensions for· 
retired state employees and retired teachers. 
3. Reform of the South Carolina Probate Code has been under study for 
too many years. The reform bill was referred to the Judiciary Conuni ttees of 
the Senate and the House in April. We ask that 1984 be the year of passage for 
this long needed reform. 
4. The access of many elderly persons to health care services has been 
limited because many physicians and other health care providers will not 
accept assignment of Medicare benefits. Since these providers operate under 
state license, we ask for consideration of legislation to assure elderly 
persons access to these services without discrimination based on method of 
payment. 
s. The increase in property taxes this past year reduced the 
proportionate protection previously afforded to elderly homeowners through the 
$15,000 homestead exemption. We ask that this exemption be increased to 
$30,000 or that other appropriate measures be taken to restore the 
proportionate relief intended for elderly homeowners when the original 
homestead legislation was passed. 
I have outlined to you our five Legislative Priorities for 1984. In 
addition there are three other items which we support: 
A. We ask that incentives be provided for families to help keep their 
older relatives in their homes, and thus defer or prevent their transfer to 
institutions. These incentives could take the form of financial assistance, 
tax breaks or credit.s, and support services, such as adult. _day __ care centers 
and transportation 1'- .;. .·~ • ._ :.....__, 1.~.-u ..... > .... ~ t-~~· ...._·~-'""''u..~,.._· ...... :.;.__: ;.·------) . ~-~ - \. . / J - ' " /- ., • . > ,_, ~· . ../ / If 
• '" I • '-- ; •.-} • ""- ( ... .... '• • ~ ._ .J \,. .... ...., , .. j 
B. We continue to support the program to place more older consumer 
representatives on licensing and regulatory boards and commissions. 
C. Elderly citizens as well as many members of the general public in 
South Carolina have expressed continuing concern about the operation of motor 
vehicles by persons under the influence of alcoholic beverages or other 
intoxicating substances. We note with approval the enactment of bills Rl98 
and Sl94 to provide mandatory penalties in case bodily injury results from 
such operation. We feel, however, that a stronger deterrent is needed and ask 
consideration and support for mandatory penal ties upon conviction of driving 
under the influence also in cases which do not result in bodily injury. 
We look forward to continuing our cooperation with your Committee and 
asssure you of our support and interest. 
Edwin C. White, Chairman 
310 Country Club Drive 
Rock Hill, S. C. 29730 
Phone: 327-2314 
........... 
Reverend I. DeQuincey Newman 
Colurrbia, SC 
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Reverend Newnan spoke in behalf of the growing nurrber of senior citizens 
in the State. 
He said that much of what is in his subni.tted testim::my has already 
been stated but he wanted to reiterate the fact that national and 
State statistics clearly indicate the trerrendous growth rate of persons 
over 65 years, with a veritable explosion in the category of the very old. 
He urged the Carmi ttee to continue its strong carmi brent to the critical 
area of long tenn care needs for the elderly and disabled. '!he tilre is now 
to develop statewide policies to provide in-hcrre and carmunity services 
for the elderly. 
Senator Rubin thanked Reverend Newnan for appearing. "The good news 
is that so rrany rrore of us are living to be older, and the price is a lot 
of problems. " 
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Statement To: The Joint Legislative Committee on Aging 
Presented by: I. DeQuincey Newman 
Date: Septernber 23, 1983 
Time: 10: 30 a.m. 
Place: Room 101/109 Blatt Building, Columbia, South Carolina 
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, I first want 
to thank you for giving me the pleasure of appearing before 
you at this "Hearing." 
I would take this opportunity to convey some specific 
concerns which I believe we hold in common with regard to our 
State's older citizens. 
My appearance here today is a demonstration of a long 
standing and continuing interest in policies and programs relating 
to the needs of the elderly. My first concrete input in this 
area was membership of the first Legislative Committee to study 
~~e Needs of the Aging appointed by Governor John c. West and 
chaired by then Senator Richard Riley of Greenville and now 
Governor of South Carolina. 
Both, Senator Rubin and Representative Harris the distinguished 
Chairman and Vice Chairman were original members of this honorable 
Committee. 
During the early years of this comoittee issues advocated 
included property tax relief, improved health care and increased 
access to social support services for the elderly. During a 
period of progress~ve development you rose to the occasion and 
provided the leadership for meeting these needs. The Homestead 
Exemption Act for the elderly is one of the milestones you 
achieved early in the history of this Committee. 
--
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I come before you this morning not so much as a former member 
of this Committee nor as Chairman of the Governor's Rural Development 
Council but as a member of our State's Community of older Citizens. 
National and State statistics clearly indicate a tremendous 
growth rate of personsover 65. Persons over 65 in S.C. grew over 
50% during the last 10 years. The population over 85 grew by over 
169% over the last 20 years. There is a veritable population 
explosion taking place in the "very old" category. 
Today, we urge sound professional planning ir- order for our 
State to perform at the highest possible level in preparing 
for the needs of its elderly citizens. 
S.C. has already moved out front in planning for the long 
term care needs of our elderly and disabled. We urge this 
Committee to continue its strong commitment to this critical area. 
Through the many advances in medical technology and geriatric 
research the elderly will remain healthier long. But we must 
be mindful of the rapid growth rate of the last 20 years and 
recognize that this rate of growth will continue well into the 
21st century. The very old, as I ind~cated earlier, are increasing 
at an even more disproportionate rate. The time is now to 
develop and promote sound statewide policy which provides for 
the elderly through community and home based services. 
The expenditures for nursing home care have greatly increased 
since 1973, and if present utilization rates continue the total 
nursing home population may increase by over 54% in the next 20 
years. We must continue and increase our efforts to provide 
services to long term care clients in their homes and communities 
for'as long as possible. 
;-- I ,··· I i · . 
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Ms. Lynn Frederick, Program Director 
Health Irrpaired Elderly Project 
Cormruni ty care, Inc. 
Colurrbia, SC 
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This statarent gave a brief update of the Health Irrpaired Elderly 
Project, which began in 1980 with funding by the Robert W:xJd Jolmson 
FO\IDdation. They are beginning their fifth and final year of the Project 
in February of 1984 at which t.irre the functions of this program will be 
phased into the Central Midlands Regional Planning Council, Area Agency 
on Aging. This will ensure the continuation of the program in the future. 
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TESTL~ONY TO THE 
SOUTH CAROLINA STUDY COMMITTEE ON AGING 
by Lynn Frederick 
September 23, 1983 
I would like to give a brief update on the Health Impaired Elderly Project 
today. 
The Health Impaired Elderly Project began in February 1980, with funding 
by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation through the South Carolina Commission on 
Aging and the Central Midlands Regional Planning Council. The goal of the project 
is to develop a community based network of coordinated services for older persons 
with health impairments. Approximately 20 agencies in the Colunbia Area are work-
ing together to achieve this goal. 
The activites of the project are focused in four areas: 
1. Comprehensive Assessment of Needs - Participating agencies have 
implemented an assessment process that identifies the full range 
of strengths, problems, and needs of older persons. 
2. Sharing of Information Among Agencies - A central clearinghouse of 
assessment information has been established which facilitates co-
ordination of services, reduces the amount of duplicate efforts 
spent in assessing the needs of the health impaired elderly and 
provides a comprehensive data base for planning future services. 
There are now over 2,800 health impaired elderly clients in 
this client information system. 
3. Case Coordination - Case Coordination Teams have been set up in 
·both Richland and Lexington counties. Representatives of parti-
cipating agencies meet regularly to discuss clients who have 




4. Informal and Volunteer Support Services - The project works 
actively to support infernal caregivers (family me~bers, friends, 
neighbors) to help them meet the needs of older persons. Identi-
fication, training, and support of volunteers to work with the 
elderly are also ongoing activities. 
Handbooks for volunteers who work with the elderly are being 
written and will be printed by early 1984. 
~{e are now entering an important phase of the project. We will begin the 
fifth and final year of our project on February 1, 1984. At that time the functions 
of the program will be phased into the Central Hidlands Regional Planning Council, 
Area Agency on Aging. 
This will ensure the continuation of the program in the future. The Area 
Agency on Aging staff is doing an excellent job of preparing to assume these 
functions. I am excited that they are willing and able to do this. 
This program id demonstrating that local agencies can and will share infor-
mation and work together to coordinate.services at the grass roots level. I 
hope that this program will provide inpu~ for state and local policies which 
relate to the health impaired elderly for many of the aspects of the project 
can be replicated at minimal cost but with great benefits to the elderly. 
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Mrs. Joan s. Kerslmer, Director 
Wn. Jennings BJ:yan Dom Veterans' Ibspital 
Colurrbia, SC 
'lhis testim::my addressed the grcMing concern of the Veterans' Hospital 
regalrl.i·ng the care of the "total care patient." 
She cited exanples of patients who cannot be referred anyplace else 
because no one can care for them. '!his is the kind of patient \llho no 
longer needs acute care; i.e. , he has care to sate nonnal level of care 
and either will be referred to total nursing care or referred hare. 
'Ihere are a variety of levels of care. The acute care bed-whether 
it is in the private sector or in the public sector of the hospital--is 
for that kind of patient. The new Dffi (diagnostic related group) rrechanism 
of reirrburse.rrent will be based on the acute care bed need. Often elderly 
patients care in for acute care (with a cardiology or hip proolem), and they 
deteriorate for whatever reason-a percentage will do that. 'l1le patient 
will be stabilized at the acute care level arrl referred to another level of 
care, usually less expensive. Havever, it is rrore and rrore difficult to 
place these patients out of an acute care level and into another level of 
care, because it requires a trenendous arrountof skilled nursing care on a 
closer to 1:1 basis and rarely is an institution able to do this. 
As these kinds of patients develop throughout the State, you will be 
hearing rrore arrl rrore of the proolens relating to families caring for these 
patients. 
In the VA, they address their first needs to the service-carmected vets. 
They have 120 nursing horre care beds, and they are filled. Nonnally VA takes 
the sex:vice-connected vets first (these are usually considered l(brld war v.uunded), 
but they also have the nonseJ:Vice-connected vets who ma.y have received a disability 
or injury during a -period of seJ:Vice and have been adjudicated. The nonseJ:Vice-
connected vet only, by la\AJ, can be cared for within their resources. If the 
beds at the VA are filled, they return these patients to their private doctors 
for care. 
Senator M:I.eod questioned why a skilled care nursing hare cannot take care 
of sareone who is being tubefed. 
Mrs. Kerslmer replied that they can only take care of a certain percentage. 
Hc:Mever, these patients require every care of daily living needs. Right now 
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all of the skilled nursing care hares have a staffing criteria, rrost of 
them rreet this criteria, but they will have to have additional staff. 
Seventy percent of the 120 beds are usually Category I, or this "total 
care patient. " But if you fill up 100 percent, even VA is not staffed for 
that. At the VA nursing hare they try to mix in patients who have rehab 
potential so that they can tur:n over and touch rrore veterans. "Otherwise, 
you put this kind of patient in and 120 patients are in the bed, and they 
are there till they die. You must have sore kind of turnover. " Ccmnuni ty 
nursing hares are faced with the sarre problem. 
Senator Mcleod assured that it is really rrore a problem of the nursing 
hare not being able to afford to take them rather than not wanting them. 
Mrs. Kershner agreed with this assurrption. Another problem is that it 
is not always easy to find staff who will take care of a 100 percent total 
care patient. She added that she just went to a rreeting of all the Medical 
District Directors (Atlanta, Augusta, Dublin, GA, Charleston and Colurrbia), 
and they all have the sarre problem. There is a growing need in today' s 
population in general, and she feels that the Legislature will be pressed 
into sare kind of consideration in the future. 
Senator Rubin recognized Reverend Dial, representing the Ministerial 
Alliance of the Black Arrerican Churches in the Midlands area, and Ms. Yvonne 
Sirrpson, Aging Director of the Appalachian Council of Governrrent. 
(Note: A letter of confirnation of this presentation is on file in the 
Carmittee). 
~-
Ms. Emilie TaYler, President 
SC Gerontological Society 
Aiken, SC 
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The South Carolina Gerontological Society was organized in 1978 and naN 
has 200 rrembers representing many different areas of expertise as well as 
specific involverrents in the field of gerontology. Their mutual concern 
is to prarote the welfare of older people in South Carolina. 
They are enthusiastic about the $1 million bequest to MUSC for the 
establishnent of the McKnight-Boyle Chair in Gerontology, which was made 
in 1976. They are following the developrent of this endowrrent through 
Dr. Jarres Allen, Chair of the Depa.rt:Irent of Medicine. 
Several southern states have already established Gerontology Centers, 
and Alabama and Georgia are notable exanples. Now South Carolina has the 
capability through the McKnight-Boyle endowrrent to be a leader in this 
field. Professor Towler suggested to the Committee to enact legislation 
to establish offices of gerontology and/or geriatric medicine at state-
supported rredical schools. In her opinion .irrtrediate steps should be taken 
to start gerontologial research and training at MUSC where the funding is 
now available. 
The Society also asks, through this Carnmi ttee, for a progress report 
frcm MUSC on the present state of irrplerrentation of this gerontology program. 
Senator Rubin assured Professor TOwler that he will follow the development 
of this program closely as he was a rrember of the Board at MUSC. The position 
taken up until now was not to fill the Chair until funds for supporting efforts 
were available. This can ncM be accarplished with the $375,000 recently 
allocated. 
Professor Towler said that they have not corre before the Carnmittee to push 
the program inned.iately; however, they thought that the rroney was accruing sare 
very nice interest over the years. Their hope is that it can be irrplerrented 
very soon. 
Dr. Holler asked what the Catrnittee can do to help speed up the i.nplerrentation. 
Professor Towler referred to legislation enacted in Ohio, where the Legislature 
required medical universities supported by the state to have a Depa.rt:Irent, a Chair, 
a Division of Gerontology. 
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Comments by Professor Emilie A. Towler, President of the South Carolina 
Gerontological Society>before the Study Committee on Aging of the State of 
South Carolina on Friday, September 23, 1983. 
Senator Rubin and Members of the Committee 
Thank you for the privilege of appearing before you today as President 
of the South Carolina Gerontological Society. The S.C. Gerontological Society 
was organized in 1978 as an umbrella organization to bring together educators, 
researchers, service providers, policy planners, and active retirees in our 
state. Members of the Society represent many different areas of expertise 
and specific involvements in the field of gerontology. We are united in our 
mutual concern to promote the welfare of older persons in the State of South 
Carolina. We are also affiliated with the National Gerontological Society of 
America. 
Three primary aims of the Society are: 
1. To initiate, stimulate and encourage action in promoting or developing 
facilities and/or programs to meet the needs of older people. 
2. To act as a medium for communication and to afford a common meeting 
ground for everyone concerned with the field of aging. 
3. To work cooperatively with any group, organization or individual in 
expanding services, programs, education and research in the field of 
aging. 
We have read with great enthusiasm the publicity attendant upon the bequest 
of $1,000,000 given to establish the McKnight-Boyle Chair in Gerontology at the 
Medical University of South Carolina. This bequest was made in 1~76. We have 
kept up to date as much as possible on the development of this Endowment through 
the report of Dr. James Allen, Chair of the Department of Medicine, to this 
Study Committee at your Hearing in September of last year. 
We are aware of the support services which are necessary to augment the 
effectiveness of a gerontologist appointed to this chair, such as research space 
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and funding, in-patient and out-patient clinical facilities, additional salaries 
for support personnel to staff effective teaching and research programs. We 
realize additional funding sources will have to be acquired. We applaud the 
efforts already made by the Medical University of South Carolina to develop a 
carefully conceived and executed comprehensive program which will include 
research in both biological and psychological aspects of aging and in teaching 
of gerontology at both undergraduate and graduate levels at the Medical School. 
The S.C. Gerontological Society's over 200 professional members want to 
state their strong support for the establishment of a Gerontology Center in a 
University setting in this state. We are eager to see the fragmented efforts 
now in effect organized into a vital and progressive entity. We wholeheartedly 
support use of this Endowment and implementation of this program with all possible 
speed. 
State Universities in several of our sister southern states have broad-
based Gerontological Centers actively engaged in both research_ and education -
Alabama and Georgia being notable examples. South Carolina has the capability 
and the initial impetus through the McKnight-Boyle Endowment to be a leader in 
the field. 
Can legislation be proposed, enacted and supported under the auspices of 
this Legislative Study Committee to bring this program to reality? We are 
informed that a number of states have enacted legislation to establish offices 
of gerontology and/or geriatric medicine at medical schools supported by the 
state. This legislation expresses to the medical schools the concern for 
gerontology research and teaching on the part of the citizens at that state. 
We suggest and request this in order to move this program to implementation. 
We believe that this project is of such compelling importance to the citizens 
of this state that immediate steps should be taken to activate gerontological 
research and training at the Medical University of South Carolina where the 
funding is now available. 
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The Societyrequests~through your Study Committee, a progress report 
from the Medicalrsity of South Carolina on the present state of imple-
mentation of thintology program. 
-
Dr. Hilda Ross, Director 
Mental Health Services for the Aging 
Depa.rtrrent of Mental Health 
Columbia, SC 
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Dr. Ross told the Ccrnnittee about the S. C. Departrrent of Mental Health's 
neN program that addresses the release of patients to the carrrumi ty. In the 
past, this process was called "deinstitutionalization." This tenn is no 
longer used and tcday a different concept is addressed. The Depart:rrent is 
noving toward a carprehensive program which will provide rehabilitation and 
treatrrent through a range of clinial and support programs. 
In 1981, r:MH created a Conrnittee to study what was needed to set up a 
ccnprehensi ve commmi. ty support program, roth in the hospitals and in the 
Cormn.mi ty Mental Health Centers. The result was for r:MH to create a separate 
Cormn.mity Support Program Task Force, and a Ccmrunity Support Program Office 
was officially designated in 1982. It is operated under the supervision of 
the Assistant State Ccrnnissioner. This Office is responsible to 1) plan and 
inplerrent a single continuum of care between the hospital and the carmunity, 
2) enhance emergency care in the ccmnunities, 3) allocate noney for these 
services, and 4)rconitor and evaluate all the services. 
A screening process perforned by the Ccmnunity Mental Health Centers/Hospital 
identified 531 pa.tients--279 fran Crafts Farrow-who will be returning hare. 
Each county will receive a certain number of people, the largest counties 
about 17 people. The neN Comnunity Support Programs can adequately serve this 
population and the clients who are already living in the carmunity. 
To acconrrodate this shift to the carmunity there will also be an equitable 
shift of noney and personnel from central facilities to the camnmi ty. In 
addition, every tine one of these 279 designated persons leaves the hospital, 
$20 per day follCMs this person into the carmuni ty. '1\vo other funding resources 
are: $2.8 million has been earnarked to inplerrent intensive crises treatrrent 
(flrergency Stabilization Program) in the carrm.mi ty and an additional $900, 000 
will go to CMHC to replace lost Federal dollars. 
Dr. Ross cited two typical cases of people returning to the carmunity 
which are described in her testirrony on the follCMing pages. The CCITprehensi ve 
care these people are receiving shCMS that J:l.1H is providing a continuum of care. 
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In closing she describes how in the various parts of the State CMIJ:'s, 
carm.mities and volunteers ~rk together in a climate of acceptance to help 
this type of population. 
Senator Rubin expressed his appreciation and called the rep::>rt encouraging. 
It summarizes a lot of problems on all levels. 
Dr. Parrish added that "this is a revolution! " 
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SOUTH CAROLINA DEPAR~NT OF MENTAL HEALTH 
Columbia, S. C. 
Senator Rubin, members of the Study Committee on Aging, I am here 
to tell you about the South Carolina Department of Xental Health's (SCDMH) 
new program that addresses the release of patients to the community. The 
word used to describe this process is "deinstitutionalization" and it 
comes with a range of connotations; the word means "moving patients out 
of the hospital". In the past decades, it did not imply current concepts 
of "community care" as we want it practiced today. It had been that Stat~ 
Psychiatric Hospitals populations in the late '60's and early '70's were 
reduced from 6500 patients to 3200 patients. Today the resident 
population is 2600. During this time programs for providing care after 
hospitalization were known as "aftercare". This included monitoring the 
person's medications and socialization. It was an efficient way of 
working with large numbers of clients in Community Mental Health Centers 
with limited staff and resources. All this is in the past now. 
"Deinstitutionalization" is no longer used in psychiatric nosology. Today 
we are addressing a very different concept. The SCDMH is aggressively 
moving toward a comprehensive program whose intent it is to provide 
rehabilitation and treatment through a range of clinical and community 
support programs. This is far more extensive than earlier "aftercare". 
WHAT HAS OCCURRED SO FAR 
In 1981, the Department of Mental Health created a Committee to 
study what needed to be in place both in the hospitals and in the 
Community Mental Health Centers for a comprehensive community support 
program. The major priority that came out of this Committee was for the 
Department of Mental Health to create a separate Community Support Program 
Task Force. As a result of demonstrated need, the sunnort of the General 
Assembly, the Governor's Office, and the recommendations, a 
Community Support Program Office was officially designated in 1982. It 
has 2 full-time employees and one part-time employee. The new office was 
placed under the supervision of the Assistant State Commissioner. With 
this action, the State had an identifiable administrative unit to (1) 
plan and implement a single continuum of care between the hospital and 
the community, (2) to enhance emergency care in the communities, (3) 
to allocate money for these services, (4) to monitor and evaluate all 
the services. 
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At the same time, a major joint effort by the CMHCs and hospitals 
had been in progress. Staff from the CMHCs and hospital staff have been 
examining the status and needs of the chronically mentally ill patients 
who might be candidates for discharge. Once the patients were identified, 
the CMHC staff needed to determine if there were sufficient center staff 
to assist these clients in the community; to determine how to make the 
best use of available community resources, and the opportunities for the 
clients; to identify services not now in place; to determine the range 
of housing alternatives; to review the clients network. of social supports 
that included friends, neighbors and family, if there was one. In fact, 
the CMHCs were in the first stage of moving toward a multi-faceted 
comprehensive system of care within the mental health system that 
necessarily included other agencies, state and local providers and the 
people in the community. Clearly the needs of clients far exceeded what 
the SCDMH could do alone or what any one agency could do. A cooperative 
community thrust was unquestionably needed. 
HOW MANY PATIENTS ARE WE TALKING ABOUT? 
Of 531 patients identified as a result of a joint Community Mental 
Health Centers/Hospital screening process, 279 are from Crafts Farrow 
who will be returning home. This will result in 4 people going to one 
county, some counties may receive 7 people, others 8 or 10 people, and 
the largest counties perhaps 17 people. The development of the new 
Community Support Programs would more than adequately serve this 
population and the clients who are already living in the community. 
WHERE IS THE MONEY COMING FROM: 
There will be an equitable shift of money and personnel from central 
facilities to the community. Every time one of the designated 279 leaves 
the hospital, $20.00 per day from hospital funds follows that person into 
the community. In addition to utilizing this money, two other funding 
resources are available. $2.8 million has been designated to implement 
intensive crises treatment (Emergency Stabilization Program) in the 
community; in addition the CMHC will receive an additional $900,000 
to replace lost Federal dollars. 
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TI~O CASES TYPICAL OF PEOPLE RETURNING TO THE COMMUNITY 
1. A 70 year old female midget was identified for return to the 
community. She is a soft-spoken, gentle person who had experienced 
depression. In order for her to enter the boarding home, she needed 
a special bed and a walker. Assistance came from the CMHC and Medicaid. 
When she asked that a friend she had made at Crafts Farrow, also 
scheduled to leave, be placed with her, this was arranged by the 
hospital and center staff. 
In the community: She receives minimal medication with continuous monitoring 
from the CMHC. This particular boarding home contracted with a physician 
to be on call and he is seeing her for severe arthritis and high blood 
pressure. 
ADDITIONAL SERVICES: The CMHC staff and the home operator concurred that 
the other residents needed a close friend, too. The CMHC has already 
recruited volunteers, training is scheduled and they will be assigned 
to residents in the home. 
2. A 57 year old male experienced acute deafness for the first time. 
The episode brought a change in his behavior that resulted in admission 
into Crafts Farrow. He was recently discharged. Although he lives close 
to his family, he remains excessively fearful in his strange silent world. 
In addition to deafness, his major medical problem is acute liver failure 
which is terminal. 
In the community: Community Long Term Care provides assessment; CMHC 
provides counseling to the family and to the client, DHEC provides a 
home health nurse 2 days/week,and through Commission on Aging a homemaker 
comes in daily from 10 to 2. The CMHC Geriatric Specialist and the COA 
social worker are working on securing the following additional services 
that a team of agency personnel agreed would be necessary to keep him in 
the community. 
1. Training for the deaf; 
2. a male volunteer who can become his friend; 
3. a medical day care program; 
4. with transportation, he could go to a Senior Center; 
and respite for the family all of whom are much older and not 
well themselves. 
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The full comprehensive system is not in place; however, the 
commitments toward that system of care have been taken: 
There are three: 
1. The Department made a commitment to policy that it will 
maintain the chronically mentally ill client in the 
community. 
2. The Department made a commitment to money. There is a 
financial system in place that ensures health care and 
emergency care to the mentally unwell people. 
3. The Department made a commitment to action. There is a 
new separate office designated with authority and 
responsibility to administer a program that will assure 
comprehensive care. 
WHAT IS HAPPENING IN THE COMMUNITY NOW? 
In the western part of the state, volunteer groups are formed by 
churches and Mental Health Associations to work with the returning 
patients. A volunteer will become the single supportive person for 
the individual living alone. Another CMHC is developing a Neighborhood 
Family, a psychological and social model in which the elderly clients 
assume leadership and responsibility for their own services and programs; 
another center is identifying the primary health care providers in their 
counties and especially the physicians who will work with the Medicaid/ 
Medicare clients. In the central counties, centers are organizing 
residents who will provide ancilliary community services; another center 
is providing specialized training for center staff; another, training for 
families caring for older unwell relatives at home. One is offering 
training to boarding home operators. To the south and east of us, centers 
have identified agency resources and are bringing professional staff 
together to develop services that are needed to serve this population. 
Most of the centers are making major managerial changes and are hiring 
skilled staff that will allow for additional services in emergency care. 
A climate of acceptance to work with the chronically mentally ill 
from the residents and agencies of South Carolina is clearly evident 
and we have reason to feel optimistic with the initial thrusts. 
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Mr. Arthur J. H. Clerrent, Jr., State Coordinator 
Citizen Representation Program, AARP 
-- Columbia, SC 
He info:rrred the Corrmi ttee that they are not asking for rroney or the 
establishrrent of an agency, all they are asking for is to give consideration 
to that large segrrent of the senior citizen population that is alert and 
anxious to be of service in this State. 
He favorably rrentioned the School of Gerontology which Mr. Harry Bryan, 
Director of the Corrmission on Aging, has conducted for the past seven years. 
He asked that the Legislature assist the Commission with this process. 
He referred to a list of upcaning vacancies on South Carolina Boards 
and Ccrrrnissions, dated May 1983 and published by the Study Ccmnittee on Aging. 
He urged the Carmi ttee to use their influence in helping senior citizens 
get appointed, especially to boards and c~ssions dealing with health related 
matters. 
Texas, North Carolina, Ne'W' Mexico, Illinois and Louisiana have already 
passed Resolutions requesting the Governor and Legislature to consider appoint-
rrents of elderly citizens to state boards and cann.i.ssirns in equal proportion 
to their population within their respective state. 
(Enclosures to Mr. Clerrent' s staterrent are on file in the Corrmittee). 
Senator Rubin assured Mr. Clerrent that they are behind him on this 
arrl what is needed is a continuing educational approach. 
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To:Jci.:1t V=;~?_"is>tive :.:;tudy Cc1mittee on .;P-:ir.g 
?latt ruil~i~~-----Golu~b!a,S.C. 9/23/83 
.?ro:':": .. · .. rtht;.r J. -~.ClPr.-e:l'~, ... ,..r., State Coordinator 
A.:-:-Jerica-n :~ssociP-.tioH ?.et.ired Persons' 
Citiz,~: ~epr~·~entation ?ro£"ran: 
Again,Te wa.nt to thar:k ycu ~or 1dvinF-" c0ncerned citizens this 
opportunity to present their interests and hopes and it is our 
sin~ere trust t~at even though you receive a ~ultiplicity of 
requests and zur:~c-stions,you will be a:r.ply dedicated. to your 
elected responsibilities and take the ti~e to give the proper 
priorities to tl-Iese vo.rious matters. ':his is the der:10cratic 
p~ccc3s a~d we v~lue this opportunity for co~municative inter-
c t-1c:nrr c. 
! would li~e tc r~~e~t a statement that I made last year since 
fro~~ statistic~} po~r1t of view--it is more si~nificant this 
y<:'.r: thE~n <7hen I -:r.::o_de it last year;The so-r:e hc;.lf million citizens 
ir :ou:'1 C:lroli::r-.:. ·,·;t'o .:~::-~senior citizens :'ind t,..._eir rc-:..nks in-
crc.::.3i:·:.": ::rid : '·:.': trr:r . .i ·:.'ilJ li:kly ccntir.uc :'o!· several years. 
:~~:n_-; o" 'C~1t:SP per~on:- 'i.r::- in nursir:,... '.-;ore~.Others are in senior 
c::. tiz ~ns housir;,-/res:cic.'ntial compl~xes t1!at are spr:.r.ping up in 
"'rl:.~~ioi..l3 scctic~-~~ o: .. (. .. ~ state in s:znit"''icc::.nt t1~1-c1rers. ?:eep in 
~:. nd. : ..,_!;;, t ~ .. -'- . y;:.n,,·;Lo <.:ond,lct this h2aring,live long enough you 
a~a rci~p to join t~i2 seg~ent of our population. ~bile you still 
h.:.tve :i:--:e,ir.:"lner;ce c;r:u R}.'pointive po:·ers you ca.n tak2 a tremendous 
s7 .. :;' to ir:::;urs, -.o r-n::~:-:.n-:ee t11c.t r-ene:·'1tioriS o-:~ elder Sout~ Carolin-
i<illS ·o prr:cr.c::d ~;c':---~s ,-:ell <lS t1-~ose of yc·ur peers will tav~ 
t1:c s~.:-~uJ..~.:ir .. : v::_:or·'nr.1t:'/ to cor;'c.ir:ue t1. :'2 u:-;::::ful ::..nd ·::orthwhile 
;r::;;;;'"::.ers o~~ t~1eir co:::~'··,)li~tie:::. '.!.''~P. r-o·::<;r :or grc-cr1-sinr: t'!:is type of 
u-:iJ iz·;.ticn of t..,..,,s:: s-;n:.c:' citizf:·ns lies tc c:. rreat extent lies 
v:i~'r:in your c:.nd ~:o1:-;1 fellow leR"isl~ttors' po·:ter and dJcision. 
Stud:; (:y v:1rions ?. 1 l~hvrities o~ t11P Cl.rt nnd science of growing olde:-
strvrl:·~.;r :ndi c= .. ':.e tl:r ... t. :~::~.:r c.: E.t~~l:r-,o:'tcn :ar ~ore t ':-:::m t~e actual 
.e;.,.:_;:p ·:tself, .. ·~t': i~J'- ro:;~i"tilitir=.:; o:' iL<1.ctivity,bcin.-" abandoned 




t'r,e inc.li ·:idm:.1 ;:. c·::~J rd illr.:~ss, nur2'!:.ng- ho~e c;:;.::-e and total 
dep2ndcnc::>. ·::e :~er your Cor1rnitt2c,w11ile t 1.,cre is still time, 
to ~?.ke a ·-r>?r:/ :~':'fintti·:e look at yo\J!' corrinr: population and 
pled_r.:e yoursel•.r-:s to ccv~e up witl-J so-::~e ideas and solutions that 
~~ile ~edicnl ~c~nnce i~ findinR ways to help rn~nkind live lon-
per---you ·Jill cor:e 1.1p ·:.•it1: doin!! 811 possihle tc make this living 
lcn;::::r ;1 more :-: · ~·1-;ci.~:nt 1 i '"e fer t1je individual and more fruitful 
senior citizens housing/residential comple:x;es 
a:r·2 not the r-:ost viable ~~olutions to caring for the a1derly and 
mc-:.ny states a.re d.ecid ~r.r 2nd determining this. :?or the past seven 
:r ?n-::s t>·.R. t So'l t,., Ca:-o: i !:~. C omr1 iss ion un A.R in~, under the direct ion 
of ~~7.rry Pryan an·~ t',.,_c l1i.Phly qual i. ficd sta:: that he has put in 
~lc.c·e 'r;ns ccnriuct<:>d a Sc'bool of r;.:rontolOIZY t~at is taking real-
istic :-,nd i::ncv:--+.i•te .svr..:uations o: w':!at can be done to make 
So~t~ Carolina'? a~i~r citizens more productive and better able to 
helr ~cnderfu:l~ in ~~~s process. 
T1iousc.nd.s c: .;lde:-ly Sout-.... Carolin:a.n~~ are physically and nentally 
a:!.ert r-:-tircd b'.lsiness executives,A~cd :?orces skilled. retirees, 
trained ccll~vc- c:;.ncl s::condary school ad:--:inistr3.tors,professors, 
teache:::·s,;-~r:ric~1lt1~ral,vocc-.tionet.l <::.nd technical retiraes ·.vith years 
~:};s:o11:~. 
···r. ~., ...... 
'. '~ J •• • '- ~n :ror-rt of you a list of upcoming vacancies 
thi:c~ list r-~nd ~,..,,"n look o:.:;onP.st yo,n:· ~enior citizen constituencies. 
'.'.'e feel ce.,..tair. t,.,c~..,t YOll ;:.re !"'lindful t'1-jat senior citizens are the 
:r:c!"t co:1si 2tr--nt •roters i1~ our s+,8.t;::;. '2:'hey s~ould "r,ave your considera-
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u.:;:.lth Coordin::,tir.rr Ccmcils. Texas,::orth Ca:rolinr .. ,\'ew Hexico, 
Illir.o:s ~~.nd Louisiana ~:Jve <..o.lready pc-.ssed resolT<:ions requesting 
the ~~¢¢¢ Govc~r.or a~d ~eP,islators consider ap~ci~t~ents of elder-
ly citizens tc state ccards and comr1issicns in equal proportion 
to their popul9.:.ion \·:it1-'in that state. ':le have placed copies of 
such nesolutions in front of you. I ~1:1 certain that you would not 
wan: our P-'rea.t nnd. heloved stFLte of Sout": Ca!'olina to do less by 
its senior citizens. 
~oday -..·re o.re forw:-:rdir.P" ttl<: name o: :.~r.Lester :-:amilton,retired 
County School a.d:ninsi tra.tor, to f!.overnor F.ichard Riley suggestir.g 
his appointr'lPnt to tr.e State Phar:nacy Board. ~.'le are certainly 
"hopeful this no~·inee ·::ill have your interest and support. 
T':e Scuth Carolina Ch.:~:-::'"'er of Commerce publication CU.AlffiER BEA7 
c<.:.rrleS a list of opc-::ir.gs on business related S.C. Eoards and 
Co:nr:Jissions wr.ich ind:. cates that the general public is becoming 
mor~ conscious about our boards and co~issions and the persons 
wno are appointed to :hem.It is our conviction that legislators 
ar~ going tc ~nve to ~e more circu~spect, more astute intteir 
:==-lections o"' r.o~inees +-o~ boards -:.nd col""r.:issions. ~ve are -please~ 
tc ~~pert t~qt ~~e ~~ericnn Association of Retired Persons in its 
c:tiz-.:-r. .2epresent~.tion Froyram ,jcin ~iou in you!' efforts tc select 
only q112li~ie( r2rsons,rnt~e~ t~nn ulace political expediency 
R3 tb:· one i'l.nd oly cri te~ia for s11c'l selections for appointments. 
-
Colonel Byron E. Long, USAF Ret. 
S. C. Cormcil of Chapters 
The Retired Officers Association 
Charleston, SC 
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This testi.rcony addressed the rratter of State Incare Tax equity for 
pensioners. Colonel Long enphasized that he was not just speaking for the 
6, 000 rrerrbers of the National Association here in South carolina, but rather 
for the rrore than 36,000 retirees and annuitants frcm the Uniformed Services 
who live in this State. In addition, they are "WOrking closely with the South 
carolina Federation of Chapters of the National Association of Retired Federal 
Enployees (NARFE) with about 24,000 Civil Service annuitants in the State. 
Their legislative objectives are the sarre. 
There is a gross inequity in the State incare tax laws, since all retirees 
fran the S. C. Retirem:mt System are exenpted fran paying state incare taxes 
on their pension incare, whereas pensioners fran Civil Service and the Uniformed 
Sel:vices and other pensioners are required to pay state incare tax on their 
pension incare. The unfairness of the current incare tax law is further sub-
stantiated by the fact that rrany State, county, and municipal jobs are actually 
paid for by Federal funds. 
Code 12-7-565 of 1976, gives the State permission to enter into reciprocal 
agreerrents with other states to refrain fran taxing ret.irerrent incare. Under 
this authority, reciprocal agreements have been established with 19 other states. 
Colonel Long believes that the exerrption of $1,200 for Federal Civil Service 
retirees, .Arrred Forces retirees aged 65 arrl over should be revised upward. 
In the case of military retirees he noted that 37 of the 50 states, and all 
of the Southeastern states, offer a better state incorre tax law than South 
carolina. 
While it is difficult to establish a fomlla for equity between retirees 
from the s. c. Retirement System and others, Colonel Long feels that they can 
arrive at a rrodification to the tax code that will be just for all concerned 
and with an acceptable fiscal i.npact. The Organization plans to file a bill 
to this effect in the early days of the 1984 session. 
Representative Naldrop wanted to know 1;he cost of this :t?rogram. 
Colonel Long informed him that a statement prepared by the Tax Carrnission--
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based on a $5,000 exerrption-puts the anount at $2.3 million. They are 
negotiating right nCM and are trying to get a $6,000 exenption, which 
would r;ut the cost of the program at approxirrately $2. 5 million. He hoped 
that the Ccmnittee would see the principle involved in this. There are 
currently 64, 000 State errployees, and he does not think that incltrles the 
rmm.icipal and county enployees, and they are all going to be in this pool 
that is exenpted once they reach the retirerrent qualification. 'nley will 
not pay taxes, and he thinks this is wrong. 
Senator Rubin reminded Colonel long that over the years these ercployees 
have r;ut in a good bit of their CMI1 rroney tcMard retirerrent. 
-
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SOUTH CAROLINA COUNCIL OF CHAPTERS 
THE RETIRED OFFICERS ASSOCIATION 
Presentation to the Joint Legislative Study Committee 
On Aging, Blatt Building, Friday, September 23, 1983 
SUBJECT: State Income Tax Equity for Pensioners 
Senator Rubin and distinguished members of the Joint Legislative Study Committee on 
Aging, thank you for the opportunity to present this statement on behalf of our con-
stituency. I am Colonel Byron E. Long, TJnited States Air Force Retired, and I am 
President of the South Carolina Council of Chapters, The Retired Officers Association 
( TROA). We l'lave eleven member chapters in our Council in such locations as Spartan-
burg, Y.yrtle Beach, Columbia, Charleston, and Hilton Head Island, with over 6,000 
individual members of our National Association here in South Carolina. HOlt'ever, I 
would like to emphasize that I am speaking not just for the members of our organiza-
tion, but rather for the more than 36,000 retirees and annuitants from the Uniformed 
Services who reside in this State. We are taking the lead on behalf of these retirees 
and are confident that we will have the active support of such organizations aa the 
Air Force Sergeants Association, the NonCo~sioned Officers Association of the rsA, 
Navy and Coast Guard Petty Officers associations, and others. 
In addition, and this is a major development, we are working closely with the South 
Carolina Federation of Chapters of the National Association of Retired Federal Employees 
(NARFE) which has some 24,000 Civil Service anrmitants in this State. 'nle President 
of their statewide organization, Jlr Earle K. Rambo, will speak to you later today. Our 
legislative objectives are the same, and we feel confident that our proposal, when it 
becomes known to the thousands of other senior citizens throughout the state who are 
receiving pensions, will receive additional and unqualified support. These pensioners 
with their family members comprise a total of well over 120,000 South Carolinians. 
By way of background, there were 34,182 retired mamers of the Department of Defense 
in South Carolina as of September JO, 1982. In addition, other members of the Uniformad 
Services, namely Coast Guard, NOOA, and US Public Health Service, and the 1, 783 
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Survivors of DoD retirees in South Carolina (annuitants under RSF?? ard SBP) should 
be considered in the retired mili~-related population. Average retired pay for 
DoD retirees as of September 30, 1982 was $10,808, with enlistad retired pay being 
~8,590 and Survivors• average annuity being S5,097. Mr Rambo will provide similar 
information on NARFE annuitants. 
To State our proposal very briefiy and to the point, we feel that there is a gross 
inequity in the State income tax laws that diYide our pensioned senior citizens into 
two unequal groups, and that this inequity should be corrected. Speci!icall;y, all 
retirees from the South Carolina Retirement System (some 25,000 and increasing) are 
exempted from paying state income taxes on their pension income, whereas pensioners 
from Civil Service, the Uniformed Services o! the United States, and other pensioners 
are required to pay state income taxes on their pension income. This means that stata, 
count;r, and municipal employees, including teachers, policemen, firefighters, judges, 
and even leg1..5lato~ are exempted from paying state income taxes on their South Caro-
line Retirement System pensions while those drawing private aoo federal pensions and 
annuities are not. It is simply an issue of fairness to treat all pensioners in a 
like manner. An analogy- would be for the federal government to excuse federal retirees 
from payment of federal income taxes on federal pension and annuity income, but to re-
quire it from other pension groups, includi~ state retirees. I think you would agree 
that such a practice woul~ not be tolerated. Nor do we think the current practice in 
South Carolina should be continued. As a matter of information, this same inequi t;y 
was recently corrected in another state and won high praise for its sponsors and the 
legislature in editorial coJDID8nt across tbe state. 
The unfairness and incongruity of the current irr:ome taxation law is demonstrated by 
the !act that !llalJ1 so-called 'state, county and mnicipal jobs' are actually paid by 
federal funds in ~ole or in part. Also, credits are allowed !or Military Service and 
Out-of-State Service to add to the credits of thoee participating in the South Carolina, 
Retirement System, thus creating a very thin line between those who get the tax break 
and those ~o do not. Am, umer Code 12-7-565, 1976, the State has been allowed to 
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enter into reciprocal agreements with other states to refrain fror: taxing retirement 
income. Under this authority, reciprocal agreements have been consummated with 19 
other states and although the agreements vary by state, ll08t provide that participants 
- in a given state's retirement system, upon relocation to South Carolina, are excused 
from paying state income taxes in South Carolina on their retirement income, in ex-
change for the same privilege for a South Carolinian moving to that state. Thus when 
a North Carolina school teacher, for exa~e, retires here, he or she does not pay 
income tax on retired pay. This is a further example of discrimination against the 
grou'98 for l'hich I am speaking. Is that school teacher entiUed to a tax break, 
whereas a Serviceman or Civil Servant who has spent perhaps three decades in the 
service of his country is not? We think not. 
Current income tax law in .:~outh Carolina, aside from the total exemption of pension 
income of participants in the South Carolina Retirement System, provides tor the 
following exemptions: Federal Civil Sel'Tiee; Armed Forces Retirement; and Certain 
Retired Persons, Age 65 and Over ••• deduct !1,200. We believe thatthia amount should 
be revised upward and the current tax law amended for several reasons in addition to 
the basic "fairness" issue we have raised, including: (1) The $1,200 exemption has 
been in effect for a number of years and has not been adjusted for inflation, ( 2) 
Senior citizens living on fixed pension incomes have need of financial assistance, 
(3) In the case of military retirees 1 we note that 37 ot the 50 states, and all of 
the Southeastern states, offer a better state income tax situation than does South 
Carolina, (4) Certain age and length of service stipulations should be reexamined 
to insure equal treatment, and (5) Survivors of the three categories of pensioners 
noted above do not enjoy equal benefits under the law and this also should be correc-
ted. )lx Rambo will present additional testimony. 
The retirement programs and benefits of the State, Civil Service, Yilitary and the 
many industry and private pension and annuity entities defy' exact comparison. The 
criteria for retirement by length of service and/or age, medical benefit;., on retire-
ment, benefits to survivors, and a wide range of income and other considerations, 
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make it difficult to establish a formula for equit,r between retire~s from the South 
Carolina Retirement System and others that would not be faulted by some. 
However, we feel that by working closel7 with a sponsor or sponsors in the General 
Assembly, we can arrive at a modification to the Tax Code that will do justice to 
all concerned parties and with an acceptable fiscal impact. Basically, we will seek 
changes that will provide other pensioners with essentially the same tax situaticn 
as is enjoyed by those who have participated in a full career under the South Caro-
lina Retirement System. We expect that we can have a bill filed on behalf of our 
proposal in the early days of the 1984 Session of the General Assembly-, followed by 
a legislative lobbying effort through the constituent members of our several organ-
izations. We would welcome and dee-ply- appreciate the support and endorsement of 
y-our Committee to help end the discriminatory practice of having two kinds of citizens 
drawing pensions in South Carolina. Thank y-ou. 
=r=-._tr..a • 
~-~ 
Colonel, USAF Retired 
President 
29 Hunters Forest Drive 
Charleston, SC 29407 
Phone {803) 556-1805 
=-ens'?M'C._',?dR" ft ••··· b •te,_'CM r·mre 
--------
Mr. Earl K. Rani;x:), President 
S. C. Federation of Chapters 
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National Association of Retired Federal Errployees 
'Ihis Association has about 24,000 retirees and survivors of retirees 
who draw an annuity in South carolina. In addition, there are a large nurrber 
of spouses and other dependents deperrli.ng on incorre of these 24, 000 rrerrbers. 
Mr. Raml::o' s testirrony addressed the sarre problem which was discussed by 
the preceding speaker, Colonel long; i. e., the inequities in the South 
Carolina Incare Tax Code. He, too, asked the Ccmni ttee for their support 
in arrending the existing Code. 
He gave the following exarrples which show that other Southern states have 
rrore liberal tax laws applicable to NARFE annuities: 'l'e}cas, Tennesse and 
Florida - no state incone tax; Florida - all civil service annuity tax exe:rpt; 
r-1aryland - $7,500 tax exempt; Virginia - $7,200 at age 62 and $9,035 at age 
65; Louisiana- $6,500 at age 65; Mississippi - $5,000 plus $1,500 additional 
.at age 65; Georgia- $2,000, possibly all in 1984; and South Carolina- $1,200. 
The average Federal retiree in South Carolina receives an annuity of 
$10,000 to $11,000 per year. Survivors rarely receive rrore than 55 percent of 
the arrount received by the deceased retiree. Federal retirees receive no Social 
Security benefits and, therefore, pay South Carolina incone tax on all their 
incare, except the $1,200 tax exenpt. 
He asked the Cornni ttee for their help in getting the South Carolina Incare 
Tax Code arrended to extend to Federal Governrtent and Military retirees and other 
annuitants the right to a tax exerrpt arrount in line with what the average 
State enployee enjoys on his/her State annuity. 
Representative waldrop wanted to know what dollar anount he had in mind 
for this tax exerrption. 
Mr. Rarcbo replied that they will take "whatever -we can get." 
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SOUTH CAROLINA FEDERATION OF CHAPTERS 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF RETIRED FEDERAL EMPLOYEES 
k:i~:~~ 
{{(~'·· .. ~\ll 
-{··· .. !ID!-if~ 
~"t;.~.;;;-·;·-s,;..,._.,r 
Presenta tioL to Study Corr.mi ttee on Aging 
September 23, 1983 
by Earle K. Rarr.bc 
.·:r. S'..!airn"..an a.nd i'<embers of the Commission 
Ladies and Gentlemena 
First, let me th~nk you for giving me an opportunity to 
appear be fore you ':oday - to gi vP. you inform:J.-: ion on the organ-
ization I representp what it does and what it hopes to help do 
for older Soutr. Car.Jlinianso 
No doubt you h~ve questions such asa 
.Lo Whc am I? 
2. Why ~m I here? 
3. What does the organization I reprssent do for older 
South Carcl~nians? 
4o What do we hcpe ~o 1c in the near future? 
1st. r;'ly narr:e is ~a~le K. Rarr:bo, a native of Ninety Six, 
s. c., a life member of the American Society of AgriculturQl En-
gineers who has had exoerience as a college professor, a State 
:Sxtension Agricultural Engineeri!lg grcup leader, and twenty-
three years of foreign service for the Department of State, Agency 
for International Development and preceding organizations giving 
technical assistance to developing countries. Service periods 
ranged from two years in India, five years in Lebanon, seven years 
in Panama, seven years in Laos, two years in Nigeria and tempo-
rary assignments in fifteen or more other countries. I returned 
to South Carolini to retire in 1972 with over thirty-two years of 
Civil Service credito 
If there was ever any question in my mind as to what 
state I would retire in, it was probably settled in early Octo-




letter dated September )0, 1966, from Mr. John G. Smith, Chair-
man, South Carolina Homecominf Committee, whict1 stated in parta 
"Dear [vir. Rambo a 
We would like to invite you to be ore of our hoLored 
guests at the South Carolina Homecoming here on Hilton 
Head Island, November 18 through November 22. This will 
he a unique event honoring native South Carolinians who 
have distinguished themselves in various fields and who 
no lor.ger reside within the State. Nationally recognized 
Carolinians who are leaders in church, military, business, 
finance, arts, 3cience, and govern;nent fields are baing in-
.,/itcd.o" 
The 1966 flood in Laos by the Mekor.g River, tenth la~gest 
river in the worlrl, made it impractical for me to consider ac-
certing that wonde~ful invitation. 0! the many honors I received 
f0r :r.y work iC~ the U. s. and abroad, I still cherish that invj-
~a~i:r f~o~ South Car~lina and returned here to live af~er re-
::; ld 1n;:-; eJsc:whel~e for over 36 yearso 
2r.d. I arr: herE: ~od2.y as Pro:d 1t..!nt of the South Ca~,12.iru 
Federatio~ or Chao~ers of the National Association of Retired 
F>:d era l Er.;pl l)yse s: We have a boqt 24, OOC retirees and S'J.rv i vo r -
C) "re"":j rees who dr'"lw an annuity i.r. South Carolina. There ::tre 
al~o a l~rge nu~ber of spouses and other depen~ents dependi~g 
01-, i:-~r:::JrN~ of th·::: zu,ooo. I represc:~t tr:a: entire e;rour- 2.r:c o-':~1crs 
d~ I 2p0ak t~ you today. 
J~d. l':C·:;Y'~ arc elghter:m chap":er::: o::.~ the N:;.-:Ln:2l As2oci:~-
ti:1r1 of Rcti:r?~ ?eder·al E:nrlJ:)''=e:J ir: So't:r. ~.-,_~~~·~ir~c1~o i'tesc cf::~!-1-



















We have a state Field Of!icer for each of the six congress-
icnal districts and they are now studying the feasibility of or-
ganizing additional chapters in the stateo 
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Jr~ ~·~~~ "~~~-Qrc ~eet f'ro~ sl·x +~ e 1 '••er tl.m"~ ~ year ......... 1.1 .. 4,\J..~ ..J••'·}J""- .._. J.ll ...... ~.. ~.ot...J ~r-:v • .:. ,:~f";;::) ·_J.. 
hrin[i~E ~~ti~ed persons together, Some :hapters have luncheon 
:r,r:e"..i;, . ..,._;, :::orr.e dinner meetings, sor.:.; "pot ~.' .. tc;:" or co··.:<2red c!ish 
:unchP.ons, ~hese me~~ings serve as an "Eating-nut Time" and as 
" 7J"'ia2 fet-to<::e<:her, Most cha.pters h3.ve outside spea.kers on 
~~bj8cts Jf in-:erest t0 their members, such ~sz 
Ar~ir~cial Joints How they work and problems en-
co:;nt<; .,...ed. 
Artificia] Resoir~ti0n 
· • .Vill~, I'r•JSt:s an1 Endo·.vr::0:~·:s 
S:a-t...·~ :.: --·;-·1C"',~1: Inc:JI:lG :'ax Fo!·~1~. 
-~~(-·>l·,:)::_-·.: :_,:J: :}le :ne9::r..~~~ :1re a.rra7"":rred for by the Pr'o~r2.m Cl1:·1ir-
:;·.~ .... ~~ e 
::3:g:shi:;e; :;Jr.:::litte :nenbers keep ir, touc!; with the sic}: ar, .. i 
bo:··c~t·:erl f::.:.r:iJ.les );-:::embers. 
p ~~ ~ -, - I~ ~~ ' ., :; :., .co 1. ~ e ~ 3 t:: ·~ ::· ')':_\~ ·~.0,-,.\-.,0"':.""~! :r ~..: J ~:;ie i o c. 
rr-~e:iY:~3 : .. :t.nd ~~~pcJci~ll ha_::lJe·nl~~cs. 
Servi~~ Of~l~~~~ ar0 availa~le ~ ~~ nec8ssary for~s when 
~c018J ty survi~0rs :_ t~e C~3~ of dea h o~ a re:ir0co ~hey 
~t-:..3.) !:-~~? ·,..ri~~:": ir:2rJ:r~t:'-- ~:..tx pr::.1t·:e~s ·J.!":._~ otl"'.e.:·· J:C:.!. .. ~Jri: .. l ;;r-..;t·l,=rr~~. 
T:~~~,·:· ",·J~~: ~l:J..:J.d-:.::-::2.-_ct 'Nl~ .. :1 -:he Sur:~ti:--~~ :u.T.:-:'_3_·:-t:-.:e m~~be~s~ 
... ~·~'::- .• " ; .... ~~--~ .. , '") ...... f")., ...... ~("c f""'..,...":".-:-:.,-l~,.a+·Lf"'\r ... -~.JY" ;J .... ~ ·~·er-l).:.'l'": .. 
••• ~.\-J..I - ... -: 1..--'..J...J ·.J .'~ ..... ~ • .~ .. ::..._ ..... _._- ...... _..~- •. _..,._ .......... _.J,.v• 
\-:~~ '.\·~~ ::.!.r·e 2..:v:2...j·s l.iJ·~:.{~i)' 1.{~ f:JY" ·l:~t.YJ , ... ~·~:-:.:-~~c.;::.--_·,: .:,ur 
·::~"'~~-:~-; t:: <J:...;r rr.:~~:r:bers; h,::·.v'=···-2~, vve ~::·.; ?i.): ·:t!~ -·i:~~~ ~~-~lei ~:-) lJ.."'.r 
' ~ 
~~~-~?:·"!:: ill s~""u~h :a.!"t"~"l.i:la is j.J.:.nins ·.·Jit~ ~r..f~ -~J·~tr. ·-:>::-·J.~~-~13. ~· ... ·.l::-
-~:1 .;: ~""~~-?..p:er: o: tr.e l·,e-tlc~d Of:C.icer-s .!:..~~s~;~2·1:i.:~-: :J ; .. :i:·:: 
:u": .;:.)''1~: :i.tl·~c;J.i·~i:::.: ir, ":he Svu":h Cc.r-Jlir.:l Ir.cJ:r,e '!"~~-~, .::;::;:i2 ;-;:-1:-i 
'l:~ :rc~.~--:: 3U??·nrt i:-1 h!~lpiD.f:! ~se: t~1~ ·~'JC0 a:nrr~~.;ndejo 
G:hcr southern s~a~es h~ve more liber~l ta~ laws appli-
ca~ln ~a ~AR?3 qnn•I5~Yo ~xamples o~ exemptions are: 
Texas - No state income tax 
Tennessee - No state income tax 
Florida - No state income tax 
Alabama - All civil service annuity t~x exe~ot 
~aryland - $7,500 tax exempt 
Virginia - $7,200 at age 62, $9,0J5 at age 65 
--.., 
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Louisiana - $6,500 at age 65 
~issiasippi - $5,000 plus $1,500 additional at 65. 
Georgia - $2,000 with hopes of all in 1984 
Sou~h CaroJ.ina - $1,200 
The average federal retiree in South Carolina receives 
an annuity of $10,000 to $11,000 per year. Survivors receive 
much les~, never more than 55% of that received by the deceased 
retiree. We retires who have had a long period of service receiv~ 
no Social Security benefits; therefore, we pay South Carolina 
income tax on all except $1,200o 
As of June 1982, 23~,920 rsceipients of Social Security 
rec2ived a~ average of $4P5Jl.20~ all exempt from state income 
tax. 
I am told that South Carolina State employees p~y no 3tate 
i~co~e tax on state retirement and many of these ~lso draw, tax 
exempt, Social Security. 
,,~e solicit your support ir. getting an am:nendment t,: tlie 
South Carolina Income Tax Code whi~h woul.d exteni across the 
board to Federal Government and Military retire~s ar.d to other 
retirees of retirement age who draw an annuity, the right to 
sub:::_tract not $1,200 but an amount in line with what the average 
state e~ployee enjoys on his or her state annuity. As you can 
see, we are not being selfish in our request but ar~ asking 
that it be exten9ed to others, not just to retired federal and 
military groups. 
~~d~y So~th C3rclir.a r~nks high among ~he states ~s a 
~·Jod place to ret ire. Let's ad~l another plus with an auu~end­
~ent to the Income Tqx Corte. 
On:e again I th~nk yuu for tha opportunity to appe~r be-
frJre you today. 
E:a!"le ~~. ~a..--nbo, President 
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Mrs. Gail Reyes, President 
S. c. Association of Council on Aging Directors 
Barn~ll, sc 
'Ihis Association is an organization of executive directors of county 
organizations on aging. One of their purposes is to serve as an advocate 
for Councils on Aging and 1:h:! clients they serve. Their effort is directed 
tc:Ma.rd providing a coordinated service system for the aging and, thereby, 
delay admission into a nursing heme. 
Her testimony addressed primarily the necessity of passage of House Bill, 
H-2364, which would provide funds for services such as heme-delivered rreals, 
health rraintenance, day care, etc. Although 90 percent of the persons served 
ITllSt be 60 years and older, the bill provides that 10 percent of those served 
nay be in the 55-59 age range. Persons in this age category nay not be eligible 
for assistance under 1:h:! Older Americans Act unless a spouse is 60 years or 
older. Many tirres persons in this age group experience, what Mrs. Reyes called, 
"fall-out." In addition, H-2364 does not require that a recipient is eligible 
for nursing home care. 
Other aspects of the Bill are: 
1. It is not limited to persons in financial need; it requires fees based 
on a sliding scale. Funds received this way \A/ill be used to expand services. 
2. No new administrative layer is needed. The funds appropriated under 
this legislation would be dispensed by the State Carmission on Aging and the 
Area Agencies on Aging. 
3. AssesSirent and service plans must be done before services are provided. 
This assures that the IIDSt needy receive the limited services available. 
4. Better coordination and utilization of available services by the 
Councils on Aging for the benefit of older South carolinians. 
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SOUTH CAROLI~A ASSOCIATION 
OF COUNCIL ON AGING DIRECTQRS 
The South Carolina Association of Council on Aging Directors is 
an organization for Executive Directors of county organizations on 
aging. One purpose of that organization is to serve as an advocate 
for Councils on Aging and the clients they serve. As president of 
the association, I am here to urge passage of House Bill #2364 
sponsored by Representatives Harris, Blackwell and Waldrop. The 
legislatiun was developed by a South Carolina Commission on Aging 
task force made up of a variety of citizens, agency and organiza-
tion representatives. 
The Aging Network in South Carolina has long provided community 
based long term care services for South Carolina's older citizens 
in an effort to address the issue of premature institutionalization. 
Our focus is on providing a co-ordinated service system that helps 
older people function independently for as long as possible. When 
I think of our purpose, I think about the word prevention. You may 
think that a strange word. We certainly cannot prevent the aging 
process, but we hope we can prevent or at least delay an older 
persons admission to a Nursing Home. You see, the aging programs 
provided long term care services long before the phrase became such 
a popular one. 
This line of thinking is the very core of House Bill 2364. This 
bill would provide funds for services such as home delivered meals, 
health maintenance, day care, and others. Although 90% of the 
persons served must be 60 and older, the bill provides that 10% of 
those served may be 55 through 59 years old. I believe this is 
especially commendable since persons in this age category Qay not be 
eligible for assistance under the Older Americans Act unless a 
spouse is 60 or older and Social Services Block grant funds cannot 
be stretched to meet all the needs. Many times this age group 
experiences "fall-out". 
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In addition, this legislation would rr21 require that a recipient 
be eligible for Nursing Home care. Many older people need at-home-
se~vices, but may not qualify for intermediate or skilled services. 
Perhaps the availability of these funds could help prevent an older 
person from reaching the point of needing Nursing Home care. They 
would certainly delay the need for it. 
Another aspect of this legislation is that it is not limited to ......... 
persons in financial need. This should make the tax payer much more 
supportive of the expenditure of these funds. Too often we hear the 
complaints, and they are legitimate, that if one works hard all his 
life and supports the government, he finds no government assistance 
when he needs it. The individual who finds himself just over the 
mediaaid income limit for instance is much worse off financially 
th~n is the person who meets the eligibility standards with less 
income. Perhaps a person in need of community based long term care 
services can afford to pay a part of the cost, but does not have 
sufficient income to pay the total cost. House Bill 2364 addresses 
this since it requires fees based on a sliding scale. The funds 
received will be used to expand services. The Aging Network has 
proven this concept works with its nutrition and ather services, 
even though our contributions are voluntary while this bill reguires 
fee collection. 
The funds appropriated under House Bill 2364, would be dispensed 
through the State Commission on Aging and the Area Agencies on Aging. 
This would ~ require the addition of another administrative layer 
or create a so called ''non-agency" to oversee the program. Area 
Agencies (or Regional Offices) are already in place. The agencies 
have experience and expertise in evaluating and monitoring services 
being provided as well as completing needs assessment and doing 
planning and program development for services in their regions. The 
availability of this established network allows more funds to reach 
~he provider level so that more services reach the person in need. 
--
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House Bill 2364 requires that assessment and :ervice plans be 
done before services are provided. This proced~:g is being used by 
most Councils on Aging in the State in order t= assure that the most 
needy receive the limited services available. Prior experience in 
and continued emphasis on service assessment and case management in 
the Aging Network will help assure that the frail elderly are given 
preference for #2364 services. 
Additionally, the Councils on Aging have demonstrated their 
ability to provide the 2364 services by their previous experience 
in community based services. In addition to serving as assessors 
and managers of services for older people, Councils on Aging also 
provide the services themselves. This ability serves to better 
co-ordinate and utilize available services for the benefit of older 
·south Carolinians. 
The South Carolina Commission on Aging could have requested an 
additional 2.5 million for these services as part of its budget. 
However, the general feeling is that the State of South Carolina 
needs to be one of the front runners in establishing legislation 
which addresses the need for community services for older persons. 
Over the past ten years South Carolina has seen a 46% increase in 
the population age 60 and alder. This trend is expected to continue 
with South Carolina rating second only to Florida as a retirement 
state. 
The South Carolina Aging Network has for many years provided the 
core for community based long term care services. We are continually 
striving to improve the quality of those services and reach more and 
more of our older Americans in need. House Bill 2364 can go a long 
way in helping us meet the needs of those currently being under-
served and those not being served at all. 
•vg£z TT18 asnoH JO a5essed sa5~n /.t5uoJ~s 
sJc~~allO 5ur5~ ~o Tl~uncJ JO uor~er~oss~ eUJTOleJ 4~nos a41 
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Ms. Loretta B:rc:Ml'l, Chairperson 
Regional Aging Advisory Ccrrmi ttee 
Central Midlands Area Agency on Aging 
- Columbia, SC 
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This Area Agency serves Fairfield, lexington, Newberry and Richland 
Counties. With the oontinued support of the county agencies which actually 
deliver the services to the elderly, rrany new projects are being plarmed 
or inplenented. Sate of these are: 
1. Developrent of a regional carputerized client inforna tion system, 
funded by a grant fran the Robert W:Jod Johnson Foundation. This system 
encourages ooordinaticn of agencies serving the sarre clients. Duplication 
of services are thereby avoided. 
2. A uniform regional case rranagenent system is currently set up by 
five of their carponent agencies. 
3. '!he Well Elderly Clinic concept is oontinuing to derronstrate the 
benefits of preventive rredicine for older persons. 
4. Harerraker services to the elderly will be increased this year through 
funding from the State • s Medicaid waiver AFOC HO'I.'ElllakerjHare Health Aide 
Project. 
5. This Agency's idea for an elderly-administered central kitchen 
has been accepted by DSS and :tJle Joint Appropriations Review Corrmittee. 
This central kitchen would provide at least 1, 000 :rreals per day to the elderly, 
if they can secure the budgeted funds for this project. An estirrated 180 
additional rreals could be served daily through cost-savings efforts of this 
nonprofit corporaticn kitchen. 
Central Midlarrls Regional Aging Advisory Camri. ttee asks for support of 
the following issues: 
1. Tax incentives to family rrerri:lers who care for and keep the elderly 
at hone. 
2. Rental subsidies for elderly renters. 
3. Medical assistance to elderly persons who do not have Medicare, Medicaid, 
or individual health insurance. 
4. Passage of House Bill H-2364 which will provide many needed services 
to the elderly in the ccmmmity. 
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Dr. Holler asked if they have given any thought or study to the question 
of transportation for the elderly. 
Ms. Bro.m explained that this proolem in their agency is being handled 
by a Transportation Advisory. 'Ihey are providing sare transportation to the 
recipients or clients that they are already serving through their contractor 
or canponent agencies. When they plan for services, they plan as -well as they 
can for th= transportation. 
Dr. Parrish asked for a rrore detailed description of the elderly-administered 
central kitchen. 
Ms. Bro.m replied that this will be established as a nonprofit corporation. 
It is set up as a derronstration project whereby it would provide errployrrent 
for the elderly as -well as rreals. If this project is in fact ccrrpleted, they 
would be able to bid on a catering contract that nON exists at Central Midlands 
or that rrany of the several planning areas in the State have. A central kitchen 
would provide employrrent for older citizens, serve rreals to a greater nurrber of 
elderly, and reduce th= financial base for operation and, therefore, reduce 
the cost they ~uld have to pay to a caterer during a fiscal year. '.llris is 
in an experirrental stage nCM arrl they are bidding for a contract for it to be 
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CENTRAL MIDLANDS REGIONAL PLANNING COUNCIL'S 
REGIONAL AGING ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
SEPTEMBER 23, 1983 
Today I am representing one of the state's regional Area Agencies on Aging. 
I am presently serving my second term as Chairperson of the Central Midlands' 
Regional Aging Advisory Committee. 
The Central Midlands' Area Agency continues to plan, develop, coordinate, 
and fund services and programs for the elderly of our region, so that older 
individuals may enjoy a higher quality of life. 
We are concerned not only with the 5% of the elderly population which are 
in the state's hospitals and nursing homes, but also with the remaining 95%. 
These non-institutional elderly range from being completely independent and 
desiring only recreational activities and the opportunity to volunteer to 
help others, to those more unfortunate, who are health impaired and homebound 
and in jeopardy of institutionalization. 
Our Area Agency on Aging serves Fairfield, Lexington, Newberry and Richland 
Counties. With the continued support of the county agencies which actually 
deliver the services to the elderly, many new projects are being planned or 
implemented. I want to mention a few of these. 
1. With Robert Wood Johnson Foundation funding, a regional computerized 
client information system has been developed and client information 
is presently available to participating social service agencies. 
This system encourages the coordination of agencies who serve the 
same clients; thus avoiding duplication of services, and reducing 
the number of times an older person needs to answer the same questions. 
2. A uniform regional case management system is currently being implemented 
by five of our component agencies. Thus we are looking at the total 
needs of an elderly client, and services are planned, provided an~ 
coordinated with other local agencies. 
3. Several years ago we spoke to you on the concept of a Well Elderly 
Clinic. This year, through a variety of funding sources, we will 
demonstrate the benefits of preventive medicine for older individuals. 
Physical examinations, on an appointment basis, will be available 
on a contribution basis for individuals over 60 who have not had 
a physical for many years. 
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4. Our homemaker services to the elderly will be dramatically increased 
this year through funding from the State's medicaid waiver AFOC 
Homemaker/Home Health Aide Project. This national demonstration 
project will provide training and employment to AFDC recipient 
mothers, while they provide homemaker services to those elderly who 
are health impaired, disabled, and homebound. In some cases, the 
project will be able to expand services to persons already receiving 
homemaker and home health aide services. 
5. Our agency's idea for an elderly-administered central kitchen has 
been accepted by the Department of Social Services and the Joint 
Appropriations Review Committee. The central kitchen would provide 
at least 1000 meals to the elderly per day. If we can now secure 
the budgeted funds for this project, this region will not only be 
able to employ older individuals in this operation, but, through 
the cost-savings efforts of the non-profit corporation kitchen, an 
estimated 180 additonal meals will be served daily to the elderly. 
Although we continue to develop new programs and expand much needed services, 
there are many other issues and needs which must be addressed. 
The aging network (which includes the State Commission on Aging, the Area 
Agencies on Aging, and local service providers) needs your support in two 
areas: 1) to provide a wide range of services to older South Carolinians, 
and 2) to plan for the future. Fifty years from now when the South Carolina 
60+ population has doubled, we must be ready to provide an increased number 
of quality nursing home beds, and a greater number of community-based services 
for those older individuals who can and who choose to remain independently 
in their own homes. 
Therefore, the Central Midlands Regional Aging Advisory Committee asks your 
consideration and support of the following issues. 
1. Tax incentives shall be awarded to family members who care for and 
keep the elderly at home. 
2. Elderly renters, as well as homeowners, need subsidies. Rental 
subsidies might be approached in either of two ways. 
(1) directly to the elderly tenant, or 
(2) to the landlord who is willing to lease adequate and tenantable 
housing to persons 60 years old and older. 
3. Medical assistance to elderly persons with neither medicare, medicaid, 
nor individual health insurance should be appropriated, either as, 
(1) a supplemental aid, or 
(2) primary health/medical care assistance. 
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4. Budgetary consideration must be given to the provision of community 
services and in-home care for the elderly as an alternative to 
institutional care; subsequently, reducing the overall public 
financial burden and increasing the sense of independence and self-
worth by each older South Carolinian. We, therefore, request your 
support and passage of House Bill #2364, which will provide much 
needed services to the elderly through the existing aging network. 
I thank you for the opportunity to share with you today our many activities 




Ms. Yvonne Sint?son, Aging Unit Director 
Appalachian Council of Governrrents 
Greenville, SC 
This Agercy services Arrlerson, Cherokee, Greenville, Oc::onee, Pickens 
and Spartanburg Cotmties. As an Area Agency they allocate Federal and State 
dollars necessary for needed services to the elderly in these com1ties. Ms. 
Sirrpson asked the Camri. ttee to consider the following concerns: 
1. Support of House Bill H-2364. 
2. Continuation of Adult Day Care, which costs about $8 per person per 
day and enables older people to live with ~rking relatives. 
3. Life-line telephone discotmts for the elderly. 
~ 
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REMARKS OF: Mrs. Yvonne S. Simpson before the State Study Committee on 
Aging 
My name is Yvonne Simpson. I am the Aging Unit Director of the Appalachian 
Area Agency on Aging of the Appalachian Council of Governments. We serve 
Anderson, Cherokee, Greenville, Oconee, Pickens, and Spartanburg Counties. 
As an area agency, we allocate federal and state dollars necessary for 
providing needed services to the elderly in Anderson, Cherokee, Greenville, 
Oconee, Pickens and Spartanburg Counties. We also remain abreast of what is 
being done in these counties and on continuing needs of older people in the 
upstate area. I want to share with you the concerns of members of our Aging 
Advisory Committee and service providers, and to ask you to consider these 
concerns as you develop your legislative priorities for the upcoming year. 
1. Community Services Legislation through the State Commission on Aging 
and Area Agencies on Aging -We support this vital piece of legislation 
which calls for statewide funding of services to assist older people to 
stay in their own homes and out of nursing homes and other institutions 
for as long as possible. We have a solid aging network made up of 
aging providers, area agencies and the state agency. We call on the 
study committee to use this network in allocating these state dollars. 
2. Continuation of Adult Day Care - The Area Agency is increasingly 
concerned about those services that can best be used to keep people in 
the community and away from inappropriate placement in institutions. 
In our region, we have seen day care services for adults as an 
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effective and inexpensive way to prevent inappropriate placement in 
nursing homes. In adult day care, frail older people who live with 
working relatives are provided assistance during working hours in 
taking medication, getting nutritious meals and in getting outside 
socialization. Day care costs are estimated at approximately $8.00 per 
person per day. We are concerned that day care for adults is not 
viewed as a priority by the funders under the Social Services Block 
Grant. We ask the committee•s concern and enthusiastic support in 
making adult day care services a priority in this state. Adult day 
care is a community service that helps older people live with their 
families. No other alternatives exists for family members who both 
need to work and who want to care for their older relatives. We must 
give families the support that they need to keep relatives in their 
homes. 
3. One final recommendation is that which is on the minds of many many 
senior citizens, 11 how long can I afford a telephone 11 ? Everywhere in 
the aging program older people have expressed concerns. Ladies and 
gentlemen, a telephone is a necessary for many seniors. It is that 
link between the older community and that older person who must live 
alone. The telephone provides access to police protection, medical 
help, socialization and other services that that older person might 
need. It therefore concerns us that basic telephone charges are 
expected to double as a result of the ATT break-up. We call on the 
Legislative Study Committee to vigorously sponsor and garner support 
for life-line telephone discounts for the elderly. It can be done. To 
do less would be to jeopardize the well-being of countless older South 
Carolineans. 
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In closing, may I again express appreciation for the opportunity to speak 
before you today. As you develop priorities, I do hope you will heed and 
accept the recommendations of the Appalachian Council of Governments as the 
Area Agency. If we can provide you with any further clarification, please 
let me know and I would be happy to do so. 
Again, thank you very much. 
Mrs. Pauline Wheeler 
2220 Clark Street 
Columbia, SC 29201 
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Mrs. Wheeler's staterrent addressed the need for hare care services, 
tre 1982 property assessrrent, and asked for the difference betvA:en the 
Council on Aging Horne Care Service and Medical Personnel Pool Service. 
Senator Rubin cornrented that the property assesSIIl2Ilt had been of 
great concern last year. Legislation was introduced on the House side 
asking for an increase in the sales tax with about half of the arrount 
going to Horrestead Tax relief. The subject is still very rruch alive; 
however, at the present tirre the proposal on the 1 percent sales tax in-
crease seems to veer tcward the usage for education. "I hope the citizens 
will fight the battle of property tax relief. " 
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Dr. Gerald L. Buster, Professor 
College of Social Wbrk 
University of South Carolina 
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Mrs. krrj Pace, Graduate ll.sst. 
College :Jf Social Wbrk 
University of South carolina 
Colurrbia, SC 
This testirrony stressed the irrp:>rtance of voluntary social welfare 
prograrrs and volunteer services and showed the value of volunteer efforts. 
On August 16, 1983 Governor Riley signed executive order 83-40, creating 
the South Carolina Division of Volunteer Services under the auspices of his 
own office. Thus, South Carolina joins 32 other states which have offices 
to irrplarent volunteer ser:vices and serve as clearinghouses for inforrcation 
regarding the volunteer recruit:rrent. 
The University of South carolina, College of Social Wbrk, was awarded 
a Federal grant in October of 1982 to train gerontology students and State 
Agency personnel for leadership and participation in the volunteer rroverrent 
in behalf of the growing elderly population. The College of Social Wbrk 
has developed the first graduate level course in the country pertaining to 
"Volunteerism with the Elderly." However, volunteers still renain a vast 
untat;ped resource. 
To insure the survival and continuing grCMth of volunteer ism with the 
elderly, Mrs. Pace suggested the follCMing steps: 
1. Agencies in the aging network should comni t staff to planning, 
training and supervision required to rrainta.in quality volunteer prograrrs. 
2. Policies regarding insurance for volunteers, reirrburserrent for travel 
and other out-of-pocket expenses should be clarified fran an official perspective . 
. 3. The Governor's Division of Volunteer Ser:vices will shortly publish 
guidelines and standards regarding volunteerism. All aging agencies involved 
in volunteer prograrrs should adhere to these. 
4. South Carolina aging agencies should s~ the involverrent in the 
volunteer rroverrent fran the corporate sector. 
5. The wealth of potential volunteers to ser:ve the elderly should by 
tapped by churches and synagogues. 




VOLUNTEERISM WITH THE ELDERLY: MILES TO GO BEFORE hE REST 
To: The Honorable Senator Hyman Rubin and Distinguishec Members of the 
South Carolina Joint Legislative Study Committee on Aging 
Thank you for providing us the opportunity to present testimony before 
this Conmittee. 
Voluntary social welfare programs and volunteer services are at the 
heart of our democratic process. They are part of our American heritage, 
serving as concrete expressions of our individual and group creativity, 
healthy altruistic motives, social responsibility, and commitment to 
community goal setting and problem solving. The spirit of volunteerism 
dranatically reflects our growing concerns about the 11centralization" of 
power and decision making in government. It is particularly imperative that 
we encourage citizens to participate in planning solutions to problems and 
needs that affect them, their families, and neighbors. 
In a more pragmatic sense, volunteers may serve to reduce stress and 
pressure on overburdened professional staff in human service agencies, 
provide a constructive, nonthreatening support system for clients, often 
generate innovative ideas and diagnostic insights about agency programming, 
and help stretch 1 imited funding resources. Volunteers can help make 
programs more open, visible and subject to public review and support. 
Social welfare history reminds us that many of our most successful and 
effective human service programs have been the direct outcome of 
nonprofessional citizen involvement. 
It is extremely significant that on August 16, 1983 Governor Riley 
signed executive order 83-40, creating the South Carolina Division of 
Volunteer Services under the auspices of his own office. The Division 
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will act as an agent for planned positive change in the structure and use of 
volunteers in the public sector, serving both as a facilitator and 
stimulator for volunteerism and various fonms of citizen involvement. Our 
state joins a list of thirty two other states which have organized offices 
to implement volunteer Initiatives and serve as clearinghouses for 
infonnation regarding volunteer management, training, recruitment, and 
recognition. Governor Riley is to be commended for his sincerity in 
advocating for expanded volunteerism within our state agencies. 
We are fortunate in South Carolina that much of the foundation for 
volunteer program development, training, and education has been established. 
The University of South Carol ina, College of Social Work, was awarded a 
significant grant from the United States Administration on Aging in October 
1982 to train gerontology students and state agency personnel for increased 
leadership and participation in the American volunteer movement in behalf of 
our growing elderly population. The grant project has emphasized a 
substantial partnership between the University and our state's aging 
agencies through establishment of various training and consultation 
structures. 
The College of Social Work has developed the first graduate level 
course in the United States pertaining to "Volunteerism with the Elderly." 
This Committee can be assured that both graduate and undergraduate students 
will receive quality instruction on such topics as history and trends, 
volunteer motivational dynamics, program development, training and 
management issues, and professional-nonprofessional collaboration. Through 
this and other courses offered to students in all the helping professions, 
volunteerisn will be stressed as a basic component of all agency 
-
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programming. Retired students desiring to enroll for eithe~ university 
credit or to pursue continuing education will be encoura~ed to participate 
in volunteerisn courses. 
South Carolina is indeed blessed with some exceptionally talented 
persons who have created outstanding volunteer programs and projects to 
serve our state's elderly. Project LOVE (Let Older Volunteers Educate), 
RSVP, Foster Grandparents, Senior Companions, Senior Hotlines, and numerous 
church sponsored respite care programs have emerged in response to the 
various needs of elders and their families throughout our communities. 
Volunteers assist the elderly in hospitals, nursing homes, home health care, 
personal care, homemaker services, home-delivered meals, transportation, and 
many other areas. Many well functioning elders provide a wide array of 
volunteer services to others in their age cohort in both institutional and 
community based long tenm care. Retired active South Carolinians provide an 
immense resource for colleges and universities, libraries, museums, school 
systems, public and private agency advisory councils, and other areas where 
community service and volunteerisn are required. The vitality, commiunent 
and expertise of elderly volunteers are well documented in our growing 
1 i terature. 
Despite our tremendous growth in awareness of the potential values of 
volunteers service, there is obvious unevenness throughout our agencies in 
volunteer programming, management skills, supervision, training, and 
recognition of contributions. Volunteer programs and services usually exist 
at least "on paper", but often struggle fpr survival in senior centers, 
nutrition sites, and community agencies. Some agencies are able to recruit 
talented and motivated volunteers of all ages, while others are befuddled 
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and frustrated by lack of community involvement and contrib~:ion of 
necessary resources. Where the "chemistry" is right, vol~nteers and pro-
fessionals work cooperatively in agencies to benefit the elderly. In other 
agencies, volunteers are tolerated in their efforts but often discontinue 
their service contributions prematurely when they feel under-utilized, 
under-supervised, and under-valued. 
Despite the anticipated and unanticipated problems that occur in any 
organization utilizing volunteers I am sure that we would all agree that 
volunteers remain a vast untapped resource. They will not go away nor 
would we want them to go away even if we had adequate numbers of 
professional staff to serve our elderly in the aging network. 
What, then, must be done to insure the survival and continuing growth 
of volunteerism with the elderly? 
1. Since "volunteerism" is rapidly emerging as a cost-effective 
process and mechanism for better serving many elderly clIents in 
the aging agency network, it is imperative that such agencies commit 
staff to planning, training, supervision, and other tasks required 
for the maintenance of quality volunteer programs. Professionally 
trained and/or qualified persons should be assigned 
responsibilities to direct, monitor, and evaluate the quality of 
voluntary action within human service agencies for the elderly. 
2. All agencies serving the elderly with special volunteer programs 
should clearly state volunteer program goals, procedures, and 
responsibilities of persons involved. Policies pertaining to 
insurance for volunteers, reimbursement for travel and 
out-of-pocket expenses, workers' compensation, and other issues 
should be clarified from an official perspective. - .. 
-
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3. All aging agencies uti 1 i zing vo 1 unteer progrcvns c.r,d services as a 
means of helping elderly clients should adhere to and build u!X)n 
the guidelines and standards for volunteerism in state government 
soon to be published by the Governor's Division of Volunteer 
Services. Aging agencies should design programs that are based 
upon sound recruitment policies, skillful interviewing and 
placement of volunteers, structured staff supervision, and 
deliberate attention to service recognition. Attention must 
be given to the right's of volunteers in such areas as 
appropriateness of job assignment, staff respect, policy and 
decision making, and career advancement within the organization. 
4. South Carol ina aging agencies should be encouraged to 
conceptualize strategies for mobilizing partnerships with socially 
responsive businesses and corporations. There is nationwide 
evidence that the corporate sector is often willing to assist 
human service agencies through such mechanisms as releasing 
employees to volunteer, loaning company personnel, special service 
projects for the elderly, providing money and materials, and 
establishing retiree community involvement programs and 
clearinghouses. The Honeywell Corporation, Levi-Strauss Company, 
and Bell Telephone, among others, have created models of corporate 
sector involvement. 
5. Churches and synagogues should be especially reminded that through 
their respective congregations they possess a wealth of potential 
volunteers to serve the elderly. Men's, women's, and youth clubs 
have displayed enormous concern for the elderly in our communities 
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through home repair, weatherization, clean up, 
escort-transportation, and adopt-a-grandparent programs. 
Intergeneratlonal volunteering structures are still in their 
infancy and will continue to evolve as youth feel greater 
connection to elders. 
6. More traditional and effective volunteer programs should be 
encouraged in communities seeking ways to aggressively reach out 
to elderly citizens. The Commission on Aging can take an active 
leadership role by facilitating the exchange of personnel into 
underdeveloped communities to assist in establishing telephone 
reassurance, friendly visiting, senior companion, and emergency 
response programs. The expertise availabe in one community may 
well serve neighboring communities. Opportunities for volunteer 
program personnel to exchange Ideas and infonmation would greatly 
assist agencies toward more constructive programming to combat 
isolation and demoralization of our elderly citizens. 
Prepared by: 
Dr. Gerald L. Euster 
Professor 
University of South Carolina 
College of Social Work 
and 
Mrs. /my Pace 
Graduate Assistant 
University of South Carol ina 
College of Social Work 
.........._ 
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Mr. Fletcher Spigner, Executive Director 
ColiDcil on Aging of the Midlands 
Colt.mlbia, SC 
The Council on Aging of the Midlands was forrrerly known as Richland-
lexington Council on Aging. This Conncil provides many services for the 
older people of Richland and Lexington Connties. One of the rrost significant 
services they render is case rranagrrent. Last year, in addition to :rraking 
direct services to their clients, they nade over 1, 000 referrals to 89 
different agencies, and 6 3 organizations rrade referrals to the Conncil. 
Mr. Spigner called this "coordination and cooperation personified." 
Two very irrportant in-horre services they provide are 1) hare-delivered 
rreals and 2) harerraker services. Added to these services, they have the 
following: a congregate rreal program, an enployrrent service, a telephone 
reassurance service, transportation, a retired senior volnnteer program, and 
they are the sponsor of many special events and activities for seniors and 
administer a senior center as ~11. Together with the Central Midlands 
Regional Planning Council they ~n concept approval of the State's first 
central food kitchen which, if established in this region, will serve about 
181 more rreals per day. 
One of the issues M.r. Spigner believes in very strongly is the long tenn 
care issue. In fnnding the State's wng Tenn care Project, he asked to make 
sure that the new system does not duplicate the existing system. 
He further urged intrcrluction of legislation to increase the State incare 
tax deduction fran 9 cents to 20 cents per mile for volunteer travel expenses. 
He asked to adopt a State' s Bill of Rights which would cover residents 
of nursing horres that do not accept Medicaid/Medicare. '!here are only two 
of these hares in South carolina. 
Representative Blackwell asked if the State ~uld force the conditions 
of a State's Bill of Rights on private, not-for-profit and religious institutions 
,that do not accept Medicaid/Medicare. 
Mr. Spigner confi.nred this. 
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On the tax allowance for volrmteerisrn, Senator Rubin said that he had 
the role of carrying this through the Finance Ccmnittee. It was introduced 
at 18 cents, a.rrl he felt lucky to get 14 cents. 'Ihe principal obstacle was not 
indifference but the fact that the Federal Governrrent allaved only 9 cents. 
Mr. Spigner stated that the Council on Volrmteerisrn has recamended to the 
Governor to push for the 20 cents deduction. 
~' 
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PRESENTATION BEFORE THE STUDY COMMITTEE ON AGING 
COUNCIL ON AGING OF THE MIDLANDS 
Fletcher Spigner, Ex. Dir. 
September 23, 1983 
My name is Fletcher Spigner, and I'm the Executive Director of the Council 
on Aging of the Midlands, formerly Richland-Lexington Council on Aging. 
I am not going to take a lot of your time today, but there are a few issues 
would like to bring to your attention. But before I do that, I would, by way 
of introduction, like to introduce you to the Council on Aging. 
The Council on Aging of the Midlands provides quite a number of services to 
the older people of Richland and Lexington Counties. One of the most significant 
things that we do is something that you have heard about over and over again today, 
and that is Case Management. We have been providing Case Management services for 
over ten years and are in the process of developing an even more sophisticated system 
in order to serve the needs of older people better. The point I wish to make here 
is that we have done a pretty darn good job over the years of assessing clients• 
needs and getting them services, in order to keep them in their own homes and in 
their own communities and out of institutions. Last year, for example, the Council 
on Aging of the Midlands provided direct services to our clients as well as made 
over 1,000 referrals to 89 different agencies within in the Columbia area. This is 
coordination and cooperation personified. Sixty-three organizations made referrals 
to us. I don't mind saying that the Council on Aging of the Midlands has become 
the source and resource of professionals in our community who are dedicated to serv-
ing older people. 
As I have indicated, the Council on Aging does provide direct services, and 
most of the referrals of our Case Management staff are made internally to the various 
programs that might help older people live longer and happier in their own homes. 
Notably, we provide a couple of very important in-home services: home delivered 
meals and homemaker services. To ~ay the least, our home delivered meals program 
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is a model for the State, and it has been recognized "as such on a number of 
occasions by the fundinq source. Our homemaker program is rather small but 
darn good. and we anticipate expanding this service a great deal in the next 
30 days. If and when either of these services is expanded, it is entirely 
appropriate that they be expanded where they exist now, and that is with the 
Council on Aging of the Midlands. Our experience, both in direct service de-
livery and in service systems' applications, should not be overlooked as we, both 
Government and private sectors, expand services to older people in the future. 
In addition to these very visible in-home services that we provide, we 
conduct a congregate meal program, an employment service, a telephone reassurance 
service, a transportation, a retired senior volunteer program, and we are the 
sponsor of numerous special events and activities for older people and administer 
a senior center as well. A couple of years ago we took a risk andrpursued HUO, 
Section 202 funding and won. The result: one of the Nation's most beautiful and 
most functional housing developments for older people. This year we took a risk 
again, except this time we were joined on the limb by Central Midlands Regional 
Planning Council, and we won. The result: Concept approval of the State's first 
central food kitchen which, if established in this region, would mean approximately 
181 more meals per day. 
I think one of the issues related to the cooperation and coordination among 
those of us who serve older people is the long-term care issue. I believe very 
strongly in long-term care; within limited resources we have been doing it for 
over ten years. One of the things that I want to emphasize is that direct ser-
vices ought to be expanded where they are now. In our case, as I have emphasized, 
We have both the expertise and experience to give you a first rate job, and we 
are always striving to do a better job by becoming more sophisticated, more pro-
fessional, more knowledgible, and the like. In funding the State's long-term 
care project, which I basically have no problem with, it seems to me, however, 
-, 
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that the only responsible way to go about it is to make sure that the new system 
does not duplicate the existing system. It ought to be the case of the State's 
supplementing the existing pool of expertise and experience so that older people 
can be served better. 
Another issue comes in view of budget cuts and the increased need for 
volunteers. I urge you to introduce legislation to increase the State Income tax 
deduction from 9¢ to 20¢ per mile for travel expenses incurred in the performance 
of volunteer duties. This was recommended to the Governor by his Council on 
Voluntarism and is again being discussed in the U.S. Congress: If we truly value 
the work of volunteers in South Carolina and are serious about expanding their 
services to our communities, we must invest in support systems and tax incentives 
to help them. Not only will this help older people who are served by volunteers 
through our agencies, but it will help older people themselves who, on fixed in-
comes, need all the help that they can get to do meaninqful volunteer work. 
South Carolina would be among a very few States if we were to pass such 
legislation. This is one place where South Carolina can lead the Nation. 
There nas been so much attention today on keeping folks out of institutions, 
and that is as it should be. However, there is a small group of older people in 
South Carolina who are not covered by what is known as the Federal "Patient's Bill 
of.Rights." This document only covers the residents of nursing homes ac:epting 
Medicare/Medicaid patients. It is but a small problem when you take the world view, 
but when you take the view of a patient in a nursing home that does not accept Medi-
care/Medicaid patients, we must show empathy, and we can very easily by adopting a 
State's Bill of Rights which would cover these vulnarable residents. 
Ms. Alberta Rave, Ccrrrnissioner 
S. C. Comission on 'MJrren 
Colurrt>ia, SC 
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During the past year the issues of older wc:rren have becorre the Ccmnission 1 s 
major concern. W::)rldwide, aging~ outnurrber aging rren two to one. In this 
State, waren make up 61.3 percent of the State pcpulation of 65 years of age 
or older. Fifty-five percent of these live alone and have limited choice of 
services, m::bili ty and opportunity to voice their concerns. 
'!he Carrnission asked the Camtittee to focus their attention on only four 
of the problems of elderly v.oren: safety, health, financial security and 
quality of life. 
Ms. Rc:Me called attention to their project called the Talent Bank 
which is a publication listing appointments of capable v.aren to South carolina 
Boards and Ccmnissions, very similar to the handbook published by the Study 
Comnittee on Aging entitled South Carolina Boards and Corrrnissions, Opportunities 
for Older Citizen Representation. 
Dr. Parrish asked for a specific explanation as to item No. 1, safety. 
Does the request to the Study Corrrnittee :crean to get information to crine 
watchers, sheriff 1 s deputies, etc. 
Ms. Rave replied that she will refer his question to the Comnission. 
Dr. Parrish added that he wanted the question to be a matter of record 
and clearly defined so that the Corrrnittee can help irrplerrent the proposal. 
-
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SC COMMISSION ON WOMEN 
Statement to Committee on Aging 9/23/83 
Clel ia D. Hendrix, Chairperson 
Alberta Rowe, Commissioner & Presenter 
You can tell from the name of the Commission that I represent that our chief 
constituency is women. My presentation will share some common concerns that we have 
with the Study Committee on Aging. 
During the past year the issues of older women have become one of our major 
priorities. We have found that worldwide, aging women outnumber aging men two to 
one. In South Carol ina, although women make up 51.5% of the total population, 
women make up 61.3% of the state's population of 65 years of age or older. 
Because most men marry women younger than themselves and tend to die at an earlier 
age, women are often left widowed. Of·the elderly women in S.C. 55% of them 1 ive alone. 
We have found that many of these women are vulnerable persons who have 1 imited choice 
of services, 1 imited mobility, and 1 imited opportunity to voice their concerns. Some 
are incapacitated, some physically handicapped- and all of them 1 ive in fear. 
The majority of S.C.'s elderly women have spent their 1 ives in support roles, 
they draw small incomes, and were ill-equipped when widowed to find gainful employment. 
We have no statistics to show, but we are told that in Greenville County, which has the 
highest number of 60 years and above citizens living below the poverty level, that 
elderly women are the 11poorest of the poor." 
The Commission on Women would like to recommend to you a focus on the unique 
problems of elderly women. Today, we pinpoint only four: Safety, Health, Financial 
Security, and the Quality of Life. 
1- Safety: Hundreds of elderly women have been victims of purse-snatching, street 
assaults, and even rape in their own homes. We recommend continued funding for domestic 
violence and rape crisis centers and the promotion of public awareness of crimes against 
elderly women. We would 1 ike to ask your support also of the Victim Witness Assistance • 
Programs which would make victim impact statements available to judges when legal pro-
ceedings begin and would also make services available at every solicitor's office in 
the state (not just the 4 now in operation in S.C.). 
2- Health: We urge additional research concerning health problems of the elderly 
focussing especially on illnesses that deter the self-esteen and self-care of women. 
We encourage medical research into alternatives to the current reliance on tranquil iz-
ing drugs. 
3- Financial Security: We applaud your recent recommendations for legislation 
which has eased the tax burden and supplied some services free and at reduced costs. 
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We urge your consideration of the 21.9% of the elderly who 1 iv~ below the poverty level, 
almost all of whom are women. As late as 1950, the labor force was composed of only 
30% women and these were in the lowest paying categories. These women now make up 
part of our elderly population, some of whom suffer a double jeopardy of racism as well 
as sexism. 
4- The Quality of Life: Like Maggie Kuhn of the Gray Panthers, we believe that 
just 11obtaining services is 1 ike Novocain- it dulls the pain, but doesn't solve the 
problem.•• The University of California recently released a study showing that elderly 
people enjoy an enriched and stimulating mental activity. Thus, the cliche that older 
people's mental activity runs down is not true. The elderly need activities and 
mutual support designed to make the second half of 1 ife a creative, spiritual adventure. 
Learning a new trade could relieve self-centeredness and boredom that breeds illness 
and senility. Courses designed especially to meet the needs of elderly women are greatly 
lacking. 
During the 14 years that you and your predecessors have studied services, pro-
grams and facilities for the aging, you have made continuous progress on behalf of t~~ 
elderly citizens of South Carol ina. All have been for assistance for men and women. 
The Commission on Women agrees implicitly with the principle that prompted your 
handbook, South Carol ina Boards and Commissions, Opportunities for Older Citizen Repre-
sentation. We have a similar project called the Talent Bank which encourages the ap-
pointments of capable women to S.C. Boards and Commissions. We would 1 ike very much 
to see more women serve on this Study Committee on Aging. (Since 1959 only seven 
women have served on this committee whose constituency is 61.3% women). 
We offer our assistance in providing equity in representation. 
We also offer our support in publicizing and gaining endorsement for any legislatior. 
beneficial to elderly women which falls within the parameters of our statute. 
The S.C. Commission on Women greatly appreciates the opportunity of making this 
presentation today. 
We wish you continued success. 
-




This testirrony addressed the rratter of reverse rrortgages, which are available 
in other states. Ms. Fallaw did not know any details about this procedure but 
asked the C<mni ttee to research this rratter. 
Senator Rubin remarked that banks and institutions can purchase the house 
naN. 
Ms. Fallaw replied that they are not doing it in South Carolina. She has 
ffiard of cases, hc1.vever, when houses were bought but then they did not let 
the previous CMner stay, they made the CMl1.er rrove. She ne:ntioned that she 
had sent Mrs. Burrgardner sore info:rmation which she had received fran a s. C. 
institution. 
Senator Rubin said that the Ccmni ttee will have to explore in greater 
detail the specifics of this rratter. 
-Z01- / ___ c.__ __ _ 




Providence Hare offers shelter and focxi to people with little rroney, 
no caring family and no support systems to lean on. In the past year, 
nore elderly persons have care to live with them than ever before. These 
could be deserted elderly, rrentally ill elderly or displaced elderly. 'Ihey 
all have one thing in cormon-nowhere else to go. Many care fran hospitals, 
State institutions, sare are referred fran DSS. 
Ms. Riley referred to the need of coordinated services especially between 
the Depart:zrent of Mental Health and the Dep:ui::Irent of Social Services. She 
knows of nurrerous occasions when people staying at the Providence Hate had 
several social "WOrkers involved in their lives, and they never talked to one 
aiX>ther. She asked where the treatment p~ is. 
Other roncerns cane about fran calls she receives at the shelter during 
a day: 
1. There is a great need for lifeline telephone rates for senior citizens. 
2. A policy needs to be developed with the utili ties to prevent winter 
cutoffs for the elderly. 
3. More hanerrakers are needed. 
4. The Carmi ttee needs to look at the recent cutbacks in the Medicaid 
Program as they affect prescriptions, nurrber of days in a hospital 
and nurrber of doctor visits. 
5. Transportation is the rrost critical need of all the ccmrunity-based 
services. 
She asked the Ccm:ni. ttee to care and visit the shelter and see for 1:hem:>el ves 
the kind of people who seek refuge there. "When they are with us, they are at 
the court of last resort, and they have lost all caring people in their lives. " 
In conclusion Ms. Riley said that "you have sare street people in Colunbia, 
and they are over the age of 22. 11 
In a question and answer session, it was brought out that the shelter 
presently houses 16 waren and 20 rren (housed in 2 shelters) in addition to 
the ones they feed caning off the street. The Providence Hate does not get 
any financial support through the United Way nor are there any Federal or 
State rronies going to them, 100 percent of their m:mey cares 11 fran begging. " 
• 
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Senator McLeod info:rrred Ms. Riley that he started to int.rcrluce legislation 
last year dealing with pcJWer cutoffs, and when he asked Legislative Council 
to research this, they sent him a copy of the Public Service Catmission' s 
regulations which spelled out the sarre thing that he had in rnirrl and did not 
know it was already in effect. He questioned what goes wrong. 
Ms. Riley explained that there are tix>usands of cutoffs per year. She 
thinks that saretirres it is caused by a breakdown in the sys~a mistake. 
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My name is Kathy Riley. I am the Associate Director of Providence Rome. 
Ny every day work puts me in touch with people who have little to no money, no 
caring family and no support systems to lean on. People come to Providence Home 
looking for shelter, for food - for all the things the material poor need~ 
I have taken my time to come here today to share my stories, my concerns. 
I also come ~ith questions concerning the care of the elderly and possible solutions. 
Providence'Home has housed many men and women in need of emergency shelter. 
These people have not always been the young and the unemployed. This past year 
I have seen more elderly live with us than ever before. The situations have varied 
from de3erted elderly to mentally ill elderly to displaced elderly. The common 
denominator among all has been - they had nowhere else to go. 
vJhere do these elderly residents of Providence Home come from? Ha.ny come 
from hospitals and state institutions or referrals from the Dept. of Social 
Services. Sometimes they just appear on our doorstep assisted by a policeman 
saying, "If you take her we will not have to lock her JlP•n 
Life for some of the elderly citizens of Columbia and South Carolina is less 
than desirable. 
My experiences at Providence Home have taught me that greater cow~cation 
~st be obtained between the Dept. of Mental Health and the Dept. of Social 
Services. I can cite many instances for the need of coordinated se~rices 
Jetween ttese tNO agencies• There are many elcerly living in certified community 
care homes ~r.ere there is little to no treatment plan arranged for the individual. 
I've known actual cases where a person might have two to three ~ocial workers 
involved in their life - but the workers never talk with each other because they 
represent different state agencies. 
Other concerns I bring with me center not around the people who co~e to our 
shelter out the numerous calls I receive in a day from the elderly. ~y worries 
and solutions are: 
1. ~·iith the deregulation of the telephone company we can expect increases 
in the base rates. :JOi.; r::ore tb.an ever there is the need for afforc-
able lifeline rates for the elderly. ~.Ye rr.ust insist tl:at a telephone 
is not a luxury to a senior citizen ••• it is a lifeline and rates 
should reflect this. You are responsible for the election of the 
FSC members. WE NEED a caring commission to represent the elderly 
and not only the concerns of big business. 
2. ?ollo-v•ing the thought of 1rhat should :,a expscted of a conur..ission ::rrember -
utilities rr:ust be :rr:ade co.uare that :.ro senior citizen should freeze. 
I -vrould ask that a policy exist 1ihich allows no winter cutoffs of the 
elderly. 
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). T~ere is a need for more homemakers. 




4. Please look at the recent cutbacks in tne medicaid program. These 
cutbacks effect prescriptions, length of stay in a hospital, the 
number o£ doctor visits. 3y these cuts we are not into preventive 
care but forcing the elderly to seek medical care when the illness 
is advanced. 
5. We need to fund corr~u.~ity-based services. Transporation is a 
critical:and costly need for senior citizens. 
I 1m sure these are just a few of the many needs of the elderly. Ky presence 
here today I hope would be taken to show that there are many elderly ~hose 
needs are not being met. Believe me it is sad for me to work with the many 
people ;.;ho come to us seeking help - they are called 11 street people" by some ••• 
kno\v that there are also elderly "street people" ••• the hardest one: to place, 
the hard~st ones to serve. ·.~·e, I need ti:e hepl of you. Come visit me. I 
promise to open your eyes to someone elses reother, grandmother. 
Christian Community Service Program 
- Dr. Alan Edwards, ~ legislative Forum S. C. Federation of Older Arrericans 
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The follcwi.ng concerns were presented: 
1. Probate Code Refonn. 
2. Extension of services for hc:.ma health care to all physically 
inpaired elderly. 
3. Access to health care services of all state-licensed health 
providers, regardless of rret:hod of payrrent. 
4. Inflation in rredical costs. 
5. Increased taxation of hares. 
6. Proposed increases in electric and telephone services. 
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Mrs. Gloria Turner, Executive Director 
Kershaw COtmty Council on Aging 
canrlen,SC 
Mrs. 'furner gave an opinion of Camruni ty long Tenn Care. She called 
CL'IC nothing rrore than an expanded and reworded version of the old PSRO 
nursing horre assessments. In her opinion an already existing agency should 
have been given the opportunity to hire extra staff and administer a CL'It: 
program instead of irrplenenting a new administrative agency. '!he function of 
CL'IC is all administrative, there are no services provided. It is difficult 
to be an advocate for the elderly and support CL'It:. 
She suggests the following alternatives: 
1. Ca:tpare CL'It: with other agencies input and stop the waste of admini-
strati ve rroney. 
2. Boarding hares and adult day care centers are needed throughout 
the State. Find ways to establish these. 
3. Realistic goals are needed, not rrore administration. 
4. Channel pr~r fur:rling to existing qualified agencies for their 
elderly prograrrs. 
Councils on Aging have had a long history of carrying out in-hare services 
and with rrore rroney provided, they could go even farther. 
One concern which is· not in her written testirrony, Mrs. Turner wanted 
to bring to the Ccmnittee's attention; i.e., Alzhei.ner's disease. This 
disease is causing rrore and rrore problems.· Patients afflicted with Alzheiner' s 
are considered custodial care, but nursing hares do not want them. This problem 
shc:uld be addressed by the State. 
Senatnr ~told Mrs. Turner that a m.mber of people at this Hearing 
have spoken very positively of the Ccrmrunity IDng Tenn Care Project. He asked 
her to be rrore specific and get supporting data to the Carmi ttee. 
Mrs. Turner told him that she will gladly supply data. Having worked for 
the PSRO, she feels she is rrore qualified to give an opinion of CL'It:. She 
added that when you look at the staff of the CL'It:, you don't find any elderly 
persons, "and those are the people referring services out. I think this is 
sarething that should be looked at, and I will be glad to show any data for 
my opinion on it." 
• 
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Representative Black\.lell rerrarked that Mrs. Turner makes a rather strong 
charge by saying that "what is in the best interest of the elderly is not the 
goal of the CL'IC. What are you saying, that the bot tan line figures are just 
ntmlbers?" 
Mrs. Turner replied that p:rrtly,yes, that was true. At the end of the 
year, CL'IC will have to justify how many people they kept out of nursing :tnres 
and put back into the horre. "We have been doing this for years. We know 
what tl'e needs are. We need nore noney to furnish the needs. " 
Representative Waldrop asked her if she thinks that we are building a 
dynasty with the new Crnmi.ssion v.re are fonning or does she think this noney 
should go back through the Councils on Aging to help the people. 
Mrs. Turner replied that she does not care through what agency the noney 
goes, if the services are there. In her opinion v.re are just getting another 
administrative agency to tell the agencies what to do. "We are answering 
to tl'e Board, the AAA' s, to tl'e Camri.ssion, now we are getting referrals 
fran CL'IC--yet nobody is seeing that v.re get rrore funds." 
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.. An Opinlon of Community Long Term Care" 
I appreciate the opportunity to speak before t~is committee. My name 
is Gloria Turner. As the Director of the Council on Aging in Kershaw 
County, a member of the s. c. Association of Council on Aging Directors, 
a registered nurse and a former employee 0f PSRO, I feel that I am qualified 
to express an opinion on Ccmmunity Long Term Care. 
Despite any pilot projects, Co~unity Long Term Care is a newly 
organized administrative group that started statewide in 1983. CLTC is 
nothing more than an expanded and reworded version of the old PSRO Nursing 
Home assessments. In 1979, in certain areas of the state, prior approval 
by PSRO had to be obtained before admission to a nursing home. Now in 
1983, it is state wide and called Community Long 'l'errn care. 
It is hard to understand why another agency that already existed was 
not given the opportunity to be designated to hire extra staff and administer 
a CLTC program. Instead, a new administrative agency was implemented, 
office space had to be obtained and salaries for ad~inistrators, social 
t.-lorkers and registered nurses were set up in eac!1 region. CLTC 1s all 
administrative with no services provJded. 
The money that has been allocated for CLTC could have been given to 
existing service providers who could have provided much less costly 
administration and use the money for ~ore services for the elderly. 
agencies could have done this in their existing office space. 
These 
It is hard to be an advoc~te for the elderly and support CLTC. What 
is in the best interest of our elderly is not the goal of CLTC. Bottom 
line figures are the goals of CLTC. 
• 
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~ihen som.eone i., referred for. nt~rsinq home care to CLTC and they 
refer the client back to us for services (that t'le are already providing) 
it is frustrating. None of ua, other than a nursing ho~e or licensed 
boardinq home can give 24 hour service. To say that volunteers can be 
recruited to help with the care of these people daily for 24 hours is a 
fallacy. We service providers may have visions of people helping others 
each day, day after day but we also deal with the reality of the-facts 
What ar~ alternatives: 
1. Evaluate CLTC ~ith other agencies input and stop the waste of 
a6~inistrative money. 
2. Find proper solutions to obtaining boarding homes and Adult Day 
~are Centers throughout our state that are so badly needed. 
3. Set realistic goals, not more administration. (We don't need new 
agency to tell us what existing agencies already know needs to be dol 
In other words, less Chiefs and more Indians for provider services. 
4. Look at existing agencies who arc qualified and get proper funding 
for elderly programs to be carried out. 
"C.LTC" These letters are suppose to stand for Ccm::1unity Long Term Care. 
In supporting the rights of the elderly it should read: 




Mrs. Emily A. canine, Executive Director 
Newberry County Council on Aging 
Newberry,SC 
This staterrent presented an overview of an aging agency in a rural area. 
One of the concerns addressed the proposed increase in the cost of 
telephone calls. 
'I11e Newberry Co1.mty Council on Aging, as well as mmy other Councils on 
Aging in this State, has been providing needed, in-depth services to frail 
elderly for several years· nON with all of the required backup naterial and 
procedures. All they need is furxling to ~ these hare services, already 
in place, so that they can care for rrore fragile senior citizens. 
Mrs. Canine asked that at least one Geriatric Center be opened in South 
Carolina am that the rredical sclnJls require geriatric training for new 
doctors. 
She errled her presentation by proposing to the Legislature that funds 
eannarked for a new Coomunity IDng Tenn Care Program should be channeled 
through existing carm.mi ty programs of the long-tine aging ne~k. 
Senator Rubin thanked Mrs. Canine for a very carprehensi ve report and 
corrrrended her on her services. 
pag~ 1 
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EMILY A. CANINE. 
£X£CUT1V£ DIRECTOR 
TELI:~NE 276·8266 
Presentation before Legislative Committee on Aging 
Friday, September 23, 198.3 3:10 p.m. - 3:20 p.m. 
4 
Emily A. Canine, Executive Director 
Honorable Legislators and Friends: 
'Ihe Newberry County Council on Aging is thirteen years old. We have a staff 
of 23 people, 12 of whom, are 55 years and older. Our average, full-time', 
yearly salary for staff members is $8,200. We are funded with Federal, 
State, County, City and United Way monies. We also receive donations fer 
our programs from individual churches, civic groups, service clubs, the Inter-
faith Council and interested citizens. There are three senior centers in 
Newberry County - a large, Multi-Purpose Senior Center; a Center for the local 
Federal Housing Development; and a Center in the town of Whitmire. A total 
of 115 Congregate meals are served, daily, among these three centers. There 
are planned monthly programs at each Center with news and education addres-
sing the interests and concerns of seniors in areas of finance, the law and 
welfare, health and medical care, recreation, nutrition and home care - and, 
our ladies make beautiful quilts. We provide transportation to Senior Centers, 
to adult education classes, for doctors' appointments, shopping, to banks and 
to pay bills, for pleasure trips and to special days at the state Zoo and the 
State Fair. Our Retired Senior Volunteer Program (RSVP) is ten years old and 
counts over Z75 active volunteers of 60 years and older, who serve all over 
Newberry County in the hospital, Newberry College, churches, libraries, senior 
centers, doctors' offices, other agency offices, the local government offices 
and polling places. "A talented group of seniors goes to our two Nursing 




Public Hearing - continued - Newberry County Council on Aging 
and to let them know that they are cared about and n~ forgotten. RSVP 
volunteers teach crafts, wood-working, crocheting, ·quilting and kindness 
to children in the Middle Schools and show them that "older can be tun. u 
Ninety-su meals are delivered to the homes of fraU, elder:cy shut-ins 
each day by a faithful corps of volunteers - Illa.lzy'1 of whom, are also seniors. 
We have fifteen ~lder:cy people calling 170 other seniors for support, and to 
breaK through the barrier of loneliness so that they have some human, dai.l;y 
contact. Our seniors make over 1,000 telephone calls a month, and we worry 
about what will happen to these seniors, if the cost of telephone calls is 
increased to the point where they can not afford this link with the outside 
world. 
'lhe Newberry County Council on Aging has five full-time~ and, two part-time 
Homemakers, at this time. 'lhese well-trained people go into the homes of 6/J 
frail, elderly people, on a regular basis, to provide personal care and to do 
light housework so that these delicate seniors may stay in their own homes 
and out of institutions. We have staff who are_ proficient in Case l-fanagement. 
They make O?treach visits to prospe~~e clients. The Case 11anagers assess 
the needs of the elderly and work up a complete assessment and evaluation 
report on each senior. A service plan is prepared and impleme~ted from 
various services offered within the Newberry County Council on Aging, or when 
needed, coordination is arranged with other Human Service Agencies such as 
the Department of Social Services, the County Health Department, the County 
!-!ental Health office, the Veterans Administration, Social Security, Food 
Stamps, the Speech and Hearing clinic, the Care Center for Retarded Adults, 
the Drug and Alcohol Commission, local doctors, dentists, hospitals and Nursing 
HcmP.s. In an area the size of Newberry County., Human Service providers are 
aware of people who need help and know of the programs and services offered 
by each agency. 'lhere is constant referral among these agencies to give human 
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Public Hearing - continued - Newberry County Counci 1 on Agjng 
carP. and support, when,arxi where it is needed. Once the services have begun, 
the Newberry County Council on Aging Case Management staff provides follow-
up visits to these frail elder~, at regular intervals, to make sure the 
clients are reassessed .tor future needs, desires and interests and concerns. 
Our Case Hanagers keep records on all in-home clients and keep track of their 
progress and physical and mental conditions. 'Ihe Homemakers make da~, 
written reports about their clients, and the supervisor checks these reports 
for any changes apparent in the client 1 s health and general welfare. The 
Newberry County Council on Agjng, as well as III.al1Y Councils on Aging in South 
Carolina, has been providing needed, in-depth services to frail elder~ .tor 
several years, with all of the required back-up material and procedures. All 
we neP.d is the money to expand these heme services, already in place, so that 
we may care for more fragile seniors. 
vie should like tc ask that at least one Geriatric Center be opened in the 
State,and,that our medical schools require lengthy geriatric training for 
new doctors so that they may realize that one is not worthless at 60 years 
old and should be treated by doctors who are interested in improving their 
quality of lite, not just in delaying death. 
The Newberry County Council on Aging would like to open Senior Centers in 
other areas of Newberry County for the "well-elder:J.t' and provide Congregate 
HP.als, programs and transportation to a larger segment of our senior popula-
tion. 
I would, respectfully, like to suggest to the Legislature that they are 
funding new agencies and new programs at great new expense, which duplicate 
the Sf"rvices and clients already provided for, by the South Carolina Councils 
on Aging. I would propose that, instead of the Legislature designating large 
amounts of money fo~!lew co::cunity, long-tem care types of administration and 
projects, these funds be channeled through the existing community programs of 
th"' long-ti::le Aging i!etwork
1
working effectively throughout South Carolina. 
-------
-
Mrs. Cora B. Wirrberly, President 
White Pond Carmuni ty Group 
Williston, SC 
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Mrs. ~v:in"berly, who represents a group of 89 senior citizens fran the ~mte 
Pond Carmunity, referred to her appearance last year at this Public Hearing 
and said that she will be presenting about the sarre problems. Since last 
year they have not received any services fran the Council on Aging in their 
ccmnunity. 
When attending the Regional Aging Advisory carmi ttee rreeting this past 
spring, she presented her group's needs-which rarige fran transportation 
to rreals-on-wheels to recreational opportunities--but was told there is no 
rroney to reach out into rural areas. 
She asked that the Ccrnnittee see to it that "rural South carolina gets 
scree of the services I heard scree of these beautiful ladies bring this 
afternoon. " 
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Ms. SUzanne Lewis, Acting Director 
Division of VolliDteer Services 
Office of the Governor 
Columbia, SC 
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This testirrony gave an overview of the Governor 1 s recently designated 
Division of VolliDteer Services in his office. KnCMing that volliDteers are 
a dependable and productive resource pranpted him to ccmnit staff to 
prarote, advocate and provide a focal point for volliDteer initiatives in 
South carolina. 
The 1981 Governor 1 s ColiDCil on VolliDteerism and the 1982 Governor 1 s 
Resource Panel for the Elderly recamended specific action which this nEM 
Division will carefully consider. 
A VolliDteer Program Manual for state agencies will be forthccming fran 
this office in early October. 'Ihis manual is the result of 'WOrk done by 
the ColiDCil on Volunteerism. 
Ms. Lewis added that the Governor supported the House and Senate Bills 
last year which all~ for the 18 cents per mile state incare tax deduction 
for volliDteer services. 
Senator Rubin assured Ms. Lewis that the Carmi ttee will work with her. 
"'Ihis is the age of the volunteer. " 
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Testimony by: 
Suzanne P. Lewis, Acting Director 
Division of Volunteer Services 
Office of the Governor 
September 23, 1983 
I appreciate this opportunity today to bring to your 
attention Governor Riley's recent designation of a Division 
of Volunteer Services within his office. His continued support 
of volunteerism and his understanding that volunteers can be a 
dependable and productive resource for providing services and in 
promoting positive social change in s. C. led him to commit staff 
to promote, advocate and serve as a focal point for volunteer 
initiatives. He created the office to-carry out the following 
responsibilities: 
1. Act as an agent for planned change in the structure 
and use of volunteers in the public sector. 
2. Identify and promote initiatives which will increase 
and continue effective volunteer use in the public 
sector. 
3. Develop a system for the dissemination of resource 
materials and information on volunteer program 
planning and current activities at the state, 
federal and local level. 
4. Act-as an advocate for volunteer initiatives 
throughout the State. 
5. Provide a forum for the research and study on 
volunteer issues which impact current volunteer 
utilization. 
For the next six months or so the Division will focus on 
activities which promote and facilitate increased utilization 
of volunteers in our state agencies and their lo~al components. 
Both the 1981 Governor's Council on Volunteerism report and the 
1982 Governor's Resource Panel on the Elderly report recommended 
specific action which the Division will carefully consider as it 
moves ahead with its work. This office will also continue work 
in the area of citizens participation in education and focus 
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A volunteer program manual for state agencies will be 
forthcoming from our office in early October. This manual 
is the result of the work done by the Governor's Council on 
Volunteerisrn and edited and published by the Division of 
Volunteer Services. It will assist the agencies as they 
commit. new or increased efforts to volunteer program planning 
and will be available to the state agencies and their local 
or district offices. 
At this time let me say that Governor Riley supported 
the House and Senate bills which allowed for an 18¢ per mile 
state income tax deduction for travel expenses related to 
volunteer services for a charitable organization. S.25 passed 
the Senate in 1983 and we will continue to support passage in 
the House in the up-corning session. 
As we proceed with our work, we will solicit the input 
and participation of the many leaders in voluntary action in 
s. C. We will keep you updated on volunteer activities and 
initiatives which will impact the elderly in the State. 
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Ms. Judith Ann Fickling, Executive Director 
S. c. Nurses' Association 
Columbia, SC 
This Professional Association of 13,500 registered nurses in South 
carolina has been very much aware for SCln'e tine of the increase in chronic 
diseases, costs of medical care and institutionalization, as well as the 
grcwing mmber of persons over 65. 
They believe in the benefits of carmunity horre health services and 
passed a resolution to "support legislation to maintain and develop long 
term care for all persons in need of those services and to support quality 
hone health nursing standards." 
The Association urges continued legislative support for the Carm.mity 
IDng Term Care Program as they believe that carnuni ty-based services can be 
more effective and less costly. 
In resr;onse to Mrs. Turner's ~tirrony {see pages 109-112) she asserted 
that during the tine she was with the PSOO she found that "large nurrbers of 
patients in nursing hares were inappropriately placed and as a result of that, 
patients were having to wait long periods of tine in the hospital for nursing 
hare beds to such an extent that their ~care benefits were exhausted and 
they then becarre Medicaid eligible and had to be picked up by the State. " 
Ms. Fickling reJl1inded the Carrnittee of the nurse's role in delaying or 
preventing institutionalization. Many tines the Registered Nurse is the 
only accessible health care provider, because she will make hare visits. 
She offered the Association's knowledge, experience and support to 
the Committee to help in its efforts to develop health care policies for 
effective and efficient delivery of services to the elderly. 
Senator Rubin inquired about the supply of nurses and whether the shortage 
is inproving. 
r-1s. Fickling said that it was inproving in the urban areas to the extent 
that there is an oversupply; ~ver, in the rural areas there is still a 
shortage of Registered Nurses. As a result of the undersupply, several two-
year nursing programs were opened in the State over the last two years. This 
is helping, but the move right 'f'D.N is to make this a four-year program. Havever, 
~~-~ ~-~~-----------~--~-~----~- --~---~--·--~ -
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this nay create a problem for those nurses with a u..u or three-year nursing 
program and, in order for them to practice as a Registered Nurse, they have 
to go back to school. This, of course, '«)uld have to be nandated by the 
Legislature. 
Senator Rubin anticipates resistance to this. 
Ms. Fickling thinks that the problem is caused by the fact patients are 
leaving hospitals sooner in a sicker status because of the DR:;, which dete:t:m:ines 
paynent right nCM. Further, patients naN going into hospitals-because they 
live longer and are getting older-nay have several conditions (instead of 
one) which req:u.ire such an extensive kncwledge of rredi.cine, nursing and 
phanracy that a ~year program in nursing is not sufficient any nnre. 
In closing Ms. Fickling stated that the Nurses 1 Association in this 
State as well as other states and the Anerican Nurses 1 Association are supporting 
the four-year program for the Professional Nurse but not for the Teclmical Nurse. 
Dr. Parrish asked for the difference between a Technical Nurse and a Professional 
Nurse. 
Ms. Fickling explained that it would be in the decision making, the nursing 
joogrrent. 
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The Joint Legislative Study Committee on Aging 
Friday, September 23, 1983 
Room 101/109 Blatt Building 
Columbia, South Carolina 
Good afternoon. I am Judy Fickling, Executive Director of the South Carolina 
Nurses' Association, the professional association for registered nurses. 
For some time, the South Carolina Nurses' Association has recognized the 
increasing incidence of chronic disease, the increasing costs of medical care 
and institutionalization, the increase in the percentage of the population over 
65, and the relationships of these phenomena. We have publicly stated our belief 
that community ._. home health services provide a viable alternative to institution-
alization and that these services allow for maximum self-sufficiency, independent 
living, quality of life, family life continuity, and death with dignity, 
At its 1982 House of Delegates, the governing body of the SCNA, along with 
-the Board of Directors, passed a resolution to "support legislation to I:laintain 
and develop community long term care for all persons in need of those services," 
and to "support quality home health nursing standards." 
The Community Long T€rm Care (CLTC) demonstration is no~ evaluating the mix 
of services that can be more effective and less costly than nursing ho~e care. 
We urge continued legislative support during the demonstration and evaluation 
because we believe that co~~unity based services can be more effective and less 
costly, and that by reducing the growth of long term care expenditures by ~1edicaid 
and by individuals, more persons can be served at lower per capita costs. 
We want to take this opportunity today to remind you of the nurses' role 
in delaying or preventing institutionalization and the nurses' role in helping 
the individual maintain as normal a lifestyle as is possible. ~any ti~es the 
registered nurse is the only accessible health care provider, because s~e will 
~ake home visits, and the individual relies upon the nurse for health care 
knowledge, judgment, and education, as well as for emotional support, nutritional 
counseling, and coordination of intervention by other practirioners, e.g. physicians, 
pharmacists, social workers. 
~urses are in the mainstream of health care deliver~. They have core frequent 
and more intensive contact with patients and clients, and a~e, therefo~e, very 
knowledgeable about the total health care needs of the individual, transcending 
a physical or mental focus. Nurses provide the missing link in the study and 
delivery of health care services. 
Cofljlilu.6nt, Amsi',·Cafl nu.,.~J' _AJJocialion 
-
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However, nursing knowledge and practice have continued to be ignored or 
overlooked in the development of health care policy for the very people we 
are talking about serving. There may be no other group of health care profession-
als who have a better appreciation and understanding of the needs, concerns, 
problems, and exigencies of growing old and being elderly than the 13,500 regis-
tered nurses working in South Carolina. We are offering their knowledge, their 
experiences, their insight, and their support to you in your effort to develop 
health care policy for the effective and efficient delivery of services to our 
parents and grandparents. 
Jt. ~)A tik.- ~tt-«., 02-. A~ 
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Dr. Ernest Furchtgott 
~~tofP~crol~ 
University of South Carolina 
Columbia, sc 
This testirrony addressed 1:.re need for the establishrrent of a Center 
for Gerontol~. fust states in the Southeast have organizations--several 
states have actually rrore than one state-supported organization--associated 
with their educational institutions dedicated to training and research in 
gerontal~. Dr. Furchtgott listed arrong others the University of Alabana 
Center for the Sttrly of Aging, 1:.re Duke University Center for the Study 
of Aging am Hunan ~veloprent, the Virginia Polytechnic Institute Center of 
Gerontol~, in fact, Virginia has three Centers. South carolina does not 
have a Center; ~ver, representatives from two najor research universities, 
Clemson and USC, have rret and care up with a joint proposal for the establish-
rrent of a SC Gerontal~ Center. The Medical University has been invited 
to join the planning sessions, but they are holding off until they can fill 
their Chair in Geriatrics. 
The objectives ofthe proposed Center are 1) prarotion of aging related 
research; 2) facilitation of technol~ and kn<:Mledge transfer from researchers 
to practitioners; 3)collection am dissemination of gerontological resources 
in the State; and 4) prarotion and coordination of aging related instructional 
activities. 
The Center will work closely with the SC Carmission on Aging as well 
as with the Sttrly Cornni ttee on Aging and the aging network. While the 
SC Cornnission on Aging does serve several of 1:.re functions described above, 
it has only limited resources to perform all of the functions foreseeable 
for the Center. 
Courses, certificates and degrees in gerontol~ are currently offered 
by several colleges and depart:ments. Clemson University has had an Institute 
for Senior Citizens since 1972, and the Clemson Extension Service has in place 
a state-wide inforrration delivery network which could be of great benefit to 
the elderly. The proposed Center would be of significance in terms of research 




'lbe Center will operate under the jurisdiction of the SC Higher 
Education Council for Gerontology. Much of its develq::trent will depend 
on a m.mrer of econani.c an1 social factors prevalent in SC in the next 
three years. During the third year the Center will be evaluated in tents 
of functions set forth under the objectives. 
Dr. Furchtgott has spoken to rrarbers of state agencies serving the 
elderly and has received support fran them. He thinks such a Center 
can be established with a m:i..nirral initial outlay an1 will in the long run 
actually save the State noney in providing services for the elderly. 
Senator Rubin asked for the difference between a Center for Gerontology 
and· a Departnent of Geriatrics. 
Dr. Furchtgott explained that the Depari::lrent of Geriatrics is primarily 
concerned with the rredical aspects of aging. Iia.Never, rrany of the problems 
of the elderly are not only rredical problems; there are social problems 
and derrographical problerrs, which would be trying to find out hew rrany people 
over 65 who are eligible for the harestead ~are actually taking 
advantage of it. At Clemson and at USC there is personnel in derrographics, 
sociology, psychology, econanics, public health, nursing, social "WOrk, etc., 
all of whan have expertise in these various problems of aging. 'lbe Center 
would cover the whole spectrum instead of just the rredical aspect. 
Senator Rubin wanted to Jmc:M where the Center \<.Ould be located. 
Dr. Furchtcptt :replied that they discussed this with the representatives 
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Senator Hyman Rubin, Chairman 
September 23, 1983 
by Dr. Ernest Furchtgott 
There is no need for me to present to this knowledgeable Committee the 
demographic changes in South Carolina. Also, you heard about problems of 
the elderly pertaining to a variety of disciplines, medicine, mental 
health, housing, crime, to name just a few. Thus, we see that there are a 
variety of major social consequences of this increase in our older 
population. The lead article of the October 1978 issue of }he 
Gerontologist, an official publication of the Gero.ntological Society, was 
devoted to the ••grayi ng 11 of the federal budget and its consequences for old 
age policy. It is difficult not to be aware of the major national concerns 
about our Social Security system resulting from changes in our 
demog raph i c_s. In 1978 the secretary of HEW also add res sed this issue in a 
talk entitled, 11 The Aging of America: Questions for the Four-Generation 
Society ... In short, problems of our aging populations raise issues on both 
the national as well as local levels which need to be addressed in terms of 
education as well as research and development. 
Governor Richard Riley in his analysis of the educational needs of 
South Carolina has indicated that the problems of the aged should have a 
high priority. Most states in the southeast have organizations, several 
states have actually more than one state supported organization, associated 




gerontology. Below is a listing of several of these organizations: 
University of Alabama Center for the Study of Aging, 
University of Alabama in Binningharn Center for Aging, 
Duke University Center for the Study of Aging and Human Development, 
University of Florida Center for Gerontological Studies, 
Florida State University Multidisciplina~ Center on Gerontology, 
University of Georgia Gerontology Center, 
Georgia State University Gerontology Center, 
University of Louisville Gerontology Center, 
Memphis State University Cente·r for Life Cycle Studies, 
University of Miami Center on Aging, 
Norfolk State University Gerontology Center, 
University of South Florida Suncoast Gerontology Center, 
Virginia Commonwealth University-Virginia Center on Aging, 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute Center of Gerontology. 
South Carolina does not have a center for gerontology. Clemson 
University has an Institute for Senior Citizens. Its main functions, !~ 
however, to hold summer camps and to develop recreational programs. When 
the Center proposed below is established, the Institute will be 
incorporated in the new Center. 
We realize that the State of South Carolina has limited resources. In 
a spirit of unusual cooperation, representatives from two major research 
universities in the State, Clemson and the University of South Carolina, 
have met several times and have come up with a joint proposal for the 
establishment of a South Carolina Gerontology Center. We have also been in 
contact for the past two years with the Medical University of South 
• 
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Carolina in Charleston. They have been invited to join our planning 
sessions. However, they are holding off until they can fill their Chair in 
Geriatrics. Other educational institutions in the State which have major 
resources in gerontology may also be .invited later on to join the Center. 
Objectives of the Proposed Center 
The major functions of the Center will be in four areas: 
1. Promotion of aging related research. 
a) The Center will assist faculty members in obtaining resources 
for research by serving as a referral source for grants and 
contracts. 
b) It will facilitate contacts between faculty members who may 
be jointly interested in interdisciplinary or large scale 
research projects. 
c) It will serve as a clearing house for contact with 
individuals who may be available as a research participant 
for specific projects. 
2. Facilitate technology and knowledge transfer from researchers to 
practitioners. 
a) The Center will disseminate immediately applicable 
technology and knowledge to service providers via 
newsletters, seminars and workshops. 
b) It will help in the analysis of data collected by state 
agencies needed for policy implementation. 
c) It will serve as a resource center for providing 
specific technical infonnation not currently 
avail ab 1 e. 
-
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3. Collection and dissemination of gerontological resources in the state. 
The initial task will be to collect and disseminate information on 
resources pertaining to and research which are available in 
institutions of higher education in South Carolina. Existing 
information such as that collected by the South Carolina Commission on 
Aging wi 11 be incorporated into any reports. The Center will work toward 
the development and maintenance of a partnership with state and local 
agencies on aging. 
4. A subsidiary goal will be the promotion and coordination of aging 
related instructional activities. 
a) The Center will assist in the development of courses and 
curricula at the undergraduate as well as graduate and 
professional level for full-time students as well as for 
individuals who are employed and wish to obtain fonnal 
training in gerontology. 
b) It will assist students in pursuing educational programs·, 
field placements and training opportunities in gerontology. 
c) It will assist state agencies and others in developing 
continuing education programs for personnel serving older 
i nd i vi du a 1 s • 
While the South Carolina Commission on Aging does serve several of the 
functions described previously, it has only limited resources to perform 
all of the functions envisaged for the Center. Also, for several of the 
problems it is not economical for the Commission to have full-time 
specialists. Many faculty members have assisted or are already assisting 
state agencies and organizations serving older individuals with some of the 
-1~-
previously described activities. These efforts, however, have not been 
systematic. Also, agencies and organizations have frequently been unaware 
of the availability of the technical expertise in our institutions of 
higher learning. The proposed Center will facilitate communications 
between researchers and knowledge utilizers. 
The Center will work closely with the South Carolina Commission on 
Aging as well as the joint Legislative Study Committee on Aging and the 
Aging Network. 
Clemson University and USC have a large number of faculty members with 
teaching, research experience, and publications on diverse facets of 
gerontology. Included at USC are members of the colleges of Business 
Administration, Education, Health, Law, Nursing, Public Health, Social 
Work, and departments of Biology, Physical Education, Psychology, Sociology 
and Preventive Medicine. Currently there are several research projects in 
programs pertaining to problems ranging from biology to social aspects of 
aging. The Department of Psychology had a gerontology ~search initiation 
project supported by the National Institute of Aging. This grant had led 
to other projects, one of which is currently supported by the National 
Institute of Mental Heal~h. 
Courses on different aspects of aging and age related problems are 
currently offered by several colleges and departments. 
The Graduate School offers an 18-semester hour interdisciplinary 
Certificate in Gerontology. The College of Nursing offers a minor in 
Health of the Aged. 




toward work with the aged. In the Department of Psychology the student can 
obtain a M.A. or Ph.D. degree with an emphasis in gerontological 
psychology. 
The University libraries have very good collections in gerontology. 
Since 1978 USC has had an Advisory Committee for the Certificate of 
Gerontal ogy. This c011111ittee has members representing the University as 
well as other agencies and citizen groups. An academic subcommittee has 
been meeting regularly and it has been dealing with general problems of 
gerontological training. The University is an institutional member of the 
Association for Gerontology in Higher Education. 
Clemson University has had an Institute for Senior Citizens since 
1972. Its objective include activities in the areas of housing and health 
care, recreation and education, nutrition, bio-medical technology, 
physiology of aging, and socio-economic and demographic aspects of aging. 
The Institute has been conducting an annual summer camp for senior 
citizens. Faculty members representing the Colleges of Agricultural 
Sciences, Nursing, Parks, Recreation and Tourism, and the departments of 
history, psychology and sociology, among others have published and/or 
taught courses in gerontology. A 11 Perspectives on Aging• conference was 
organized in 1981 by the Department of History. A member of the Department 
of Psychology is a major contribution to a research grant funded by the 
National Institute on Aging. 
The Clemson Extension Service has in place a state-wide information 
delivery network. which clearly could serve the elderly. This service is 
highly program-oriented and prepared to develop and deliver materials to 
• 
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specific target audiences. Since South Carolina is a rural state with many 
aged and the rural aged have been a neglected population in terms of 
research and services, the proposed Center would be of especial 
significance. 
Currently Clemson University offers courses in gerontology in the 
areas listed above. 
Organization of the Center 
The Center will operate under the jurisdiction of the South Carolina 
Higher Education Council for Gerontology. Any full-time faculty member or 
research associate of the participating Institutions, may become affiliated 
with the Center. Since we are in a period of financial exigency, the 
initial director of the Center will have to be a full-time USC or Clemson 
faculty member whose normal duties permit her/him to assume direction of 
the operation on a part-time basis. Such an assignment would not differ 
from other simi 1 ar assignments currently performed by directors of other 
USC centers, programs and service organizations. The director will be 
assisted by an administrative assistant-secretary. In brief, the latter 
would be the only additional new personnel cost to the University. 
Cooperative Arrangements with Other Educational Institutions 
Initially, the University of South Carolina and Clemson have many 
faculty members who have interests in gerontology. Faculty members at 
these institutions who have major teaching and/or research interests will 
be encouraged to affiliate with the Center. Faculty members at other 
institutions may also become affiliated. Models for joint Gerontology 
Centers involving major universities which are geographically separated are 
available. For example, Wayne State University, the University of Michigan 
and Michigan State are collaborating in the Michigan Gerontology Center. 
Once the Center is established, cooperativae arrangements with other 
institutions in the state can be developed. 
As was indicated previously, the demand for gerontological services is 
steadily increasing. There is no educational institution, state agency or 
private organization in the state which has the personnel which can provide 
teaching, research and consultation in all of the diverse areas which bear 
upon gerontology. The listings of the various units at Clemson and USC 
which already have trained personnel interested in providing social 
services, reflects the scope of gerontological problems. There is at the 
present no mechanism to facilitate the optimal use of this personnel. The 
proposed Institute, modeled along other successful Institutes should 
provide better use of existing resources in gerontology in South Carolina. 
Criteria of Evaluation 
During the third year the Center will be evaluated in terms of 
functions set forth in the Objectives section. In general the evaluation 
will depend on feedback from university administrators, faculty members, 
the aging network in South Carolina, and other state agencies which provide 
services to older citizens as well as members of the media. Questionnaires 
will be distributed to determine the extent to which the Institute has 
provided services which were of benefit to service providers or the 
public. It should be noted that the evaluation will be a guide for the 
activities which the Institute shall pursue in the future. Since this 
outline has incorporated ave~ large number of functions, some of them 
will have to be provided only minimally, while others may be developed to a 
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much greater extent. Much of the development of the Institute will depend 
on a number of economic and social factors which will prevail in South 
Carolina in the next three years and some of which are difficult to 
predict. 
We hope that your committee will have an opportunity to study this 
proposal and see fit to support it. I have already spoken to members of 
various state agencies which serve our older citizens and have received 
support from them. Included are chief program representatives for services 
for the elderly in the Departments of Health and Environmental Control, 
Mental Health and Social Services. As I have testified last year already, 
may I emphasize that I believe that with an absolute minimal initial outlay 
~ a Center of Gerontology representing a consortium of state-supported 
institutions of higher education can be established. Such a Center would, 
in the 1 ong run, or even in the short run, actually ~ the state money in 
providing services for the elderly. A major function of such an 
organization would be to assist agencies in the dissemination and 
utilization of technologies and policies. 
.---..._ 
-
Ms. Joan Snyder, Director 
Project LOVE 
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InTo-Chapin Recreation Corrmission Aging Program 
Inro, SC 
'!his presentation gave an update on the services provided by their 
aging program along with an updated report on their Project LOVE (Iet 
Older Volmteers Educate) . '!his Project; which was started last year and 
is an intergenerational learning experience, will be expanded to a third 
school. Of course, this expansion as well as continuation within School 
District 5 is contingent upon sare funding fran the school district. If 
this does not care through, Project LOVE will becare an extracurricular 
activity. 
Aging Programs have been doing case managerrent services for rrany 
years. In 1982 this Ccmnission upgraded their case nanagercent system, 
and there has been an increase in coordinated interagency planning of 
services which should eliminate costly duplication of services. She 
questioned why a new agency has been established to coordinate services 
which are already coordinated through a client infonnation system. "'!here 
is a difference be~ Cama.mity Long Term Care and Ccmrunity B:ised long 
Term Care. Many agree with the concepts of Long Term care but feel rrore 
errphasis should be placed on the adaptation and interpretation of Corrmunity 
Based Long Term care as presented in the staterrent given by the National 
Association of Area Agencies on Aging. " 
In conclusion, Ms. Snyder encouraged the support of proposed House 
Bill, H-2364 as the aging network needs the increase in service funds 
reccmrended in this legislation. • 
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REPORT TO STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
STUDY COMMITTEE ON AGING 
The Irmo-Chapin Parks and Recreation Commission Aging Program 
initiated a comprehensive aging program in July of 1980 when Lexington 
County put the programs and services for older adults in the County 
under the administration of the two special purpose districts in 
Lexington County, the Parks and Recreation Commissions. 
At the end of the first year, 500 unduplicated older adults had 
received services. In the record year 1982-1983, which we are com-
pleting this month, 1500 unduplicated older adults are receiving 
services. 
The services offered by our Aging Program are: Transportation, 
Escort Service, Outreach, Case Management, Shopping Assistance, 
Information and Referral, Recreation and Educational Programs, 
Telephone Reassurance Program, Food Co-op Program, Blood Pressure 
Screening, and Meals on Wheels. At the present time no congregate 
meals are available in our area. A needs assessment, to be completed 
by the Area Aging Agency this year, will help determine the need of 
these services. These services are available by calling the Aging 
Program Center offices, one in Chapin at 345-2798 or the Irmo office 
at 731-0047. Several facts about the programs and services delivered 
by the Irmo-Chapin Aging Program are unique. There are few programs 
today which help the older adult's dollar go further. The food co-op 
started in the summer of 1981. This program gives the older adult 
$7.00 to $10.00 buying power for only $3.00. A co-op food bag pur-
chased every two weeks gives the participant a variety of fresh fruits ---
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and vegetables in smaller quantities ideal for one or two people. The 
food co-op program is funded with local funds. 
Demand/response transportation is an ever growing need. Few 
agencies are able to respond to emergency needs such as trips to the 
doctor's office or transportation for older adults on a short notice 
basis. This is a unique feature about our transportation program. 
Fifteen volunteer drivers aid us with this type of transportation. The 
number of unduplicated people served in transportation services of all 
types this past fiscal year is 268. 
Project LOVE - Last year I talked to you about an exciting 
intergenerational learning experience called Project LOVE (Let Older 
Volunteers Educate) • I would like to bring you up to date on Project 
LOVE. To date there have been 45 Grandpersons (Older Volunteers) 
active in this project. These Grandpersons have given 1,230 volunteer 
hours. Last year 350 children participated in Project LOVE. The pro-
ject has been active in two grade schools. The fourth and fifth grades 
at Chapin Elementary have participated for one and a half years, and 
the third grade at Irrno Elementary has participated for a half year. 
Ms. Sally Powers and Dr. Martin Weinrich of the University of SC pre-
sented information on the positive statistical results of testing in 
Project LOVE at the 35th. Annual Scientific Meeting of the Geronto-
logical Society of America in Boston, Massachusetts on November 22, 
1982. This testing which was done in 1981 showed the following 
conclusions and ~mplications: Interest among the third and fourth 
graders in Project LOVE was high to begin with, and it increased 
over the school year. The fourth graders, who had direct experience 
with the Grandpersons showed more conversions to "positive" responses 
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than did the third graders, although the difference between the grades 
was not significant. 
Changes in attitudes (as·measured on the scale included in 
research) were almost nonexistent among the controls, and signifi-
cantly positive among the fourth graders. The full analysis of 
covariance yielded an estimated treatment of 1.33, or almost 10% 
of the average posttest score, and strongly supports the hypothesis 
that children's attitudes toward old people are more positive after 
participation in an intergenerational program like Project LOVE. 
These conclusions are reinforced by a reading of the 
students' own comments about Project LOVE which clearly demonstrates 
their appreciation of the benefits obtained from this intergenerational 
learning experience. 
This study supports the value of intergenerational programs 
and policies that encourage utilization of one of our country's most 
valuable resources - our old people. As Margaret Mead (1978) points 
out, the need for intergenerational learning programs are developing. 
They are successful because old people need someone to relate to and 
there are young people who need old people to relate to. The potential 
benefits of intergenerational learning experiences for both old and 
young are great. 
I am giving Keller a copy of an article which Sally has 
released for publication for additional information for the Aging 
Study Committee and have included in your packet some highlights of 
the study for your personal files. 
Project LOVE has received the honor of being presented 




Gerontological Society of America in San Francisco on November 21, 
1983. This year I will be participating in a discussion in relation 
to integrating aging into the curriculum. (Abstract description is 
enclosed in your packet of information) . 
At the Southeastern Aging Network Conference in Savannah 
in November where the Community Based Long Term Care is the theme, 
I will be presenting Project LOVE in a workshop titled "Intergener-
ational Programming: An Emerging Resource in Community Long Term 
Care." They say education in a holistic way is considered to take 
place from the womb to the tomb. Holistically, real long term care 
can be viewed in the same light. 
Future plans include expansion to a third school and con-
tinuation within School District iS contingent upon some funding 
from the school district. If this does not occur Project LOVE will 
change pace and place and become an extracurricular activity from 
3:00 PM to 5:00 PM within the Recreation Commission scheduled 
activities. 
Aging programs have been doing case management services 
for many years. In 1982 we upgraded our case management system. 
Through our participation in a central client information system, 
clients are receiving quicker services. There has been an increase 
in coordinated interagency planning of services which should in 
theory eliminate the costly duplication of services and in many 
instances does. The tax payers will be asking many of us to explain 
why a new agency has been established to coordinate services which 
are already being coordinated through a client information system. 
Duplication of services will increase. With minor upgrading, the 
• 
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Aging Network could have saved the state money. Does an agency 
infringe on the client's rights when authorized case management 
is already in place and another agency steps in and duplicates 
services? There is a difference between Community Long Term 
Care and Community Based Long Term Care. Who knows more about 
the client's needs? Would it be the agency which has worked with 
the client on the local level to coordinate and plan services over 
a number of months and years or an agency whose contact with the 
client is in the latter stages of impairment, the final days before 
the nursing home bed is given? 
Many practitioners in the field agree with the concepts 
of Long Term Care but feel more emphasis should be placed on the 
adaptation and interpretation of Community Based Long Term Care 
presented in the statement given by the National Association of 
Area Agencies on Aging. 
The Aging Network needs the increase service funds 
recommended in the proposed legislative House Bill #2364. I 




Ms. Valeria Boykin-Tate, Program Director 
I.egal Service for the Elderly 
Col1..1I'rbia Urban league 
Col1..1I'rbia' sc 
For the past several years, the league has been awarded an Older 
Arrericans Act Grant by the Central ~tidlands Regional Planning Council 
through the s. C. Cannission an Aging. This grant is being used to 
provide legal services to seniors in the Central Midlands Region with 
errphasis on Richland County residents. 
Many of the elderly poor or near poor depend en govenment assistance 
prograns. These prograns are subject to gove.rrment statutes, regulations 
and decisional laws. Senior citizens do not have the experience to ""WOrk" 
the systan which often tirres they find frustrating and incat1?rehensible. 
This is where the league's legal service program aided them in securing their 
benefits and entitlerrents. Many seniors, also, need help in protecting their 
rights as tenants and landlords. The league assists in writing deeds and 
wills. 
There are a variety of legal needs of the poor and near poor elderly, 
rrainly in tre area of cansurrer affairs and errployxrent. Seniors need atto:rneys 
and paralegals who can advise ani represent them. Ms. Boykin-Tate said that 
rrore legal service programs designed exclusively for seniors are needed. 
Senator Rubin asked how many full-tirre staff people are at the league. 
Ms. Boykin-Tate infonred him that she is the full-tine staff. There 
are two part-tine persons assisting her. 
Dr. Parrish "WOndered if the Urban I..eague was aware of the mmber of 
para-professionals that sate of the two-year colleges are graduating who 
might be useful to the league. 
Mr. Boykin-Tate told him that they made contact wtih primarily the University 
of South carolina and sorre of the larger schools in the area to get either 
interns or volunteers to give sooe support. She has not made contact with 
the two-year colleges, for exarcple Colurrbia Ccmrercial College and Preston 
College. 
Dr. Parrish suggested Midlands Tee. 
Ms. Boykin-Tate admitted that she had overlooked this resource and she 
will make use of it. 
@ 
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Columbia Urban League, Inc. @ 
Thank you for allowing me to testify before your committee today. 
My name is Valeria Boykin-Tate, Program Director of the Columbia Urban 
League's Legal Services for the Elderly Program. The League has, for 
the past several years, been awarded an Older Americans Act Grant by 
the Central Midlands Reaional Planning Council through the South 
Carolina Commission on Aging to provide legal services to seniors in 
the Central Minlands Region with primary emphasis on Richland County. 
A gADd manv older persons, particularly those who are poor or near 
poor, deoend on qovernment assistance to maintain life on a daily basis. 
The government systems set up to administer these assistance programs 
are a vast complex system of statues, regulations and decisonal law. 
For instance, the shelter of the elderly may be provided under Federal 
and State public and subsidized housing laws, and zoning laws. Secur-
ing medical assistance is often dependent on Medicare, Medicaid artd 
laws regulating nursing homes. Nutrition is often secured by the Food 
Stamp program and nutrition programs established by other Federal laws. 
The source of their income is most probably Social Security and/or sup-
plemental Security Income. The dignity of personal freedom and control of 
property is subject ot the vagaries of the law of guardianship, and in-
voluntary committment. 
To say that the elderly have difficulty getting access to these 
programs is an understatement. Seniors, more often than not, simply do 
not have experience in "working" the system. In truth many of them find 
it frustating and imcomprehensible. 
Our legal services program has been active in helping Seniors 
"access" the system to secure their benefits and entitlements. This 
has entailed primarily administrative representation. In addition we 




Many seniors living on fixed incomes have found it difficult meeting 
their property tax oboigations. We have assisted seniors in protecting 
their homes by securing tax relief. Older persons are particularly con-
cerned about protecting their property and providing for an inheritance 
to those who will follow them. We have been writing Deeds and Wills for 
seniors to meet this need. 
It is well to note that there are a variety of other legal needs of 
the poor and near poor elderly. There is a need for assistance in the 
area of consumer affairs. The elderly are easy prey for unscrupulous 
practices within and without the market place. Legal advice and repre-
sentation is needed in this area. As more seniors re-enter the work 
force employment rights of seniors will become more important and advice 
and counsel will be needed in that area. 
Providing seniors access to legal advice and representation is a major 
concern of the Columbia Urban League. I'd like to leave you with a 
couple of thoughts. Most elderly persons have a narrow view of legal 
problems often restricted to criminal matters, divorce, negligence ana 
estat~ matters. Both seniors and people who provide services to them 
need to be educated to identify the legal components of government 
assistance programs, housing, health and consumer problems. Seniors 
need attorneys and paralegals who can advise and represent them. Since 
Seniors can't afford to pay for attorneys on Social Security and SSI, we 
need more legal services programs designed exclusively for Seniors. 
The Columbia Urban League is making every effort to assist with 
the matters I've talked about. In conjunction with regular service 
delivery we have conducted short programs at Senior Centers and meal 
sites in order to educate Seniors on topics of interest and importance 
to them. We have scheduled a Senior Citizens Legal Conference which 
will offer the opportunity to gain information on several topics. 
Again, thank you for allowing us to testify. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Valeria Boykin-Tate 
September 23, 1983 
• 
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Mr. George Dick, Second Vice President 
National Association of Area Agencies on P_ging 
Colurrbia, SC 
The {X)sition staterrent by the National Association of Area Agencies on 
Aging (N4A), which is on file in the Camri.ttee, is the prcduct of over three 
years of ~rk and supports the concept which the State of South carolina has 
adopted; i. e., to provide increased quality of care for the frail elderly in 
this State•s ccmnunities. H<:Mever, Mr. Dick {X)inted out valid definitions 
within the staterrent which offer alternatives the State could take to rreet 
the needs of the aging population. 
1. On page 5, the definition of carrrn.mi ty based long term care as 
presented by the N4A is quite different fran the S. C. Long Tenn care Medel. 
One notable elerrent that is missing in the S. C. Long Te.rm care Project is 
"preventive .. care. Mr. Dick stated that the aging network for the past ten 
years has operated tmder this definition, only they called it the "continuum 
of care ... 
2. On page 6 a list of current prd:>lems associated with service inte-
gration is given. He narred a feN of these: 
A. Fragmentation of services and duplication of administrative 
responsibilities. The N4A recamends to strengthen the 
existing network of State Offices on Aging, Area Agencies on 
on Aging and Cotmty Service Providing Agencies. Another 
Attacllrcent, r.b:lels of Camruni ty Based u;>ng Te.rm Care Systems, 
gives exanples of four states where van.ous -agrng agencies 
worked together to create successful statE!Nide ccmnunity based 
long te.rm care systeiTlS. 
B. case Managmeent is an integral part of any long te.rm care system. 
This {X)int agrees strongly with the direction South carolina 
is going and tmderscores the fact that S. C. Area Agencies on 
Aging agree fully with N4A 1 s viewpoint that the Area Agencies 
on Aging must be involved to make sure that effective case 
rranagerrent systerrs are put in place. 
C. N4A sup{X)rts all legislative action which provides "preventive .. 
as well as 11after11 care of the aging. Proposed House Bill H-2364 
should provide a ITD.lCh needed resource for developrent of services 
to the frail elderly in this State. 
Mr. Dick closed his presentation by saying that N4A supports all efforts 
to build a strong support system for the elderly. and that the fotmdation of 




Mr. Dick clarified the difference between Area Agencies en Aging and 
Councils on Aging. Area Agencies on Aging were a prcxluct of the Ol~er 
Arrericans Act and carre into existence ten years ago. However, they have 
been M:>rking to spotlight the County Councils on Aging so that they Y.Duld 
be recognized by the older persons. 
'Ihl.s concluded the Public Hearing. 
Senator Rubin announced that the Canni ttee will be in consultation in 
the near future as to when they will follow up with a Carmittee Meeting to 
evaluate the presentations. 
Prepared by: Rose Mary S. Smi. th 
Adrni.nistrati ve Assistant 
Senate Medical Affairs Comnittee 
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TESTIMONY PRESENTED AT THE PUBLIC HEARING OF 
THE SOUTH CAROLINA STUDY COMMITTEE ON AGING 
BLATT BUILDING, COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA 
SEPTEMBER 23, 1983 
Senator Rubin, members of the Study Committee on Aging, thank JOU for allowing 
me time to appear before you today. My name is George Dick and I come before 
you today as the Second Vice-President of the National Association of Area 
Agencies on Aging. I am here to present to you our Association•s position 
statement on Community Based Long Term Care (ATTACHMENT I}. 
As most of you are aware, for the past few years, I have presented testimony 
to this important committee as the representative of the Central Midlands 
Regional Planning Council (our region•s Area Agency on Aging}. During those 
years I also worked very diligently within our State to help establish a long 
term care system which could address the true needs of South Carolina•s elderly 
citizens. Along the way I have had the good fortune to be appointed by Governor 
Riley to represent our State at the 1981 White House Conference on Aging, 
and later it was my pleasure to serve on the Governor•s Resource Panel on 
the Elderly. 
While serving on the Resource Panel I was appointed to the Long Term Care 
Committee. That committee provided me with valuable insight into our State•s 
view of Long Term Care. I was then able to take that insight and put it to 
work as a member of the Long Term Care Committee of the National Association 
of Area Agencies on Aging (N4A). 
The product of over three years of work is what I am presenting to you for 
your consideration. This position statement supports in total the concept 
our State has adopted to provide increased quality of care for the frail 
elderly of our communities. However, there are valid points within the 
statement which could offer alternate directions for us to take in our joint 
efforts to meet the needs of our aging population. 
Page five of the position statement provides you with the definition of 
community based long term care as presented by the National Association of 
Area Agencies on Aginq (N4A). As you can see, this definition is clearly 
different from the Long Term Care Model you are perhaps most familiar with 
today. The element included in the N4A definition which is most notably 
missing in the South Carolina Long Term Care Project is preventive care. 
Interestingly enough, the Aging Network has for ten years operated under this 
definition for something we have referred to as the "Continuum of Care." 
The position statement next points out the current problems associated with 
service integration. A list of these problems can be found on page six of 
the statement, so I will not read each one. Instead, I will point out a few 
and give you N4A's recommendations. 
-------
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First, fragmentation of services and duplication of administrative responsibilities 
are seen as major stumbling blocks to an effective care system. N4A recommends 
that strong consideration be given to strengthening the existing network of 
State Offices on Aging, Area Agencies on Aging, and county service providing 
agencies. The Association believes that the talent and overall knowledge 
currently exists within the so-called "Network on Aging" to accomplish a true 
continuum of care for the elderly population. ATTACHMENT II provides you 
with models from four states utilizing the Network. Please review these 
models at a time when you can compare the direction of those programs with 
the directions being taken by South Carolina. 
Second, N4A points out that case management is an integral part of any long 
term care system. This point is in strong agreement with the direction we 
are going in South Carolina. I point this out merely to take the opportunity 
to say that the Area Agencies on Aging in South Carolina agree fully with 
N4A's viewpoint that Area Agencies on Aging must be involved in assuring 
effective case management systems ar~ put in place. 
Finally, N4A's long term care statement, while referring primarily to national 
legislative issues and funding sources, supports all legislative action which 
would enable preventive as well as "after" care of the aging population. The 
Community Service Legislation (H-2364) proposed for the State of South Carolina 
should provide a much needed resource for development of services to the aging 
population of our state. 
In conclusion, N4A is supportive of all efforts to build a strong support 
system for the elderly of our nation. It is the position of N4A that the 
foundation for that strong system currently exists within the Network on 
Aging. State and Area Agencies on Aging have the structure and talent to 
facilitate optimal results for long term care; however, unless fully understood 
and used, that structure will not serve its mandated purpose. 
Senator Rubin, so that you and the committee will understand Area Agencies 
on Aging better, I have also attached a summary sheet explaining our purpose 
and origin (ATTACHMENT III). Thank you and each committee member for your 
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The July-August'issue of Vintage, a publication of the S.C. Commission on Aging, state that 
your committee would have a public hearing on September 23 on the problems and concerns of 
older South Carolinians. I will not be able to attend this hearing, but I do want to share 
some concerns. 
The same issue of Vintage also carried an artiCle which stated that "The Department of Health 
and Human Services(HHS) recently announced a policy which could force adults to pay some 
Medicaid costs involved in caring for indigent relatives in hospitals and nursing homes, 
A state-by-state option on the policy is in effect. "Relatives 11 is not defined," 
I am opposed to HHS announced policy that would force adults to pay for medicaid "relatives" 
in hospitals or nursing homes. 
TI1is past week I have been ministering to an elderly couple (both are in their early nineties 
and both have hardening of the arteries) who need daily nursing care that they are not 
getting. Tiley live in their own home. Their only income is his monthly Social Security 
check. TI1e wife is ill and their family doctor has had her confined to the bed for the past 
sixteen days. 
The husband has a widowed sister who lives in her home here in Aiken and she is in her 
upper eighties. He has another sister in the Greenville area who is a semi-invalid. 
The wife has a nephew. The nephew and his wife have moved into the house to try to help. 
But the nephew has had a stroke and is paralyzed in his· left(?) leg and is unable to work, 
and his \vife has not been able to secure a job in over a year. 
If this elderly couple were admitted as medicaid residents to a nursing home there is no 
way their relatives could help pay the bill. No doubt there are hundreds of situations like 
this. I believe that the complete cost of caring for medicaid residents of hospitals and 
nursing homes should be borne by the government. 
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Phyllis G. Pellarin, ACSW 
Executive Director, Aiken Area Council on Aging, Inc. 
Testimony to the Study Committee on Aging 
Columbia, South Carolina 
September 23, 1983 
• 
Senator Rubin and members of the Study Committee on Aging: 
Phone: 648-5447 
It seems my appearance before this committee and the testimony I plan to 
offer is becoming an annual event. With your support, last year some progress 
was made toward achieving our objective. However, that advance did not result 
in reaching our goal, and therefore another effort is required. I refer to 
State legislation to provide tax relief to volunteers who drive their own cars 
at their own expense in order to provide services to clients of nonprofit human 
service delivery agencies. 
I can only reiterate what you have often heard before. The use of volun-
teers is essential to the function - even the existence - of many such agen-
cies. Volunteers have been utilized to an even greater extent in recent years 
as agencies attempt to fill the service gaps created by decreased funding and 
budget cutbacks. 
The Aiken Area Council on Aging continues to rely heavily on Volunteerism 
to supplement its funded services. 
A large majority of our volunteers are utilized to deliver daily meals to 
homebound elderly persons. This requires the use of their. own automobiles. 
During 1982, 460 volunteers contributed 8,688 hours of unpaid time, 6,012 of 
which were given by persons 60 years of age or older. Volunteers drove 36,164 
miles for which they received no mileage reimbursement in order to deliver 
services to older South Carolinians. The value of their contribution in hours 
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Page two 
served and miles driven is equal to $37,424.00, an amount of money not avail-
able to us from any source. 
The high cost of vehicle operation prevents some senior citizens on fixed 
incomes from becoming volunteers, and, in addition, has forced others to give 
up this volunteer effort as prohibitively costly. 
It is because the Aiken Area Council on Aging recognizes the vital contri-
bution of volunteers to the success of our programs that we have advocated 
strongly on their behalf for legislation that provides the same level of tax 
relief that persons engaged in business requiring the use of their cars are 
allowed to claim. We feel that there is no valid reason for maintaining the 
inequity that permits business persons double the allowable rate for volun-
teers. 
Gentlemen, once again, and for as often as it takes, I should like to 
respectfully request that the Joint Legislative Study Committee on Aging again 
support legislation to provide volunteers an increased measure of tax relief. 
This would indeed indicate a state-felt gratitude to volunteers who so un-
selfishly save us both time and money. 
On behalf of ~11 our volunteers, thank you. 
---.. 





25 YEARS OF SEP.VIa 
Senator Hyman Rubin, Chairman 
Senate Committee on Aging 
P. 0. Box 142 
Columbia, SC 29202 
Dear Mr. Chairman: 
The American Association of Retired Persons with more than 
15 million members nationwide and 119,000 members in South 
Carolina is concerned about the rapidly rising costs of 
health care especially for older Americans. 
One means by which persons over age 65 can exercise individual 
control over health care costs is to seek out physicians who 
will accept assignment of benefits under Medicare. In this 
context, AARP is organizing a health advocacy program in the 
State of South Carolina. With the assistance of Ms. Keller 
Bumgardner of the Senate Committee on Aging, and other con-
cerned citizens, I will be working with other AARP volunteers 
to organize survey teams in five-to-ten communities in South 
Carolina with the purpose of identifying physicians who do, 
and will, accept assignment. This information will then be 
widely disseminated to enable older consumers to make informed 
choices about physician services. 
I appreciate the continuing assistance of Ms. Bumgardner on 
this project and the support of the Study Committee on Aging. 
I respectfully request that the enclosed remarks be included 
in the minutes of the hearing before the Committee on September 
23, 1983. 
Sincerely, 
(Mrs.) Lola Mae Infinger 
Volunteer Health Advocacy Coordinator 
for South Carolina 
Enclosure 
-- ~ _, 
::. ..... ~"" .-- ....... - ' --.. ~ -
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Study Committee on Aging: 
My name is Lola Mae Infinger and I am a member of the 
American Association of Retired Persons, a national organi-
zation of more than 15 million members nationally and 119,111 
members in the state of South Carolina. I am the Health 
Advocacy Services Coordinator for the state of South Carolina. 
I respectfully request that these remarks pertaining to 
Medicare assignment of benefits to physicians be entered into 
the record of the minutes before the Study Committee on Aging, 
September 23, 1983. 
There is a crisis in health care, and the entire system 
of health care is involved. We all are increasingly aware 
that the cost of health care is escalating at a considerably 
higher rate than other consumer items in these inflationary 
times. The years between 1968 and 1979 saw health care costs 
increase 20 percent faster than the overall cost of living. 
One of the primary factors responsible for this is the 
cost of physicians services which has had a disastrous effect 
on elderly people suffering from tight budgets and reduced 
incomes, and has prevented many of them from seeking needed 
health care. Consider the impact on the elderly population--
those 65 and older--who are becoming more severely burdened 
each day with health expenditures not covered by Medicare. 
Total per capita out-of-pocket costs for the elderly have 
increased by 75 percent over the past five years. Hospital 
care represents 14 percent of out-of-pocket costs; physician 
services account for almost half (42%) of out-of-pocket costs. 
Not much can be done by the consumer to reduce the costs of 
hospital care other than making a decision about elective 
surgery and getting a second opinion. 
It is the cost,of physician services where the individual 
has a choice--an opportunity to control out-of-pocket costs. 
Obviously, assignment of Medicare benefits to the physician 
becomes especially important. But it is often difficult to 
locate physicians in the community who will accept Medicare 
assignment. 
What is Medicare assignment? 
If a doctor accepts assignment, it means that Medicare 
will pay, directly to the doctor, 80 percent of the allow-
able charge for that service. The allowable charge is 
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determined by the Medicare carrier (Blue Cross/Blue Shield, 
for example) in that region. The patient is responsible for 
the remaining 20 percent of the allowed charge plus any part 
of the deductible which the patient has not met. 
Here is an example: Let's say you visit a doctor in 
his office and he accepts assignment of benefits. He sends 
the claim to Medicare showing his charge as--say--$27. But 
Medicare decides that $18 is the allowable charge for the 
service in your area. Presuming you've already met your 
deductible, Medicare pays the doctor 80 percent of the $18 
allowed charge, for a payment of $14.40. 
The doctor can't make you pay more than the other 20 
percent of the allowed charge because he accepted Me~icare 
assignment. In this example, you are responsible for only 
$3.60--the difference between Medicare's $14.40 payment 
and Medicare's $18 allowed charge. The doctor cannot make 
you pay the difference between Medicare's $18 allowed charge 
and his actual charge of $27. 
Here's another example: You have an operation and the 
doctor accepts assignment of benefits. His bill for the 
operation is $2,000. Medicare allows $1,500 and pays the 
doctor 80 percent of $1,500, for a Medicare payment of 
$1,200. Again presuming you've met your deductible, your 
total liability for the bill is the $300 difference between 
Medicare's $1,200 (80%) payment and Medicare's $1,500 allowed 
charge. The doctor cannot make you pay the remaining $500. 
In this example, if you hadn't met any of your Part B 
deductible, Medicare would pay 80 percent of $1,500, less 
$75 (the deductible) for a payment of $1,125. Your total 
payment then would be the $375 difference between Medicare's 
payment and Medicare's $1,500 allowed charge. The advantage 
of using a doctor who accepts assignment is obvious: out-
of-pocket costs are guaranteed never to exceed 20 percent 
of the charge allowed by Medicare plus the share of the 
deductible that has not been met. 
Should the doctor not accept Medicare assignment, the 
doctor bills the patient for the total charge. Medicare 
then pays directly to the patient, its share of the bill--
80 percent of the allowable charge. The doctor may handle 
the claim forms for the patient but, in many instances, 
the patient must do the paperwork. In either case, it is 
the patient who must wait to be reimbursed for out-of-
pocket costs. A study of Part B claims for 1981 shows that, 
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nationally, only about half (52%) of physicians involved 
accepted Medicare assignment, representing a drop from 
60.5 percent in 1969. In South Carolina, the percentage 
is only slightly higher--55.4 percent. This situation is 
"depleting the meager savings of millions of senior citizens." 
These figures are somewhat misleading, however. If a doctor 
accepts assignment once, he goes on record as accepting 
assignment and, yet, he may accept it only one time. A 
more accurate estimate of physicians who accept assignment 
on an on-going basis is closer to 30 percent. 
How can doctors who accept assignment be located? 
It is often difficult to determine which physicians in 
a community accept Medicare assignment. AARP, through its 
office of Health Advocacy Services, has developed and 
recently published a booklet entitled, Cost Containment 
Through Community Action: The Physician Ass1gnment Survey. 
It is a "how-to" guide for determining which doctors in a 
community accept Medicare assignment and how often they do 
so. Results of the survey are compiled and disseminated in 
the community so that consumers can use the information in-
selecting a physician. It helps the consumer to avoid charges 
in excess of the Medicare allowable costs. 
In addition, an assignment survey sensitizes the community 
to the problem of high medical costs and could perhaps encourage 
more physicians to accept Medicare allowable costs as full pay-
ment. 
The results of surveys which have been conducted in 
several communities have been rewarding. For example, a 
survey was made in the Martha's Vineyard/Cape Cod area of 
Massachusetts. The results were compiled and published by 
Blue Shield of Massachusetts, Inc., and copies were made 
available to anyone requesting them. Consumers' awareness has 
been heightened as to their role in containing health costs. 
Health care providers have been alerted that consumers are 
concerned and are doing something about health care costs. 
But, most importantly, assignment information is made avail-
able for the consumer to use in making a choice. 
Knowing the benefits to the health care consumer, AARP 
is undertaking a more extensive survey in South Carolina. I 
have been appointed as the Volunteer Health Advocacy Services 
Coordinator for South Carolina to conduct assignment surveys 
in five-to-ten areas of our state. The survey committee will 
work with local aging agencies, medical societies, civic 
groups and other volunteer and citizen organizations. The 
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results will be disseminated in each community where a survey 
is made. All older health consumers in the survey areas of 
South Carolina will benefit as others have--awareness by 
consumers and health providers alike that consumers can play 
an active role in controlling health care costs--and making 
the information available to them. Many doctors assert they 
do take assignment. The surveys will let people know who 
they are. 
I respectfully urge the members of the Study Committee 
on Aging to recommend that surveys be conducted in South 
Carolina of physicians who accept assignment for the benefit 
of older people in South Carolina. 
l-iost respectfully, 
Lola Mae Infinger 
Volunteer Health Advocacy Services 
Coordinator 
October 4, 1983 - 4 -
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Senator Hyman Rubin 
305 Gressette Building 
COlumbia, South Carolina 29202 
Dear Senator Rubin, 
2 October 83 
As a concerned citizen of South Carolina I would like to offer 
some of ~ ideas on the needs of the Senior Citizens of Richland 
County and the State of South carolina. 
I see a need for more Centers located in more accessable areas of 
the city. The ones available to the Northeast section are ten miles 
away and transportation is not available over six miles. 
I understand that money has been appropriated for a site at Shandon 
Methodist Church that was supposed to be opened l September. I hope 
this information is correct, and that it will soon open.- --/_._. , _1 :.:.j .-' _/· 
We need more activities geared to the elderly taking into consideration < .:/: ,__,, -~ 
their abilities and interests. The Senior Citizen Center in operation C ~~ 
now offers Clogging 1 Ballroom dancing 1 Bridge and Chess. While these 
are wonderful activities for the Seniors that can participate 1 there 
are many that aren't physically able or mentally capable to Clog or 
play Bridge or Chess. 
Ideally 1 Day Care Centers that are open 1-Dnday through Friday 1 serve 
mea:s and have meaningful activities such ast daily exercises, pool 
table, shuffleboard; arts and handcrafts 1 painting, ( a small fee 
could be charged for materials) field trips to the Zoo, State Fair, 
Art exhibits 1 Ballgames and other places of interest. Classes can 
be given on Health Problems 1 Problems on Aging 1 Nutritional needs, 
Special Diets and food preparation. z.Dvies on Wildli~e 1 SC History, 
Current events and problems aiid top:iacs on Art. 
Accompanied on walks, picnics, and going out to lunch at different 
resturants, (Many give Senior Citizen discounts). 
Swimming or Golfing would be enjoyed by some. 
Most of these suggestions would be inexpensive and others could be 
met through payment on slidin~J scale. Transportation could be 
possibly solicited through Auto Agencies and be tax deductable as a 
contribution, (if this is permitted.) or paid on sliding scale as 
some other states do. 
These suggestions would make life more enjoyab~e and interesting for 
our Senior Citizens and keep them from inactivity, lomhness and 
depression. They would feel that "We Care" about them. 
Another idea I have is to open "Boarding Houses" for 4 or 5 to live in. 
These could have a "House Person" for assisting with meals, medications 
and other minor needs. This would be for the mobUe and self sufficient 
person with only minor health problems. The individuals could pay 
according to their income. In providing these homes the elderly 
wouldn't feel they are a burden to their family. This arrangement 
would help overcome lo~iness by being with persons of their own age 
and same problems. 
I hope we can continue with the great programs we have and to expand 
the servicesin the future. 
I am fast approaching that age and would like to enjoy my old age 
in many of the things I have suggested. 
\\\\\llnil[~~~~~rnli[mfl\l\~~i~l'\\\\\ A:'\;\l CHAO\\'ELL HL.\IPHRIES 
0 01 01 016042& 7 
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September 27, 1983 
The Honorable 
Hyman Rubin 
305 Gressette Building 
Columbia, South Carolina 
Dear Senator Rubin: 
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I was sorry to have missed the public hearing last Friday; nevertheless, 
I wanted to communicate my ideas about ineAF€flsive adult day care as 
an alternative to expensive long-term care and institutionalization. 
Adult day care, as you know, is a fairly ne.N concept to the United States, 
but one that has worked well in a number of states. The socialization 
that occurs in adult day care has been proven to be a positive stimulus 
to rraintaining the independence of the elderly. It can prevent pre-
rrature debilitation and institutionalization. Families feel better, too, 
about their aging relatives remaining in the community and support 
structure where they have resided and where they probably are most carnr 
fortable. The growing m..nnbers of the elderly are a golden resource we 
should not neglect. 
Adult day care can be based on a medical model, a social model, or a 
combination of both. The medical model provides therapeutic treatments 
such as physical, occupational, and speech therapies. The social model 
provides the support of group activities and recreationsl therapies. 
Social day care can be provided at a cost of $15.00 to $25.00 a day. 
Medical day care would be more, $35.00 to $45.00 a day, depending upon 
services needed or prescribed. Fortunately, the elderly can purchase 
only the treatnents t..'IJey need in a cay care settfng, rat...~er than pay 
for an entire package of medical care t...'IJat is offered in a nursing home 
or ot...'IJer long-term care institution. 
Unfort~~ately, reirnburse~nt policies can be barriers to participation. 
Participation in adult day care can reduce costs by preventing premature 
institutionalization. Horne health care visits are reimburseable, but do 
not provide the opfOrtuni ty to be with other people '.vhich can prevent 
isolation. ~1oreover, t..he '.veal. thy elderly can purchase any care; the poor 
elderly have access to the few govern-nE:ntal prograrns that are available .. 
The middle class elderly have neither. 
I request your support of the concept of adult day care for the elderly 
population. Your investigation of re~ving b~e barriers to participation, 
particularly financial barriers, would be appreciated. Thank you for the 
opportunity to participate in public policy rraking. 
Sincerely, 
!fht;t~f#t/1 ~~;w~Z,(h~ 
Ann Chadwell Humphriesf 
2814 hlebster Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29205 
77l-6026-home; 765-7275-v;ork 
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